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AGENDA ITEM 1 - ELECTION OF THE CHAIRMAN AND VICE-CHAIRMAN
.
OF THE COMMITTEE
Mr,MILEVlSKI (P9land) called for nominations for the post
of Chairman of the Committee.
Mr.HINZ (Federal Republic of Germany) proposed
Mr. Vancraeynest (Belgium).
Mr. VAUGHN (Liberia) supported that proposal.
~~.

Vancraeynest (Belgium) was unanimously elected Chairman.
Mr. Vancraeynest (Belgiuml took the Chair.
The CHAIRMAN called for nominations for the post of
Vice-Chairman.
Mr. DUBCHAK (USSR) proposed Mr. Nikoli~ (Yugoslavia).
Mr. CUNNINGHAM (USA) supported that proposal.
Mr. NiRo1ic (Yugoslavia) was unanimously elected
Vice-Chairman.
AGENDA ITEM 2 - ADOPTION OF THE AGENDA (TM/CONF/C.1/1)
The Agenda was adopted without comment.
AGENDA ITEM 3 - CONSIDERATION AND PREPARATION OF THE DRAFT
TEXT OF ARTICLES OF A CONVENTION ON
TONNAG~ MEASUREMENT (TM/CONF/4 and 4/1,
TM/CONF/5 and Adds.l and 2, TM/CONF!6
and Add.l, TM/CONF/7 and TM/CONF/8)
Mr. NADE!NSKI
(Committee Secretary) said there
were s ..
.
.
number of different proposals for Articles of a future
international convention before the C6Iillnittee; Proposal A,
including a set of Articles as suggested by the Maritime Safety
Committee together with comments and proposals by Member
Governments, was contained inTM!CONF/4, with some additional
amendments to Articles 3 and 17 proposed by Israel in TM/CONF!4!1.
Proposal B, comprising the identical Articles and comments
.,' '"
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thereon, was contained inTJVl/CONF/5, with additional recently
received proposals for amendment in TM/CONF/5/Add.1 and Add.2.
Proposal C,including the same Articles, was crntained in
TM/CONF/6, with additional cormnents by Israel in TM/CONF/6/Add.1.
The draft Articles were similar under all the proposals, except
that Prop0sals A and B differed from Proposal C with regard to
Article 2(4), Article 3(3) and 3(4), Article 10 and Art:j.cle 17.
Member Governments in submitting their comments had sometimes referred to Proposals A and B together and sometimes to
only one of the proposals; comments would therefore be repeated
where appr0priate. Two further documents containing draft
Articles were TM/CONF/7 (the Danish Proposal) and TM/CONF/8
(the Finnish Proposal). He suggested that the Committee might
wish to proceed by taking one of the sets of draft Articles as a
basis for discussion, taking into account all the relevant
comments regarding those same Articles made in other documents.
The CHAIRMAN suggested that the Committee should take as a
basis for its work Basic Proposal C (TM/CONF/6).
It was so decided.
Basic Pro;osal C for a Universal System of Tonnage Measurement
(TM/CONF/ )
Preamble
It was decided to defer discussion of the Preamble until
consideration of the Articles had been 'completed.
",'.

Article I - General Obligation under the Convention
Paragraph (I)
Paragr~ph~)wasapprovedwithout change.,
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Paragraph (2)

.,'.,

Mr, DAEAM (France), referring to his Government1sproposal
on page 40f TM/CONF/6, said that p~ragraph (2) served no useful
purpose and should be deleted. Article 17 (Coming into Force)
was sufficient to cover the coming into force of the . Convention.
Mr. GEEDES (Netherlands) thought that the Article could be
simplified by combining paragraphs (1) and (2). The historical
reason for the eXiste~ce of a separate paragraph (2)w~s.that,
in former.conventions;.Articlel had contained a provisioriihat
Contracting Governments
legal
measures
.
. ".
. should undertake
.
.
. (as
distinct from other measures) to give effect tq .the Convention.
He suggested that for greater clarity thephrase.n, •• and take
all legal meas'ureswhichfuayberie~es"sary'to ihat'eYld" should be
added at the end of paragraph (2 }" .... .
.'..- ., ..,; ...
~.

.,

Mr. KASBEKAR. (India) pointed outthat"draft"'~rticie "1 was
modelled on the corresponding Article in, :(he .l966.Convention on
Load Lines. Although paragraph (2) of the Article might seem
redundant, he thought it should be retaine.a, because it made
clear what were the obli~ations of Contracting Governments.
Mr. WIE (Norway) 8nd Er. BORG (Sweden). 'supported
that view.
Mr. QUAETEY (Ghana) also thought ,p?:ragraph(2).
should be
.... . ..
.
retained since it was essential to the sense of the Article,
Whereas under paragraph (1) Contracting Gi:niernnients merely
undertook to give effect to the provisions of tlleGonventioh,
under paragraph (2) they committed themselves to take actual
practical steps to implement it.
~

Mr. BACHE (Denmark) agreed with

~.

th~

Netherlanas delegation
that the word "legal" should be inserted in the text of paragraph
(2) to bring the Article into line with the 1966 Convention on
Load Lines.
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. Mr. DARAM (France) pointed out that in his country
international law was held to take. precedence over domestic law.
If, therefore, any government undertook to give effect to a
Oonvention; it was legally bound to take the statutory measures
necessary to implement it. Paragraph (2) was accordingly
unneoessary.

Mr. O'SULLIVAN (Ireland), Mr. CUNNINGHAM (USA),
Mr. BIEULE (Argentina), Mr. OSMAN (United Arab Republic),
Mr. SUZUKI (Japan) and Mr. DUBCHAK (USSR) supported that view.
The CHAIRMAN put to the vote the French amendment on page 4
of TM/CONF/6.
The amendment was adopted by 24 votes to 5.
Article I, as amended, was approved.
Article 2 - Definitions
Introductory wording
The CHAIRMAN said that the English version of the introductory wording contained a typographical error, 2~d should be
corrected to read: "For the purpose of the present
Convention, ••• ".
The introductory wording, as corrected, was approved.
Paragraphs (1) and (2)
Approved without comment.
Paragraph (3)

Mr. BIEULE (Argel:'ltina) proposed that "International Voyage"
should include a voyage over water and should not be restricted
to sea voyages only. That proposal was not supported.

Mr. DARAM (France) drew attention to his Governmentts
proposal and comments (TM/CONF/6). He stressed the inadvisability
of using the term "country", which hlldno meaning in international
law.

Mr. PROSSER (UE) said that his delegation strongly urged
the retention of the original text, despite the objection raised
by France. It was taken from the 1960 Safety Convention and the
1966 Convention on Load Lines, and had beEn adopted only after
lengthy discussion.

Mr. BORG (Sweden), Mr.

GEP~ES

(Netherlands), Mr. KASBEKAR
(India), Mr. HINZ (Federal Republic of Gerlliany), Mr. WIE
(Norway), Mr. SUZUKI (Japan) and Mr. MILEWSKI (poland) expressed
support for the United Kingdom view.

Mr. DARAM (France) noted that many delegations preferred the
original text. His Government nevertheless continued to attach
great importance to its proposal.

Mr. MURPHY (USA) said thnt his delegation found the original
wording adequate and clear. The fact that it was used in the
1960 Safety Convention and the 1966 Convention on Load Lines
meant that it had already acquired some significance internationally. A change in the wording might suggest that the
tonnage measurement convention differed in Some way from the
other two Conventions. The paragraph should therefore be left
as it stood.
The CHAIRMAN invited the Committee to vote on the· French
proposal.
The proposal was rejected by 18 votes to 2.
Paragraph (3) was approved without change.
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Paragraphs (4) and (5)
The CHAIRMAN pointed out that paragraph (4) used the words
"a ship the keel of which is laid" whereas the corresponding
wording in the French &~endment (TM!CONF!6), as well as in
TM!CONF!4, spoke of "0. ship for the construction of which a
contract has been signed". There was a considerable difference
between the two formulae.

Mr. UTTLEY (UK) proposed the addition of the words "for
each Contracting Government" at the end of paragraph (4).

Mr. LOLONG (Indonesia) said that his delegation supported
the Swedish proposal for paragraph (4) (TM!CONF!6).
Mr. von der BECKE (Argentina) suggested that the words
"for the Government the flag of which is borne by that ship"
should be added at the end of paragraph (4).

Mr. BACHE (Denmark) drew attention to his Government's
proposal in TM!CONF!6 •

. Mr.

~iSBEKlill

(India) pointed out tha~ the definitions given
in paragraphs (4) and (5) were closely connected with the topic
being discussed by the Technical Committee. Further consideration
of those definitions should therefore be postponed until the
Technical Committee had reached some conclusions.

Mr. MURPHY (USA) said there had been many references in
plenary to the extent to which the new convention should apply
to eXisting vessels. That was another reason for postponing
consideration of paragraphs (4) and (5).

Mr. GERDES (Netherlands) agreed.

The definition of a new
ship was a matter of great importance to the Netherlands
delegation.
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Mr. DUBCHAK (USSR) expressed his support for the idea of
postponing the discussion 'on paragraphs (4)ano. (5). He
suggested that the matter betaken up again when the plenary
had reached the necessary decisions.
, I t was so decided
Article 3 -Application
Mr. HINZ (Federal Republic of Germany) and'Mr. Kasbekar
(India) said that discussion
Article 3 should be postponed,
as had been done in the case of Article 2.

ot

Mr. BACHE (Denmark) s'aid't~a:tothereiements in Article 3
:'"
,"'. , '. "-,, -, < " ~ . - .- ..... ; .',.
.
aould still be'discusse:d, 'sin'ce 'they did 'not affect the general
"questiori of a:pplibabilJ.ty'to:n:t;w ships.
Paragraphs (1) and (2)

.
Paragrapp. (1) was approved witl}ol,Xt change.
,

paragraphs (3) and (42
ConSideration of paragraphs (3) ,and ,(4) was deferred. '
Artfcle 4 - Exceptions
:,

'.c..
,"

Pa:c:agraVh (1)
The cHl\IRMAN suggested that as the~e was no defihi tion of
overall length either in the Ilrticles or in: the Regulations,
, the 'pOint might be referr~dto the Technibal Committee. Speaking
~s anavai a~chite'Ct, he ~xp~essed a 'pr~ference for the same
definition asth~t u~edinth~1966 Convention on Load Lines.
, " ,Mr.J)1lRAI\'! ,lFrilnce) ~aid that~ccording tQ th~ French version
of parag;aph cl)(o), ;"hich was at variaYlce with theEYlgii~h, the
, exception in that clause was applicable to new ships., Therefore,

'ccinsid~ration:'oftheclaus~~h6ttidbe po~tponeduntiithe
Question of par~~kters hadbeerisettl~d~
"';
•

",_':;. L

,'. ' : ' •
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Mr. PROSSER (UK) urged theGommittee to accept paragraph (1)

as it stood; it was already specific enough and need not be
referred to the Technical Oommittee.
,.

Acceptance of the Swedish amendment (TM/OONF/6, page 14)
would mean that ships of considerably larger size would 'be
excluded from the scope of the convention.
I1r. NIOHOLSON (Australia) said that paragraph (l)(b) might

with advantage, be held over in case the Technical Oommittee
proposed a displacement parameter.
I1r. WIE (Norway) said that paragraph (1) (b) was

acceptable as it stood and need not be referred to the Technical
Oommittee.
I'fr. BORG (Sweden) and Mr. DUBOHAK (USSR) were i-n favour of

referring paragraph l(b) to the Technical

OQmmitt~e.

I'fr. HINZ (Federal Republic of Germany) also favoured that

course. If the Technical Oommittee recommended a displacement
. .:.O' " "'tl
parameter, paragraph (l)(b) should follow closely the analagous
definition.in the 1966 Oonvention on Load Lines,
Thepl.'oposal to refer paragra,]2h (l)(b) to the Technical
OOrD:mittee was adopted by 21 votes to one.
I1r. NADEINSKI (Oommittee Secretary) reminded representatives
,.

"that the Technical Oommittee had to' conclude its work by' 13 June
or at latest 16 June, otherwiSe there would not be enough time
left for drafting and discussions in the present Oommittee and
in plenary, and preparation of the Oonference's final documents.
r,'fr. HINZ (Federal Republic of Germany) explained that he

had simply wished the Oommittee to hold over consideration of
paragraph (l)(b) until the Technical Oommittee had reported on
parameters to the plenary.
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The CHAIRMAN said that might be preferable, and then
.paragraph(l)(b) need not be referred to the Technical Committee.
Mr.KASBEKAR (India) observed that there were technical
considerations at stake: hence the decision on the definition
of length must be deferred.
If a minimum length were inserted,
it should be thE! same as that specified in the 1966 Convention
on Load Lines.
The CHAIRMAN, speaking in his personal capacity, said that
the term "overall length" did not constitute a definition.
Something more precise was needed.
Mr. PROSSER (UK) said that the Committee might defer
consideration of paragraph (1) (b) until the Technical
Committee's recommendation concerning parameters had been
submitted in plenary.
The CHAIRMAN said that it would be best not to go back on
a vote already taken; accordingly paragraph (1) (b) would be
referred to the Technical Committee for
advice
.
. on the need to
define the term "overall.length" and the minimum length to be
specified in that paragraph.
'

,.

ParagraJ2hs( 2lli), (b) and ( c)
Mr. PROSSER (\tiC) said that his delegation wished' to make it
clearthat the inclusion of paragraph (2)(6) in Article 4, in. no
way affected the status in international law of waters' excluded
from the scope·. O:r the. Convention QY that Article.
paragraphs 2(a)1 (b) and (c) were aF/Jrove4;
Additional J2aragraphproJ2osed bZ--!he United Kingdom

.M.L

PROSSER (UK) proposed anaddi tional paragraph for
inclusion in Article 4, which could be modelled on Article 7 "E.Q£.£.§. majeure" in the 1966 Convention on Load Lines.
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The draft· Convention underconsideratiortwas intended to
apply to all ships engaged On international voyages apart from
the exceptions laid down in Article 4.
Therefore, its provisions
would apply to fishing vessels over a certain length and that
was acceptable to the United Kingdom delegation.
The great
majority of British fishing vessels of such size did not engage
on international voyages, but they did operate in distant
waters and occasionally were obliged for various reasons, such
as having to land a sick seaman, to enter foreign ports.
His proposal was designed to remove any possible doubts as to
the status of such vessels.
Mr. WIE (Norway), supporting the United Kingdom proposal,
said that his Government was in the same position.
Mr. HINZ (Federal Republic of Germany) asked for the
United Kingdom proposal to be circulated in writing before a
final decision was taken.
It was so decided.
Article 5 - Ascertainment-2f tonnages
Ilir. HINZ (li'ederal Hepublic of Germany) suggested that the
Committee could discuss the substance of both Articles 5 and 6
by inserting square brackets around the words "gross tonnage
and load displacement", wherever they occurred.
It need not
then postpone their consideration until the Technical Committee
had arrived at a decision concerning parameters.
Mr. DAHAM (France), Mr. de MATTOS (BraZil), Mr. GERDES
(Netherlands) and Mr. LEVY (Israel) agreed.
Mr. KASBEKAR(India) maintained that i t was necessary first
for the Technical Committee to pronounce on the two fundamental
issues.
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Vir. QUARTEY (Ghana) said the discussion of Articles 5 and 6
would be disjointed if such a procedure were followed.
Mr. BACHE (Denmark) favoured something on the lines of the
French amendment (TM/CONF/6, page 16).
The meeting rose at 12.35 p.m.
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AGENDA ITEM 3

~

CONSIDERATION AND PREPARATION OF TEE DRJ~FT
TEXT OF ARTICLES OF A CONVENTION ON TONNAGE
MEASurtEMENT (TM!COI~1!6 and Corr.l;
TM!CONF!6!Add.l; TM/CONF!C.l!WP.l)
(continued)

Article 5 - ASgert§d.nment of Towages (continued)
The CHAIRMI\.N invited the Committee to continue its
consideration of Article 5 taking the text proposed by France
(TM!CONF!6, page 16) bS a basis and putting the words "of gross
tonnag~ and certified displacement" and "of gross tonnage" in
square brackets.
Mr.

KASBE~~R

(India) had no objection to adopting that

text.
Mr. GERDES (Netherlands) explained that the only purpose
of the amendment proposed by the Netherlands (pages 16 and 17),
in which there was a mictake in the English text, was to ensure
that measurement of ships was carried out in confo,:,mity with
the provisions of the Convention.
He would therefore propose
that a sentence to that effect be added at the beginlling of the
text.

The CHAIRr~N noted that there was no support for the proposal,
which was therefore rejected.
Article 5 J2.r012..q§ed J2x_Fr.§ll~_'2Jwr9vedl
in sguare_.pr~ckets.
Art~cle 6.~

exc!,J?tJor _the

w~

Issue of CertificatQ

ParagraJ?h J1l
The CHAIRJVIAN noted that the words "gross tonnage and load
displacement" should be pla'Jed between square brackets as in
the case of Article 5.
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Mr. GERDES (Netherlands) recalled that liis delegatiop had
proposed (TJV[!CONF!6,pages 18 and 19) that use be made of the
expression "Internattonal I![easUl:ement Certiftcate" and that the
Convention should, in special cases, authorize the issue of a
Special Certificate to ships flying the flag of a State whose
government was not Party to the Convention.
That was the
current practice for countrj_es Parties to the Oslo Conven I;ion.
It could with advantage be extended to the future Convention
and without danger, since the duration of the certificate would
That was the aim of the new paragraph (2)
be limited.
proposed by the Netherlands.
Mr. IUCHOLSON (Aus tralia) agreed with the idea underlying
the Netherlands proposal.
International Tonnage Certificates
should not be delivered to ships which were not registered in a
contracting country.
Perhaps in paragraph (1), after "to every
ship", the words "registered in a contracting country or flying
the flag of a contracting country" could be added.
Mr. VAUGHN (Liberia) considered that the expression
"International Measurement Certificate" proposed by the
Netherlands was more appropriate.
Mr. DARAM (France) said he would like to know what
"f'pecial cases" the Netherlands had in mind.
If it was a
quest:::on of ships flying the flag of a State whose government
was not Party to the Convention, he wondered whether the
proposal would not entail a contradiction of paragraph (4) of
Article 7.
Mr. GERDES (Netherlands), in reply to the Australian
representative, explained that the idea was to make provision
in the Conventio11 for the i.ssue of an international, and not
a national, certificate, which would be of great importance to
shipowners"
He explained, with reference to the comment by
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the represen ta tiveof IJiberia, that the expX'es sion "International
Measurement Certificate" would apply only to Prcpcsal 0 and that
the COl~~ittee would therefore have to await the conclusions of
the Technical Committee before taking a decision on the matter.
Finally, he did indeed recognize the contradiction between the
new paragraph proposed by the Netherlands and paragraph (4) of
Article 7 to which the representative of France had referred.
But he would point out to him that the Netherlands had also
submitted an amendment to that provision as well as to
paragraph (4) of Article 9.
]VII'. DARAM (France) 00nsidered that proposal pertinent, but

thought that the special cases envisaged should consequently be
specified in Article 6 or Article 7.
Mr. PROSSER (UK) thought it would be dangerous to provide
in the Convention for the issue of a certificate which might be
to the benefit of ships SUbsequently flying the flag ofa State
whbsegovernment was not Party to the Convention.
He preferred
the original text of Article 6.
Mr. NICHOLSON (Australia) shared that view in substance
. although hefeatedtha t therew8sin fact -a contradiction
betweenparaktaph (1) of Ar'ticle 6anclparagraph (4) of Article 7.
Mr. PROSSER (uk) did not thinksci~
The two Articles
indicated. clearly the treatment that would be applied to ships,
Mr. DUBCHAK (USSR), supported by Mr. BORG (Sweden),
Mr. MILEWSKI (Poland) and Mr.KASBEKAR (Indi8) said he shared
the views of the United Kingdom representative and was ir,
favour of adopting the original text of paragraph (1) of
Axticle 6.
Mr. DARAM (France) re-introduced an amendment which had
been proposed by Mr. HINZ (Federal RepUblic of Gerinany),
supported 1)~r Mr. WI:B (:tiforway) and. ]Vii:. GERDES (NetherlalJds)
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The amendment was to add, in
but subsequently withdrawn.
paragraph (1), after "every sliipl! the words "flying the flag of
a State whose government is a Contracting Government".
He would, however, p~~efer a more elegant wording which
.would both satisfy the Netherland.s. and make it possible to do
away with paragraph (4) of Article 7 by supplementing the
proposed amendment with the words "and to no other ships" at
the.end of the paragrcph.
Mr. OSMAN (United Arab Republic) supported that proposal.

The CHAIRJ'iIAN observed that. the Committee had not yet
examined Article 7 and hence could not take a decision on a
prGposal entailing the deletion of paragraph (4) of that
Article.
He invited. the Committee to take a decision on the
.first amendment proposed by the representative of France •
. Mr. NICHOLSON (Australia) supported the proposaL
The CHAIRMAN put the French proposal to the vote.
!f1e FrencJ:1 propos§l was r:'€:l~d by 19 Yili§... to 4.
Paragraph (1) of Article_~_as originally ~ted, was
gpprovedby 22 vot;~.s. to one~.££J2:L.f.Qr the...,.W?rds in~uare
brack~.

A. Netherlands_ Pro12o§.?l to inserts new

p~ragraph

CgJ

. 1!M/CONFL6, 12~ge_19) w~§ not sup~rted~Y-2ny oth~r delegation
.. and was regar!J:,2d s:Lre;iectecL
. .
Pafag ra 12h..1
Approved without comment.
Article 7 - Issue of .£QE.t1f; cate_by anolhe£ Government
ParagraI?h_ill
The CH!U~'\.N noted that the words "gross tonnage and load
displacement" should be put in square brackets.
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Mr, VAUGHN (Liberia) pointed out that the word "determine"
was used in thatseotion instead of the word "oaloulate",whioh
appeared in the rest of the text.
Mr, KASBEKAR (India) said he would prefer to see the word
"determj.ne" used throughout the text.
The Commi nee decieJ:~d
]£§fting Committee.

t o ~those

oomm.en!L.!Q...the.

Mr.

NICHOLSON (Australia) proposed that the words "or
authorize the issue" be deleted.
He did not see how a
Contracting Government could assume responsibility for a
certificate issued by a body over which it had no control.
Mr.DARAM (Franoe) supported the amendment put forward by
Mr. Nj.cholson, and for the same reasons.
He added that the
facility Offered by the expression in question would make no
substantial difference, since the Administration was always
fully responsible.
Mr. HINZ (Federal RepUblic of Germany), supported by
Mr. BORG (Sweden) .considered that the facility in question
followed logically from the use in Article 6, paragraph (2),
first sentence, of the words: "or by any person or organization
duly authorized by it".
Mr. PROSSER (UK) endorsed that view and pointed out that
paragraph (1) and (3) of Article 7 were interrelated.
The amendment p£opQsed b~ the represeptative of-~ustral~
was rejected by 15 vot~ to 6~ Paragraph ill-wafl~£oyed as
drafted, except for the words in sguare bracket~.
Paragrarhill
Mr. GElIDES UJetherlands). referring back to the wording
used in the corresponding paragraph in Proposal A, requested the
insertion of the words: "and a cOpy of the calculations of the
tonnages".
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Mr. PROSSER (UK) held that that idea was linked to the
questton of what form the certH'icate should take, and should be
held in abeyance until the Techntcal Committee had put forward
its proposals.
I~. "tUB (norway) said he was il'lfavour of the

amendment, but saw no objection to watting for the outcome of
the discusstons in the Technical Committee.
The CHAIRMAN suggested that the proposed phrase should be
placed in square brackets.
Mr PROSSER (UK) welcomed that procedure.
Mr. BACHE (Denmark) supported by Mr. ~IDRPfIT (USA),
Mr. DJLRAM (Fran~e), Mr. DOLCINI (Italy), Mr. BORG (Sweden) ana·
Mr. MILEWSKI (Poland) strongly endorsed the amendment proposed
by Mr. Gerdes.
He pointed out that whatever parameters might
be used as a basis for 1;l1e data on the certifi.ca te, calculations
·/lould have to be made, anq.a copy of those calculations could be
attached to the certificate.
The amenQment proposed by the Ne~herlands repre~ent~tive
was adopted unanimously by the 23 members voting.
------_.
--_._---~---,--~--

Paragr§.J21Lill.
Mr. HINZ (Federal Republic.01 Germany) withdrew the
amendment proposed by his delegation in TM/CONF/6,page 20.
Mr. OSMAN (United.Arab·Republic), supported by
Mr. DARAM (France),proposed that the French text should be
amended. by the insertion of the words "de l'Etat" after the words
"du Gouvernement", to bring it into· line with the English text.
It was so

d§£ide~.

ParagraJ2h (3), as amended in_the French version!

~§.pproved.
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SURplementarx--Artiol~l4-A)

The CHAIRJ.IlAN invited the Committee to consider TM/CONF/C.I/WP.I,
the draft text of a supplementary Article proposed by the
United Kingdom.
He asked the Committee to deal only with the
wording.· of the Article and not w:' th its position in the
Convention, which was a secondary matter that could well be left
~o the drafting group responsible for the final instrument.
Mr. HINZ (Federal Republic of Germany) who had been
anxious to have the written text in front of him before
expressing an opinion on the am,mdment, expressed full support
fur the two paragraphs proposed by the United Kingdom.
The new Article prouosed by Jhe United Kingdom was
approved.
Article 8 - F£rm of

Certificat~

The CHAIRMAN recalled that the plenary Conference, in
giving its instructions to the General Committee, had asked it
not to deal with questions relating to the form of certificates.
The Committee should therefore consider the Article but omitting
Annex II, referred to in paragraph (2).
Pa ra il:rQ.pK.i1:1
Approved withQut comment.
Paragr§]h.J.. tl
Mr. HINZ (FederalRepublicbfGerm~ny) refe:t;ring to his
. Government' sproposed amendment to the p~ragrap~ .
..
(TN/CONF/fi,page~2), suggested that it might be consider8d
later, as it referred more specifically-to Proposal C.
The CP~IRMJ~ suggested that Mr. Hinz's reservation should
be dealt with by piacing the word "eaoh" ( ••• of each model ••• )
between square brackets in the·· English te:Kt.
It was so decided.
Para.grn.I1h (2) was ap12roved in that fo;rlf!.
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Article 9 - -FSJrm· of...££.t!ifica te§.
The CHAIRMAN suggested that, to take account of the
amendment proposed by Denmark on page 24 of TM/CONF/6, the.words
"gross" and "or load displacement" should be placed in square
brackets.
~

Mr. GERDES (Netherlands) drew attention to the amendments
suggested by his delegation in TiVI/CONF/6, pages 26 and 27.
In
the light of the discussion which had just taken place,his
delegation would not press for the adoption of its proposal for
the amendment of paragraph (2).
Mr. OVERGAAUW (Netherlands) stated that, as far as the validity
of the certificate was concerned, his delegation considered it
essential that ships on the high seas should be governed by
provis.ions. similar to those governing inland shipping under the
terms of the 1925 Treaty of Paris and the 1966 Geneva Treaty,
which. provided for periods of validity of ten and fifteen years
respectively.
The Netherlands delegation thought it vital that
ships should be remeasured after a period of 15 years.
Mr. NICHOLSON (Australia) wondered whether it would not
suffice if the beginning of paragraph (1) wereamend~d to read:
"The International Measurement Certificate (1969) shall cease to
be valid and be cancelled by the Administration: •• ".
Mr. {J-ERDES (Netherlands) endorsed that proposal, and
pointed out that i tresembled the. proposal made by his own
delegation in TM/C01'F/6 (page 27).
I t was essential to
indicate somewhere in the new Convention, as had been done in
the Oslo Convention, that if at any time the ship should cease
to correspond to the ·particulars given in the Measurement
Certificate, that certifice would cease to be valid.
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The Cfu\IRMAN called for a vote on the amendment to
paragraph (1) proposed by the representative of Australia.
That amendmel'1.i wafl...adopte(l bUl. votes toone.
Mr. PROSSER (UK), Mr. MURPHY (USA) and Mr. MacGILLIVRAY
(Canada) stated that their delegations were opposed to the idea
expressed by the representative of the Netherlands regarding the
period of validity of the -certificate, since in their vie,w the
certificate as defined in the Convention already contained all
the requisite guarantees.
Mr. GERDES (Netherlands) explained that in his delegation's
View, the essent~al point was to make provision for some control
measurement, suc~ as that mentioned in TM!CONF!6, paragraph 1,
,last sentence (page 27).
After all, fifteen years was a very
longtime, and it was essential that the certifioate could be
renewed without remeasurement of the ship.

Mr. VAUGHN (Liberia) said that he shared the point of view
of the United Kingdom, United States and Canadian representatives.
There was no reason for choosing a period of fifteen years,
rather than one of ten or five years and in any case that was a
question for the Administration.
Mr; BACh"E (Denmark) thought that the Netherlands proposal
was of interest, but stressed that the Treaties which, had been
mentioned were not of the same type as the present Convention.
He wondered whether representatives of Governments Parties to
the 1966 Geneva Treaty could give their opinion on the question.
Mr. HINZ (Federal Republic of Germany) thought that
comparison was difficult, as inland naVigation and navigation on
the high seas raised two quite different problems.
In anY-case,
it seemed to him that the amendment which had just been adopted
to paragraph (1) rendered that second modification - which was
too "interventionist" - somewhat unnecessary.
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The CHAIRMAN said that the second Netherlands amendment
had not been supported and was, therefore, rejected.
Mr. EDHOLM (Sweden) drew attention to the amendment
proposed by his Government, which was reproduoed on page 28 of
TM/CONF/6.
The CHAIRMAN said he thought that the decision just taken
on paragraph (1) dealt with the subject raised in that proposal.
Mr. LEVY (Israel) thought that, in paragraph (2),.it should
be made clear that when a ship possessing a certificate was
transferred to the flag of another State Party to the Convention,
the certificate should remain valid until the State whose flag
the ship was flying issued a new certificate.
Mr. HINZ (Federal RepUblic of Germany) said he thought the
amendment proposed by his Government on page 25 of TM/CONF/6
dealt with the point which the representative of Israel had
Just raised, and even went a little further.
Moreover, it was
more in keeping with the other Articles· of the Convention.
Mr. VAUGHN (Liberia) wondered what would happen if a ship
.being transferre.d to the flag of another State Party to the
Convention was transferred rapidly, while the transmission of a
copy of the certificate Was not so speedy.· As far as.the
Convention on Load Lines and the Convention for the Safety of
~ife at Sea were concerned, it was. probable that th~ majority of
Administrations cencelled the· certificates when ships changed
flag,
But there was some doubt as to whether the same
considerations applied in the case of the tonnage certificate.
Perhaps the Federal RepUblic of Germany's proposal could be
retained in principle, on condition that prOVision was made for
a respite (of six months, for example).
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Mr. NIKOLIO (Yugoslavia) was opposed to any- modification of
the original text of parag1:aph (2).
The certificate must be
issued by the flag State and by no other; there was, therefore,
no reason to specify whether that State was a Party to the
Convention or not.
]vlr. KASBEKAR (India) thought, on the contrary, that from
the legal point of view it was important to make such a
distinction.
I f the flag State was a Party to the Convention,
by virtue of the principle of reciprocity which, incidentally,
was recognized. in the Convention, nothing should prevent the
validity- of the certificate from being accepted.
The only
formalities to provide for were the transmission of a copy of
the certificate and of the calculations for information purposes.
If the flag State was not a Party to the Convention, the
certificate would immediately be cancelled by the Administration
which had issued it.
Paragraph (2) should provide for both
those possibilities.
Mr. de jvJATTOS (Brazil) supported the Federal Republic of
. Gerll1any's.proposal and also shared the opinion expressed by the
Indian representative. . In the case of the transfer. of a ship
to the flag of another State Party to the Convention, perhaps it
would be sufficient to add a note to the certificate confirming
its validity.
Mr~ .BACHE (Denmark) also thou.ght that it was important . to

distinguish between States Parties to the Convention and States
Which were not Parties.
In the former csse, it seemed pointless
to issue..F\ new certificate which would give Ii ttle more
information than the old one.
It should be sufficient to put
some sort of stamp on it, indicating the endorSement of the new
State and the ship's change of name,letters of identification, etc.
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Mr. GERDES (Netherlands) supported the Federal Republic of
Germany's proposed amendment to paragraph (2), which was the
most satisfactory from the legal point of view and would not
preclude an extension of the validity of the certificate for an
appropriate period (e.g. three months).
Mr. MURPHY (USA) thought that it would be preferable to
keep the original wording of paragraph (2) as it was more in
conformity with the text of the Convention on Load Lines.
Moreover, it should not be forgotten that the certificate not
only mentioned the tonnage but also the authority responsible
for the calculations; it was thus qUite logical that it should
cease to be valiQ when there was a transfer of responsibilities.
Mr. PROSSER (UK) agreed with the United States representative
and said that in his opinion the. provisions of Article 7 were
sufficient to solve the difficulties which had been raised.
Mr. NICHOLSON (Australia) thought the question was a legal
one relating to responsibility.
It was unlikely that a State
would desire one of its ships to hold a certificate that had
been issued under the responsibility of another State.
Whilst
there could be inconvenjence when a ship was sold to a different
flag, the problem was a practical one that could be solved
administratively without amendment to the Article.
Mr. DUBCHAK (USSR) agreed with the representatives of
Yugoslavia and the United States in thinking that there was no
n"ed to modify tile original text.
Mr. HINZ (Federal Republic of Germany) proposed tha
vote on his. country's .propostll should be postponed unti~ . the
meeting of 2 June, so as to give delegations supporting it time
~o consult together with a view to making the changes they
considered desirable.
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Mr. EDHOLM (Sweden), Mr. ROOQUEMONT (France) and Mr. BACHE
(Denmark) supported that proposal.
Mr. NADEINSKI (Oommittee Secretary), referring to Rule 22
of the Rules of Procedure, indicated that a motion to adjourn
the debate had precedence over all other proposals.
The CHAIRMAN put the proposal to adjourn the debate to
the vote.
The lFoJ2osal to adj OUF!] the deba teO" was adopted by
17 votes to 5.
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Article 9 - Oancellation
of Oertificate (continued)
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The CHAI~' invited one ~fthe authors of TM!CONF/o.l!v~.4
(proposed amendment,to }~ticle 9, sUbmitted by Denmark, Federal
Republic of Germany, Israel and the Netherl8~ds) to introduce
the amendment.
Mr. BAC:f,::E (Denmark) explained that the authors of -t;hs

amendment, consideril1g the text of,paragraph (2) proposed in
document TM!OONF/6 to be too rigid, had draWtl inspiration from
observations made by the Federal Republic of GermallY to make a
distinction, in a third paFagraph, in the case of vesSels
transferred to the flag of another Oontracting State, becaUse
it was in the spirit of the Oonvention that lVIember States should
show some confidence in one another. They had intro.duced
the idea of the endorsement of the transferred certificate in
order to avoid any possible difficulties and any delays that
might occur in a port belonging to a third country.
On reflectiorJ , however, he wondered whether the formula
proposed in the third paragraph (II ••• may be approved by the

new Administration ••• ") did not rtrn the risk of appearing
ambiguous and whether it would not be better to say simply that the
certificate should be furnished to the new Administration for
endorsement.
PROSSER (mO said he \'lould like to see the amendment
simplified. He 'proposed to retain paragraphs (1) and (2) of
~1Jr.
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the original text and to modify the third paragraph 61' the
amendment as follows~
"upon transfer of a ship to the flag of another
Contracting Government, the International Tonnage
Certificate (1969) shall remain in force for a period·
not exceeding three months. The Contracting Government
of the State whose flag the shi.p was flying previoucly
shall forthwith transmit a copy of the certificate
and a copy of the calculations to the new Administration,
to enable the latter to issue its own certificate".
~~.

HINZ (Federal Republic of Germany) thanked the
representatives of Denmark and the United Kingdom for~he
improvements they sought to make in the proposal. He recalled
. that his country's observation suggested going still further,
sin.ce it envisaged simply a transfer of the certificate, without
the issue ufa new certificate at the end of any period; but he
would not press that proposal,and would support the formula
put forward by 11r •. Prosser. He asked, however~ whether the latter
would agree to add, at the end of his text,.the words~ "without
remeasuring the ship".
JXfr.PROSSER (UK) agreed to that additi.on •.
IVfr~ KASBEKAR(India)· also. agreEJd tlll;lt there shonldbe no
need to remeasure.the ship. But he did 110tconsider it
advisable to stipulate a period of validity after transfer, since
the Committee had already decided not to fix .13. term of validity
for the certificates.

11fr. 1lJURPHY (USA) said he would like the original paragraph
(2) to be retained. He asked that paragraph (3) proposed in the
amendment should be drafted as follows:
the International Tonnage Certificate (1969) may be
revalidated by the new Administration by endorsement on
the certificate."
Ii • • •
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The questions of the duration of the term of validity and
of remeasurement would thus no longer arise. ·The government of
the country whose flag the ship would fly in the future would simply
take over all responsibilities as from the time when it validated
the certifioate.
Mr. WIE (Norway) support~d the proposal to retain the
original paragraph (2). As to the new paragraph (3), his
delegation was prepared to support either the text proposed by
the Federal Republio of Germany or that of the United Kingdon.
KASBEKAR (India) also was in favou:!:' of retaining the
original paragraph (2), but suggested that the words i'whose
Government is nO'1; Party to the Convention" should be added at
the end. He felt that clarification was essential for the
understanding of the following paragraph.
IIfr.

1'1Jr. GERDES (Netherlands) supported the anendnentin the

form proposed by the United Kingdom representative. He f~lt that
provision should be made for a three-months period during which
:no further validation of the certificate would be required.
Ilfr. PROSSER (UK) endorsed theco=ents of the United States
representative. He asked that paragraph (3) should be included in

the form he had, himself proposed and that the original paragraph
(2) should.be retained with the addition of the, words ".0. subject
to the provisions of para~aph (3) hereunder".
rIJr. KENNEDY (Canada), remarking that there seemed to be a

contradiction between paragraphs (2) and (3)'0£ the amendme!it
(paragraph (2): "A certificate ••• shall cease.to'be valid";
paragraph (3): " ••• the ••• oertifioate will remaininfcrce"),
stated that he supported }Ifr. Prosser's latest proposal.
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liir. HINZ (Federal Republic of' Germany) thought that

cOBment well-i'ounded. Resaid he was in favo'ur of the original
paragraph (2) with the addition of the phrase suggested by
I!ir. :Prosser. In regard to paragraph (3) $ he preferred the
wording proposed by the United Kingdon to that suggested by
the United States.
;LarajQ';aph (zl,asirig;i.na.l11. dra:tt.fd bui..:w.it.h. the adc1itio~
. of the phrase suggestedbl the. representll:!;ive. of the United Kinj£ ,2,
was appro~d by 20 votes to none.
I,'fr. NADEnmKI (Oo=it'l;ee .Secretary)
read out the text
.
. "

proposed· for

p~1:'agraph (3):.·

,

,

"Upon transfer .of· a· ship to the flag. of another
State 'l'lhose .Governnent is party to the Convention,
the Inter11ational TOlJnage Oertifi.cate (1969 ) shall
renain in .force for a period not. exceeding three months.
Upon request, the. OOl'ltraQting Governl:1ent of the State
whose· flag the ship was . flyinp,;. previously shall· immed'iately
tranl3uita copy of the . certificate·, {).lid. a copy of'
the calculations to the new Adninistration to enable
it to issue R new certificate wHh01J.tremeasuring>
the shipu •..... ,:
"

,

·VJr.

KASBEKAR (In (1·ia): pointed,oui; thati7he .United· States
re:presen·tatiVehad reCl.uested the deletion of the nention of' a period
of'three nont11l3.
Iii:!: .:PROSSER (UK) and Iifr. HINZ (Federal RepUblic of Geroony )
said that they haa, understood that1:he Weirds "upon request" no
lo:nger . appeared in the fi11al text.

Paragraph (':5) a§_submittedby the Comnittee Secretary was
§:p,.p.rov2Jg._..£l 12 votes to 4. with the deletion of th8* wo~s "upon
reguest".
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BACHE (Denmark) said he was sorl~r that the votes had
been taken before he had had 'bime to make certairl comnents on
those paragraphs.
Mr. HINZ (Federal RepUblic of Germany) recalled that his
country had proposed the. addition of a new paragraph in
.Article9 (see Tr1/CONF/6, pages 25;...26). As that text was
linked with the. outcome of the deliberations of the Technioal
Committee, he reserved his position on the point.
lirUcle 10 :-

A,c.c~;E:IlCe of".C~rti£)'.9ate

Mr. WIE (Norway) and Mr. GEltDES (Netherlands) recalled that
theiroountries bad 8ubmitted observat:i.ons on the draft 'Of .
lirticle la, paragraph (2) contained in Proposal A.They said they
would revert to that point at the close of the TechDical Committee's
discussio11S.
£irticle 19.1 as €;ii.ven in TH/GO!F! 6, was approved by; 24
!..o~53s to 110:££.
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:r-lfi. SUZirKI( Ja'J;ian) saie. he rea.lized 'the French lxcoposal
had advantages from~he point of view of effective control and
safety of navigation. However? he could not support it, sil1ce
the object of the Convention was to speed up procedures? and
considerable eConomic interests' were at' stake ..

:r-ifr. QUARTEY (Ghal1a) supported the French proposal.

Inpoi11t
of fact, delays were sometimes inevitable - for example in the
case of obstruction on the part of the ship's officers.

:r-ifr. de

l~TOS

(Brazil) wondered Whether the French'
, objection was not covered by paragraph (3) of "'..rtiele ll~

Iifr. PROSSER (UK) supported by IVfr. VirE (Norway), said he
feared the conclusions that might be drawn from the French proposal,
and would prefer to improve the original text by deleting the
words "expense or ll •
llJr. GLUKHOV (USSR) was in favou.r of maintaining the original
text of paragrarh (2).
IIJr. KEllliEDY(Canada) said he was not happy about the use of
the word IIcontrol ll in the title and text of Article 11.
Article 10 provided for the certificate to 'be accepted IIfor all
purposes covered by" the Convention. 'The ail":lof Article 11 Was
not, strictly speaking, control ; it vms merely verificatio11';,
Although the first of those hmterms occurred i11 the other
Conventions concludedunGler I1IIfCO' s ,auspices, he proposed to
replaoe it in the present case 'by the word "verifioation".

-

,

:r-ifr. KL\.SBEKi'JR (India). suggested that the Committee, should not
decideo.n tha'~ proposal. until it h8,(1 co.opleted
of ~'..rticle 11.•
It was

s~

de0ided.

i'~s

.consideration
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The CHAIRlYIllN ];Jut to the vote ·the French proposal to replace
the wOl'ds'iin case" by the words "in principle I' •
ThE";.. ;f¢eEch..l?F9J2,9~IlU~¥

~=e..;l2cted

by 21 votes to-.2,_

The CHAnu1AN put to the vote the United Kingdom proposal
to delete the words "expense or" from the original text of
paragraph (2).
That

I'o )080,1 was a<1,2j2,:te.d by

Pal'ag~~h

Jd:.. votes .J;..o-1,.

(2) was aEEEQved as anended.

P.!£-'agraph (3)

Mr. PROSSER (UK), supported by Mr. LEVY (Israel),observed
that the words "of the cOUlJtry" should be replaced by the words
"of the State".
It was so

decid~.

g'hu'L,o,meEd2d, paragraph (1) was apl)rov2,£, by; 16 votes,_to none.
The CHAIRI~,N invited the Conoittee to decide on the Canadian
proposal to replace the word "control'! il1 J,xticle 11llythe
word "veruidation".
",
.;

~Jr. d~ ITATTOS (Brazil)andrlfr .VAUCnm (Lib~iiaf s1.1pporied
that proposal.
Fre. GLUKHOV (USSR) saw no objection to it.
(France) thought the word tlverification" would
be appropriate only in paragraph (3).
Mr. DARJIJ'1

~Ifr.

GERDES (Netherlands) did not think the use of that word
made the h:'ticle any clearer. He would prefer to keep the
original text.
QUARTEY (Ghana) proposed that the word "control" should
be retained in the title but .replaced throughout the text of the
Article by the word "inspection tl , which seemed to hiLl more
appropriate.
Mr.
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KENNEDY, (Canada) approved of that solution and withdrew
his original proposal •
..~he

Ghanaianpro12osaL!§~approY.§d

1)y 16 votes to 8.

~'w}!L.§lllleIlCl£-~~,.al?provesl.

Arti.cle 12 - Privileges
..

~ _ .

em

_

lirt:Lcle 12 was approveSl.J2,V 25 votes to non y •
The OHL\.IHM.liJJ pointed out tha~in 'l'IJI!OONF!6, (page 33),
the Netherlands had proposed adding a new article l2A, "Transitional

!,~.

GERDES (Netherlands) said that that text was ,closely
connected with decisions the plenary would have to tru~e and
suggested postponing consideration of it v~til later.
It was so decided.

'.......

_.,""""

Artiole
13 -Prior
.
__ Treaties and Oonventions

..

~._-=r..,."""""'",

r....

......".....~

Ii!r,BACHE '. (Dentmrk) wondered. how the p:covisiyl]S of Article 13
would apply, for instance, to the Paris and. Gel1eva Trea'ties on
·inland waterways which the.Netherlands representative had
mentioned ~t the previous'neeting. His delegation thought It vi, ld
be useful in that connexion, to have the views of the States
Parties to those Treaties.
TheDHAIRMi~ thought that Article 13 was very general in

charaoter and that it applied to all theexistil1g treaties.
IlJr,' QU1JiTEY (Ghana) considered that it woulO. therefore be
more l~gical to replaoe, at the beginning of paragraph (1), the
words "all other treaties" by the word "treaties ll •
;'\Eticle 13 WB,S apJ2r~§- without apeno.nent by 2iL votes to 4::.,
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}'[r. 08rW\f (UnUed kt'ab Republic) explained his a.elegation r s

vote on the proposed Artiole 13. In view of the effect its
provisions might have on the existing Conventio11 and Regulations
concerning the. measurement of the tonnage of ships passing through
the Suez Cana1 1 the delegation of the United P~ab Republic could
not accept the Article as it stood.
Article 14 - Special

RUJ.:§~.S!!aWD ul~ by

a6l'eement

The CHAIR~Uill drew the attention of the Committee to the
proposed amendments submitted by the Governments of France and
the Netherlands (page 36 of TM/CONF!6).
}'fr. DPJUU1 (France) said that, for that Artiole, the intention
haa been to take up a provision appearing in the Convention
on Load Lines. However, that provisioll would not have at all
the same meaning in the Convention under discussion, in which it
would be too rigid. Mo~eover1 the very flexible amendment
procedure vrovided for in tJ1e present Convention made that
provision superfluous~
}'fr.PROSSER (UK), I'[r. BIEULE (p~gentina), Ilfr. GLmrnOV (USSR)
and }'fr. VAUGHlif (Liberia) were i11 favour of the French
proposal to deletg .P~ticle 14.
IiJr. GERDES (Netherlands) did not quite share that view.
In point of fact, although J'~'l:;icle 14 did not expressly provide
for the conclusion of special agTeements, Contracting Governments
were not prohibited from drawing up special rules so long as
they were not contrary to the purpose of the Convention and
were oommunicated to IMCO. It was to take account of that
possibility that the }Tether1ands delegation had proposed it's
amendment.
I''[r. vilE (norway) ancl Mr.I1Ul'tPIIY (USA) shared the view put

forward by the Netherlands representatjve.
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,
Mr. NIKOLIC (Yugoslavia) stated that his delegation was
not in favour of the text as it stood, and was prepared to support
either the French proposal Dr the Netherlands proposai.
-

The CHADU,UillT put the French proposal to the vote on the
understanding that, if it waD rejected and if it was decided to
retain Article 14, that P.rticle would be amended as proposed by
the Netherlands.
The proposal to delete
to 12.
f~ticle

f~ticle

14 was approved by 14 votes

i5 - Communication
of ,Information
.
,

The CHAIRJlfLtlN drew, attention to the suggestion putforward
by Sweden in TN/eorW/G, page 37.
Fir. LEVY (Israel) said he favoured the suggestion.
11r. HINZ, (Federal Republic of GerrJany) preferred the
existing text, since the Swedish proposal would overburden the
INCO Secretariat. All that was needed was for the certificate
to be translated; provision should be made for the texts of
national laws and regulations to be communicated to DilCO in the
national language for reference, as was already the case with
Convention for the Prevention of Pollution of the Sea by Oil.
}!Ir. QUARTEY (Ghana) was of the opinion that there was f:i,rst

a Cluestionof principle to be settled: should the texts listed.
under sub-paragraph (b) be communicated to Contracting Governments
in tnesame 'way as the documents referred to insub-paragraphs(a)
and (c)? His delegation tDok the view that, even if.the Committee
wished tu give an affirmative reply to that Cluestion, i t was in
any ca~e an administrative matter, and hence it was out of place
in a Convention and could be settled directly between governments
and the ll1CO Secretariat.
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Hr. liT!OHOLSON (Australia) did not favoux the Swedish proposal.
However, he did agree that there was some lack of uniformity in
the three SUb-paragraphs of j~ticle 15 in regard tO,the commcmication
of texts to Contracting Governments.
IIJr. KEl'f11TEDY (Oanada) supported the remarks of the

representative of Gllana. To his mind, the most important point
was that certificates should be oommunicated to governments; and
so far as the texts men-bioned in SUb-paragraph (b) were concerned,
all that was necessary was that they should be communicated to
nmo for the purposes of referellce.
IIJr. de r1ATTOS (Brazil) concurred.

If absolutely necessary,
the beginnillg of sub-paragraph (b) could be amended to reac1:
"A summar.y, in one of the official languages of -bhe Organization,
of the text of the laws,. decre~s, ••• II •
}~. VAUGHlT

(Liberia) stated that, for budgetary reasons,
his delegation preferred the original text proposed for f~ticle 15.
IIJr. MILEWSKI (Poland) said that, while he understood the

motives underlying the SvJedish proposal, he would IDee to hear
how the IMCO Secretariat felt about it.
ltr. NJillEINSKI (Oommittee Secretary) stated that, as a rule,
all docQ~ents forwarded to IMOO to be communicated to Member States
werereguired to be in ono of the offioial languages of the
Organization. On the other hand, texts which were-communicated
for purposes of rE:Jference only (such, for instance, as those
transmitted by virtue of the provisions of the International
Oonventionr for the Safety of Life at Sea) were not necessarily
communic~ted in IMCOIS working languages.
In such cases the
Secretariat COUld, if necessary, publish abstracts in one of
the working languages giving the essential features of the texts
concerned; but any Government wishing for a complete translation
would defray the e}~ense incurred.
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r1r.

MILEWSKI (Poland) and Mr. HINZ (Federal Republic of
Germany) said that,.in the light of the information that had
just been furnished, their delegations would opt for the
original text.

r1r.

BORG (Sweden) withdrew his suggestion and gave his
support to the original text.

rrr. NICHOLSON (Australia), recalling his previous remarks,
proposed that the wording of sub-paragraph (a) should be brought
into line with that of sub-paragraph (b).

}rr. ADV1JfI (Nigeria) seconded that proposal.
The .:gl;?1!..0sal was rejected ]J.:z 15 votes to 8.
Article 15 was approved without a!J1endment.
The meeting rose at 12.40
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AGENDA ITEM 3 - CONSIDERATION AND PREPARATION OF THE DRAFT
TEXT OF ARTICLES OF A CONVENTION ON TONNAGE
MEASUREMENT (TM/CONF/6 and Add.l;
TM/CONF/C.l/WP.2) (continued)
Article 16 - Signature, Acceptance and

Accessio~

Paragraph (1)
The CHAIRJV'.AN opening the discussion on Article 16
(TM/CONF/6 pages 38 and 39), drew attention to the Soviet
amendment (TM/CONF/C.l/WP.2) which would make accession to the
Convention open to all States.
GLUIiliOV (USSR) explained that the purpose of his
delegation's amendment was to open the proposed Convention on
Tonnage Measurement to the participation of all States since it
dealt with matters of universal interest. An international
instrument of that kind should not be discriminatory and should
be founded on respect for the soverei.gn equality"of all States.
His amendment would render the text more ~cceptable to a
greater number of States.
Mr.

NIKOLI6 (Yugoslavia) supported the Soviet "amendment
as it complied with the" letter and spirit of the United Nations
Charter.
Mr.

Mr. OSMAN (United Arab RepUblic) also supported the
amendment because his G"overnment consistently defended the
principle of universality in the United Nations and in the
Speci~lized Agencies.

Mr. BEVANS (USA) opposed the amendment which"advocated the
"all States formula" and introduced into the discussion a
political issue which was not within IMCO's purview. The formula
was unworkable, because neither IMCO nor its Secretariat was
competent to determine what entities were Stat~s. The United
Nations Secretary-General had made it plain that, should that
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formula be incorporated in an international convention, he would
require precise instructions from the General Assembly as to
which entities, not being Member States of the United Nations or
of the Specialized Agencies, were qr were not ,in fact States.
INCO ought to use the traditional clause for· international
conventions negotiated under United Nations auspices and avoid
the bitter and long debate that would become inevitable if the
Conference attempted to impose an unconstitutional requirement
upon IMCOTs Secretary-General, otherwise it might fail.

Mr. DOINOV (Bulgaria) said that one of the principal merits
of the proposed Convention on Tonnage Measurement was that it
might introduce a new system that would be universally applied
but the original text of Article 16, paragraph (1) created
artificial barriers to universal participation and would thereby
debar certain States with a considera-ole tonnage from acceding.
Such a provision was incompatible with the aims of the Convention
and was unrealistic. Therefore, he supported the Soviet amendment.
An analagous provision had been embodied in the Safety Convention
'and other instruments, so it was not unusual.
Mr. SUZUKI (Japan) agreed with the United States
representative. Article 16, paragraph (1) should be accepted
as it stood because INCO was a technical body and the Conference
was not the proper place for examining a rlelicate political
issue. '

Mr. DARAM (France) also agreed with the United States
represe'ntative.
.

'.

'"

Mr. CHU (Cllina) supporting the United states view, said that
the long-established practice in the United Nations was for
participation in international conventions or agreements drawn
up under its auspices to be confined to its .Member States and
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those of its Specialized Agencies.
be maintained without change.

Article 16 should therefore·

Mr. MILEWSKI (Poland) observed that no objection on political
grounds had been raisec~· to a similar provision in the Safety
Convention: the Soviet &'1lendment was essential.

Mr. PAl (Korea) endorsed what had been said by the ..
representative of the United States and Japan.

Mr. PROSSER (UK) urged the Committee to accept llTticle 16,
paragraph (1) as it stood so as to comply with the terms of the
IMCO Resolution convening the Conference. If the Soviet
amendment were adopted, the SecrE)tary-General would be placed
in an extremely difficult position since he was not competent to
. ·determinewhich entities were States.
Mr. GERDES (Netherlands) agreed with the United States
representative •.
The Soviet amendment (TM/CONF/C.l/WP:2) was rejected by
19 votes to 7.

Mr. GERDES (Netherlands) drsMing attention to the
Netherlar.ds amendments (TM/CONF/6, page 39), to replace the word
"three" by the word ·"six" in .paracraph (1), .saic1that it would be
more convenient for his Government for purposes of preparing the
formalities requirEld for signature to have a period 6fsix months.
It 90ulc1 use the accession procedure, but preferred signature.
The representatives of Italy, India, Poland, Norway,
the United Arab Republic., Argentina and Japan supported the
Netherlands amendment:
The Netherlands amendment to paragraph (1), was approved
by 25 votes to none.
Paragraph. (1) ,as amended, was approved by 24 votes to

n~.
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Paragraph (2}

Mr. DARAM (France) drew attention to the. French amendments
to paragraph (2) (TM/CONF/6, page 39). The first was to replace
the term "the Organization" by the words "The Secretary-General
of the Organization" and was less important than the second,
which proposed the addition of a new third sentence at the end
of paragraph (2). The purpose of the latter was to fill a gap
in the original text and to cover the procedure set out in
paragraph (l)(a) i.e. signature without reservation as to
acceptance.

Mr. PROSSER (UK) and Mr. MURPHY (USA) supported the French
amendments.

Mr. MARINI (Italy) said he was unable to support the first
French amendment since, in dealing with the functicns of a
depositary, it was preferable to specify the name of the
organization rather than its executive head. The emphasis
should be on the impartial character of a depositary. The second
French amendment was acceptable.

Mr. GLUI{HOV (USSR) said that there was no need for the first
French amendment. There was no provision in the IMCO Convention
concerning the Secretary-General's functions as a depositary,
and the provision in the 1966 Convention on Load Lines referred
to the Organization and not to the Secretary-General.

Mr. BORG (Sweden) agreed with the Soviet reprei3entative.
Mr. QUARTEY (Ghana) pointed out that i t was usual. to refer
to organizations rather than to their executive heads in clauses
dealing with depositary functions, because of the speoial status
in international law of international organizations.

TM/CONP/C;1/SR.4
The first French amendment would lead to difficulties if the
term "the Organization" were not defined. In his opinion, the
.best place for that would be in the article containing definitions,
i.e. Article 2. That would also make the task of interpretation
easier.
Mr. BACHE (Denmark) said that the second Fre:qch e.mendment

was 'acceptable.
Mr. OSMAN (Uni tee1 Arab Republic) said that the Odginal text
was preferable to the first Prench amendment becau~e the act of

depositing an instrument of accession with theOrgahization was
an importantohe with far-reaching legal implications.
Mr. IVIE (Nonlay) agrGed with the Italian representative.
The second Prencn amendment was acceptable.
Mr. DAnJ'JV[ (Prance) said that his c1 elegation would not insist
on its first amendment and accordingly withdrew it. However, his
delegation maintainGdthe second part of itsamendinent to which
it attacMd
great
importance.
.
.
,.
.
.
.., .
,

.

,

.

.

Baron de GERLilCHE de GOMERY (Belgium) supported the second
French amendment.

Mr. VAUGHN (tib~ria)agreed with the representative of Ghana

that the term "the' Organization" wouldn()W'have to be' d6firl~d as
meaning IMCO, since Article 14 had been. dropped.
Mr.·HINZ (Fec1eralHepublic of Germany)obser~ed that a
definition of "the Organization"hadbeen inserted in the 1954
Oil Pollution Convention and the 1965 Facilitation Convention.
Mr. NADEINSKI (Committee Secretary) sEdel that the term

"the Organization" could be definec1in Article 15 by using the
wording of Article 14.

~
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Mr. GERDES (Netherlands) said that

i t would be neater to

include the definition in Article 2, though the alternative
mentioned by the Committee Secretary would also be acceptable.
He had no objection to the second French amendment.
The CF~IRMAN reminded the Committee that it had still to
take a decision on the second French amendment, which was to add
a sentence at the end of paragraph (2) requiring the Organization
to inform governments of any signature effected during the three
months following the date specified in paragraph (1).

Mr. MILEWSKI (Poland) pointed out that in the proposed
additional sentence "six months" should be substituted for
"three months" in accordance with the decision taken earlier.

Mr. BACHE (Denmark) suggested that the final phrase of the
sentence should read. "from the date mentioned in paragraph (1)".
The entire sentence would then read:
"The Organization shall also inform all governments
which have already signed the Convention of any signature
effected during the six months from the date mentioned in
paragraph (1)".
The CHAIRMAN suggested that while it seemed preferable to
replace "following" in the text t,y "from" the remainder of the
proposal was essentially a drafting matter.
It was so decided.
The CHAIR~~N put to the vote the second ,French amendment,
as further amended by the Polish and Danish representatives.
The second French amendment was adopted by 28 votes to none.
The CHAIRMAN invited views on the Ghanaian proposal to
include a definition of "the Organization" in Article 2.
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Mr. KENNEDY (Canada) stressed that the Ghanaian representative had touched _on an important question of principle. Although
it might seem a minor point, it was vital to have such terms
defined if future problems of interpretation of the Convention
were to be avoided.

Mr. QUARTEY (Ghana) said that since Article 14 had been
deleted, it was essential either to include a definition of
lithe Organization" under Article 2, or to put the full name of
the Organization between brackets the first time it was mentioned
in the Convention.

Mr. KENNEDY (Canada) and Mr. HINZ (Federal Republic of
Germany) supported that view.
The CHAIRMAN put to the vote the Ghanaian proposal to add
the following definition to Article 2:
'''Organization'' means the Inter-Governmental Maritime
Consultative Organization".'
That propcsal was adopted by 28 votes to none.

!hUB

amended, Article 16 was approved.

Article 17 -

Comin~

into Force

QQnsideration of Article 17 was deferred.
Articlel? - Amendments
Paragraph (1)
Paragraph
~agraph

(l)_~as ap~roved

without

chap~.

(2)

9ub~paragraph

{a)

Sub-paragraph {a) was approved without change.
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time to consider the implications of a proposed amendment.
Furthermore, the second sentence was formulated in such a w~y as
to encourage governnlents to aCQuaint the Organization with their
views. Sub-paragraph (c) could be deleted.
Mr. QUARTEY (G·hana) said that he thcught it was being overoptimistic to dwell on the concept of unanimous acceptance when
a single rejection could Quash an amendment. For the sake of
shipowners, the period allowed for communicating rejections
should be shortened.

Mr. WIE (Norway) agreed, and said that the period in which
rejections were permitted should be shortened as much as possible.
His delegation was in favour of reducing it to twelve months.
The CHAIR}ffiN invite~ the Committee to vote on the Frenoh
proposal to reduce to six months the period of twelve months
referred to in the first sentence.
The proposal was rejected.
The CHAIRMAN invited the Committee to vote on the proposals
by the Federal Republic of Germany and France to reduce to twelve
months the period of three years referred to in the second
sentence.
The proposal was rejected by 15 votes to 6.
The CHAIF~~N invited the Committee to vote on the United
States proposal to reduce to two years the period of three years
referred to in the second sentence.
The proposal was adopted by 26 votes to none.

Mr. MENSAH (Secretariat) drew the Committee's attention to
the fact that it would be advisable, owing to the uncertainty
which could arise when. periods were expressed in terms of years,
to follow the standard United Nations practice of referring to
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months. The Committee might therefore wish to replace the words
"three years" by "twenty-four months" rather than by "two years".
The

Comm~j:teiL§.ecided

to use the words "twenty-foUX' months".

SUb-lli:1'agraph (b), as amended
Sub-:earagraEh

I

was app,ooved.

(£1

Mr. HINZ (Federal Republic of Germany) drew attention to his
Government's proposal to delete sub-paragraph (c) (TM/CONF/6).

Mr. DARAM: (France) said that the provision was illogical and
should be deleted.

Mr. VAUGHN (Liberia) said that the sUb-paragraph was
inconsistent with the terms of sub-paragraph (b).
that it should be deleted.

He agreed

Mr. GERDES (Netherlands) said that in view of the contents
of SUb-paragraph (b) ,the provision was indeed superfluo,tts.
The CHAI~IAN put to the vote on the proposal by' the Federal
Republic of Germany to delete 'sub-paragraph (c).
The praDO sal was adopted by 19 votes to none.
SUb-paragraph (c) was de le t~d.
ParagraQhs (3),

Mr.

~~URPHY

~4)

and (5)

(USA) suggested that the discussion of paragraphs
(3), . (4) and (5) should be deferred until agreement had been
reached on the coming into force procedure for the Convention,
since the considerations which ~pPlied in that respect might
also affect the question of the amendment procedures to be set up
under Article 18. The point had not arisen in connexionwith
paragraph (2), which dcalt with unanimous acceptance; but it was
certainly relevant in the case of the other amendment procedures.
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Mr. VAUGHN (Liberia) and
United states suggestion.

~tr.

SUZUKI (Japan) supported the

Mr. GLUIZHOV (USSR) said that he did not think there was any
particular relationship between the coming into force procedure
for the Convention and the amendment procedures, although he
would have no objection to deferring consideration of paragraphs
(3), {4) and (5).
Mr. DARAM (France) endorsed the suggestion that the
discussion of paragraphs (3), (4) and (5) should be postponed.
He wished, however, to point out that the existence of a special
procedure for the amendment of the annexes to the Convention
seemed to conflict with the statement in Article 1 that the
annexes were an integral part of the Convention. In any case,
the general amendment procedure for the Convention was SUfficient;
there was no need for a special procedure for the alli~exes.
Mr. WIE (Norway) agreed that the special provisions in
paragraph (5) were unnecessary. His delegation would agree to
their deletion.
Mr. PROSSER (UK) and Mr. SUZUKI (Japan) supported the
suggestion to defer the consideration of paragraphs (3), (4) and
(5). Both pointed out, however, that they would be opposed to
the deletion of paragraph (5).
Mr. de MATTOS (Brazil) said that he took the French view
about the contradiction implicit in the existence of special
provisions for amendment of the annexes. He thought that view
was further -supported by the provision in the second sentence
of Artiole 1.
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MD. GERDES (Netherlands) said that he did not think the
question of amendment procedures depended on the kind of tonnage
measurement system proposed by the Technical Committee, and so .
his delegation did nnt feel it essential for the discussion to
be postponed, although it would not oppose the idea. He wished,
however, to stress the importance of having a simplified
procedure for amending the provisions of the annexes.
Mr. BAClf.E (Derunark) agreed that a simplified amendment
procedure was needed for the annexes. He did not think the
provisions of Article 1 preclUded the establishment of special
treatment for the annexes.
It was decided to defer consideration of paragraphs (3), (4)
~d

(5).
The meeting rose at 5.30
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AGE])TDA

I~rE])13

- COJITSIDERATIONAlID PREPARATION OF THE DRAFT TEXT
OF A.~TICLES OF& CONVENTION ON TONlTAGE YillASUREMENT
(TM/OOlTIY/6 and Add.l) (contDlued)

!tJ121e 19 - Denun£iatign
Article 12..1Las~\i2E.r...2ve.sl2{i:lllout QW,£lit10n.
!l-rticle 20. - ..'£.!?rri ~:,;;o",r.::;i""e:;:.s

P'fFapa:t?b (l)..L§~1!P-E~~.caph (a)
l1r. l1URPHY (USA) observed that the procedure governing the
application of a treaty to a territory ·varied.from one State
to another. : ,In the United states, for instence, the Constitution
confe~Ted all po~ers in that mat.ter on Congress.
The inclusion
in the Convention of a clause providing for consultation with the
autl1.orit:l.es of the territory' concerned would be cont;;:>ary to the
distribution of authority under the United States Oonstitution.
He therefore proposed'tomakethe original text .of sub-paragraph (a)
less rigid by replacing the 1Ilords"consult with such territory in
an endeavour
to ext,endY by thewo:rds"tel{e such measures as
be
.
..
. may
.
appropriate to extend.••• to' that territory" •
."

.

,

.

.

~

.

Mr ~ :VAUGHN' . (Liberi,a) "s",id .he \lTaspr~:Q,9Xed to support that
amendinent.
",' ..

Arab Rept).olic! was in. fav;n~' of' retai:ning
. the' Or:Lgimi.l text'of. such-paragraph (a) •.. ' ,\\1p.e~ a gove;i:i1nent
,. :r.'e~p~n:~'itle 'fOr the ·i:l1i[;crnat.i-Jmal' reiatioris, ( ) f a territory ~ished
". toeiiknd'\11e E'.ppllcati'onof at~~aty to such territory, it waS
the duty of the government to consult the authorities of that
ter:0:L'Gory.

'r·i±-; ,om!iuT '(United

Hr. NICHOLSOJIT' (australia) and Mr. de HA'I;~COS (BraZil) supported
the amendment proposed by the United states.
I'1r. GLUIGl:OV (USSR) and Io1r • BACHE (Denmark) agreed with
the opinion of the representative oi'the United Arab Republic.
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Mr. GEP~ES (Netherlands) stated that his Government always
consulted the authorities of a territory for whose international
relations it was responsible before extending the application of
a convention to such territory.
He would however be willing to
support the United states proposed amendment, provided that it
could be added to the eXisting draft.
Itr. PROSSER (UK) supported the United States proposal, which
had the merit of introducing great flexibility.
liJr. BEVANS (USA), in reply to r,tr. KE]lTJITEJ)Y (Canada), said
that the United States authorities had so far encountered no
difficulties in applying either the Convention for the Prevention
of Pollution of the Sea by Oil or the Load Line Convention, both
of which contained a clause similar to the one his delegation
was opposing in the proposed Article 20 of the future Convention.
However, those authorities would prefer the clause in question to
be amended since it was inconsistent with the distribution of
authority under the United States Oonstitution.
He mentioned
the example of Puerto Rico, which enjoyed considerable economic
autonomy, more particularly in financial matters, but had none
at all in regard to the application of treaties on other sUbject
a matter which rested within the competence of the two Houses of
Congress •.
c

IlJ.r.OSHAN (United Arab Republic) repeated his objections to
the United States propos8:l.He pointed ou-tY>that the original
text of sub;-paragraph (a) .took into account the system applicable
to territories for whichthe'Uriited Nations was the administering
authority, whereby the authorities of such territories were
consulted before the application 01' a.treatywas extended to them.
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Nevertheless,he understood the reasons underlying the
United states position and accordingly proposed a compromise
solution whereby the text of the initial draft could be
retained with the addition, after "consult ~"ith such territory",
of the words "or take such measures as may be .appropriat'e".
~1r. DAR1u~

(France) supported that proposal, which he said
he had himself been on the point of putting forward.
Hr. MURPHY (USA) thanked the representative of the 1h'lited
A~ab Republic for his suggestion, which he was pleased to support.
~~n§n§nt proPos~d

by

th~j;epresenta1ive of

the United

Arab Republic was adopted.
Paragraph (l)i§l.2.!.Artick 20 was approved b;Z 24 votes
to none.
Paragraph (l)(b)f and par.§graj2hs (.s) and (3)
Par,agraphl1HbL and paragra:phs (2) and (3) of Lrticle 20
~~ 5PEF.oved without opposition.
Article!? 21 .,. 1l£g,i str§.ti,$1.alld 22 - Languages
~. W\,Hl'J'Jt (France), noting that, paragraph (1) of Article 21

dealt with the procedure fordeposi t, considered that it had
nothing to do with, 'iregistration U ' which was, th;;) title of the
ll:rticle;, hencetheamenfunents to Articles 21 and 22 submitted
by his delegation (TIIl/COlifF/6, pages 57 and 58), the main object
of which was to trffi1.sfer the first paragraph of Artiole 21 to
Article 22.
Mr. PROSSER (me) Nr. GERDES (Hetherlands) and rVfr. BIEULE
(Argentina) supported that proposal.
The amendment to Article 21 submitted by the French
delegation was approved by 27 votes to none.
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The CHAIRI~~ notod that the adoption of that amendment
entailed logically the adoption of the French d.elegation t s
proposals concerning Article 22 (subject to the replacement of
the term "the Secretary-General" by tithe Organization", pursuant
to the decisions tlli,en earlier).
l~. I(ASBEKih~

(India) said he preferred the original wording
of paragraph (1) of Article 21 to that proposed by the French
delegation for ,~ticle 22, paragraph (1).

rtr.

NICHOLSON (Australia) drew attention to a discrepancy
between the text adopted for .Article 21, which referred to "the
Secretary-General", and that proposed for Article 22, which
referred to "the Organization".
The CHAIRMliN said he would bring that point to the notice
of the Drafting Committee.
He pointed out that t!J-e '!lOrding of
Article 21, pa.ro.graph (1) W2.S identical 1I1ith that of the
correspondj.ng passage in the Convention on Load Lines.
Mr. HINZ (Federal Republic of Germm~y)thoughtit advisable
to depart as little as possible from the wo~ding of previous
conventions~
In vie'" of the considerations put. forward .earlier
concerning the teJ."'llls "Orgm~ization". and "Secretary-General", he
thought it was with thG Organization that the text of the
Convention should be deposited, and that it was for the SecretaryGeneral to transmit copies thereof to Governments.
FIr. BORG (Sweden), Hr. GEPw'}ES (Netherlands) and Mr. vHE(Norway)
concurred.

r1r.

DfJUU1 (Frmlce)
the positioning of the
very marked preference
paragraphs but thought
conventions.

said his main intention had been .to alter
paragraphs in the Articles; he had no
in regard to the actual wording of the
it advisable to kee\ to that. of previous
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Mr. GLUKHOV (USSR) said he, thought logic, observance of
chronological order and the various points of view expressed could
all be reconciled in the following proposal: lirticle 21, Deposit
and Registration; Article 22, Languages.
That pro}Josal Wl:tS sllp;ported by JY'.;r. MARlIIJI (Italy) and
Mr. HINZ (Federal Repuolic ~r Germro1Y).
The Soviet amenCllr,ent was adopted by

22

votes to none.

Mr. NADEINSKI (Executive Secretary) summed up the discussion
as follows: the Committee had decided in favour of
- an Article a,entitled tiDeposit and Registration li ,
consisting of two paragraphs;
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an Article 22, entitled tILanguages<t, embodying the original

wording of Article 22 in Proposw. C;
but the vvording of the two paragraphs of .Article 21 called for
further clarification.

Mr.

Df~.~1

(Frro1ce) said he thought there could be no doubts
on the matter.
The Hrst paragraph (Deposit) would consist of
paragraph (1) of the original draft of Article 21, end the second
paragraph (Registration), of the French delegation's amendment
which had been approved.
lL;gas•.Q.o decided.
The second .Jl.arag,ra:£)1 of Article 22 was aPl2roved.
Lrtic~

21_ and 22, tp,.y.s NUended:.. Vlere approved.

The CHAIm/fAr;- suggested that the Committee should return to
the various items which had been left in abeyance.
Preamble (ooncluded)
-

~)1e pre~~le w§§

Article 2 -

aET100ved without 9pange.

Defin~ions

(continued)

The CHAIPJ/LinT recalled that agreement had not been reached
on the definitions in paragraphs (4) and (5).
F~.

QUARTEY (Ghana) said that the Committee should also
decide whether it wished the definitions to be placed in
alphabetical order.
The CHAIRMJJ~ said he thought that was the usual practice,
but added that accoUl1t would have to be t~cen of the new
definition of the term "Organization" and of the definition of
the "length of the ship", which might possibly be added.
Mr. \tHE (Norway), r'1r. l'IDRPBY (USA), :1'lr. Dl,RA1"1 (France) and
Mr. GLUKHOV (USSR) were in favour of deferring the decision on
those two paragraphs pending any supplementary information that
might be supplied by the Tecr..:nical Committee.
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Nr. KASBEKAR (India) sa.id that, in viei" of the indications
supplied the previous day by the Technical Committee on the
subject of existing ships, he sOA" no need to defer the decision;
but he ;'10u1d not press for an immediate res'l1.ll1ption. of the
discussion.
.

.

.

r'Ir. QULRTEY (Gharta) thought that i f the COll1IJ1ittee decided

to defer the decision it should so.inform the Technical Coll1IJ1ittee.
J\Ir. PROSSER (UK) did not wish to oppose defEU'mentoftM

decision although he saw no need for it, but he stressed that
the General Committee should itself decide on the final form of
any definitions still to be dealt with· when the descussions in
the Technical Committee were suffi.ciently advanced.
Nr. \VIE (Norway) an.<1 Nr. HINZ (:Pederal Republic of Germany)
also thought that the Committee should remain responsible for
drawing up the definitions, but they favoured the postponement
of the decision on paragraphs (4) and (5).
J\Ir. QUARTE"[ (Ghana) said that the important point was to

ensure that the Tec1ulicalCommittee should be informed that the
Committee was awaiting certain information from it, without
which it could not reach a decision.
~f1e

Ci2.2.:i;.@ion on the6.efinitioilS /2:i ven in paragraphS (4) <and
(5) was deferred until later•
. !£i~cle3 - Application (continued)
}'Ir. HINZ (Federal Republic of Germany) ,rvrr. l'Ilt1RPHY (USA)
and rvrr. GERDES (Netherlands) cons;Ldered that the decision on
paragraphs(3) and (4) of the Article was linked with the decision
to be ta~en on paragraphs (4) and (5) of Article 2, and that it,
·too, should therefore be deferred.
~as

so decided.
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Article 4 -

The decisi2n on
also deferred,

(continued)

.sv~pa:mMa.l?h

(b) 2_f paragraph (1) was

Article 12A
M~.

GEP~ES

(Netherlands) said that the observations which
his delegation had made on Article 3 applied to the discussion
of the new .~ticle 12A proposed by his delegation.
;rpediscussion on a new .A.tticle 12A was deferred.
~tiple-11

- Coming into Force (continued)

11r. PROSSER (U}{) and 11r. GERDES (Netherlands) considered
that. the substance of Article 17 was basic to the problem and
that, just as in 'the case of Article· 3, no decision could be
taken until the results of the Technical Committee's discussions
were known.

FurthiJF consideration of Article 17 was deferred.
Article 1-8 - Amendments (continue(l)
I"!r. IvruRPHY (USA) and IIfr. HINZ (Federal Republic of Germany)
pointed out that paragraphs (3), (4) and (5) were intrinsically
linked with the provistoDs of Article 17.
The o.ecision on

.~ticle18

vras deferrei!.

]Vf..r, KASBEKAR (India) suggesteo. that the CommHtee should

request the Technical Committee to inform it immediately of any
decisions t~,en concerning existing ships and the length of
ships; if that was done, it would be able to continue its work
without having to await the Technical Committee's Report.
The CHALT.ITIArJ undertook to acquaint the Chairman of the
Technical Committee with the wishes of the General b~mmittee.
11r. lruRPHY (USA) recalled the instructions which the
Conference had, at its last plenary, given to the General
Committee, and which appeared in paragraph (3) (page 2) of
TM/CONF!WP.5. It would be advisable to fix a date, so that the
members of the Committee would have time to prepare for the
discussion on the item.
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Mr. KEI'J1'1:!,"':DY (Oanada) recalled the amendment proposed by

the delegations of Norway and the Netherlands, according to which
a new paragraph based on Proposal A would be added to Article 10.
Mr. lUE (lq-orway) and I,fr. GERDES (Netherlands) recalled the
statement they hact made on that subject at the third meeting of
the Oommittee, (TM/OONF/O.l/SR.3, page 7).
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. AGElIDA ITE1Y[ 6 - Al-1Y OTHER llJATTERS REFh"'RREJ) TO THE COMlIJ:ITTEE:
Consideration of proposed definitions
of gross and net tonnage submitted by
the United states (TM!CONF/C.l!2;
Tr1jcoNF!WI'.5)
The. CHArmiAN dre'l, the Committee's attention to the proposed
definitions of gross and net tonnage (TM!CONF!C.I!2) submitted
by the United States delegation with a view to implementing the
Conference's instructions (nJI/CONF!iVI'. 5) to the General Committee
to prep~£e a draft reco~nendation expressing the Conference's
understanding of the uses of tOl11~ages.
He invited the authors
of TM/C01~!Col/2 to comment on that document.
Mr. MU1\PHY (USA) recalled that, on 3 June, the Conference
in a plenary session had considered it advisable to define its
objective in drawing up certain parameters, so as to leave users
in no doubt about the intentions of the authors of the Convention.
The document prepared by his delegation aimed at providing the
information that was desirable if the Conference's work was to be
correctly interpreted and its results satisfactorily applied.
In the view of the United States delegation, the paper might serve
as a. basis for a general d.iscussion which would reveal the reactions
of the countries represented at the Conference and lead to the
preparation of a text which 'liOuld perhaps come closer to meeting·
their wishes, and would be submitted to the Conference at a plenary
meeting.
Since the draft text of Articles 10 and 11 provided for
the av:tomatic acceptance by the authorities of the Contracting
Countries of the certificates drawn up in accordance with the new
. formUlae, i t was essential to make quite clear to· all concerned
the ~ear.ing of the parameters on which those certificates were
based.and the way in which they were expected to be applie.d.
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Mr. D.AR.Ar1 (1<'rance) ,vas of the o])uaon - and his view, moreover,
was in conformity with the instructions of the plenary Conference that the exploo1atory text should take the form of a recolmnendation
annexed to the Final Act of the Conference and not of an addition
to Article 2 of the Convention.
The aim of the Conference was
indeed to draw u]) an international treaty which would serve as a
tool; it could only m~ce recommendations as to the uses of that
tool, uses which it hoped would be as numerous and as extensive
as possible.
As for the text itself, the French delegation thought it
was too rigid and wished to see it made more flexible.
To apply
it in its existing form might necessitate modification of some
national lacvs, which might cause the countries in question to
hesitate to ratify the Convention.
Moreover, had the words:
"charges", "taxes", "dues" and "tolls" the same meaning in all
the countries taking part in the Conference?
Mr. KASBEKAR(India) supported the French representative's
first comment; the text should t~ce the form of a recommendation
to be expressed in the Preamble to the Final Act or in an lI.n..'1ex,
but not as'provisions to be included in Article 2.
In general, he approv-ed. of the definitions proposed by the
United States delegation, but did not fully understand subparagraph 6(c),
It seemed to him that the calculation of all
charges should be made on the basis of net t011l1age •

.Mr. PROSSER (UK) considered that the document proposed by
the, United States representative was a very useful basis for
discussion.
As did the previous speakers, he considered it more
advisable and more in conformity with the Conference's instructions
that the definitions should be the subject of a recommendation
annexed to the Final Act rather than an integral part of an Article.
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In the same spirit, and so as to lessen the somewhat rigid nature
of the text submitted,·he proposed sayin~ in each of the two
paragraphs, that gross (or net) tonnage "should be accepted as ••• "
a.."Yld not that it "meant"; adding in sub-paragraph 6(b) the word
"relevant" before the'Vmrds "conventions and regulations"; and,
in paragraph 7, deleting sub-paragraphs (a) (b) and (c) and
stating merely: "••• the fixing of taxes".
~1r.

GEIDJES (Netherlands) welcoming the discussion which he
considered very timely, recalled the Conference's precise
instructions which called for a "recommenclation" and supported
the views expressed by the representatives of France and the
United Kingdom.
JIIr. LEVY (Israel) wholeheartedly supported the United Kingdom
representative's proposals.
~1r.

KENNEDY (Canada) said that, although he had at first
been surprised by the form in which TJII!COliF!C.1!2 had been drawn
up, he had been reassured by the explm1ations given by the United
States representative.
He welcomed the discussion which, in his
.. Opinion, .must not stray from the idea of making ~lef.elY· recommenda...
tions. ·He fully ~L11.de:rstoGd the concern felt by some states, which
feared that a failure to state exactly how the parameters fixed by
the Conference were to boused, i"ould lead to abus.e.
However, he
believed those fears to be largely without foundation, seeirig<that
the said parameters would automatically be used fairly andfroro the
sta.."YldPoirit of their technical value.
He instanced his own country,
where consumer associations· would not fail to exert pressure on the
Goverl~ent if the port authorities sought to fix dues at an
unreasonable level which would weigh heavily on imported produce.
He concluded that the proposed definitions should be studied
as a recommendation, and in the spirit of the Preamble to the
Convention.
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I1r. MILEViSKI (Polm1d) endorsed the proposals of the United
Kingdom representative •.

Mr. DUBCHAK (USSR) considered that, prior to any consideration
of the substance of the document, the COlnmittee ought first to
decide whether the text was to be embodied in the Convention or
included in 001 OO1nex as a recommendation.
His. delegation
favoured the latter course.
~1Jr.

1HE (Norway) wholly approved the spirit in which the

Conference in plenary session had expressed its wish to explain
the decisions it had t~cen.
In the main, he agreed with
Mr. Kennedy's observations: the more eqUitable and practical
the parameters agreed on by the Conference, the more widely
implemented the Convention would be.
He remarked that, in Norway,
gross tonnage was currently used for the calculation of most
charges and dues.
He would not wish his country to be placed
in a difficult position if, faithfully applying clauses relating
to the use of net tonnage, i t was to find that many other countries
. were not carrying out the provisions of the Convention.
In that
connexion, he recalled the unfortunate precedent of the decisions
taken on the tonnage mark scheme.
~re.

SUZUICI (Japan) considered it essential to keep net
tonnage asa parameter. baving regard to the way in which current
procedures varied from country to country.
He agreed with the
views expressed by the representatives of France and the United
Kingdom.
Definitions of the use to be made of parameters should
remain sufficiently flexible and should take the form of a
recommendation.
IIis Government was convinced that it was net
tonnage which best expressed the revenue-earning capacity of the
. ship. and· that the best way to calculate i t was to measure
passenger spaces and certain cargo spaces.
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TheCHAlIlillU\f said that most of the sperueers had stressed
the advisability .offollowing exactly the instructions .of the
plenary, which had envisaged recommendations and not provj.sions
incorporated in the text of the Convention.
1'~.

MURP}IY (USA) welcomed the disoussion, which his
d.elegation had in fact hoped to provoke vvhen proposing its
text. . He agreed that the instructions given by the Conference
had referred to recommendations, but he pointed out that those
instructions were not the outcome of a formal decision taken 011.
the basis of a vote.
It was the United States delegation which
had in fact trucen the initiative; what it had had in mind was
a text which was more binding 'bhat a·recommendation.
That was
why it had felt free to frame the text in the form which it
deemecl to be the most effective.
His concern for precision had
been increased by the infol~ation given on the general trend of
the prooedures followed by port authorities, which were gradually
changing over from net tonnage to gross tonnage, and on the
application of the open shelter-deck concept exclusively to net
tonnage in respe.ct of new ships. . It was imp.ortant that users
should know.the eJeact intentions of the authors of the Convention
He would· repeat that his delegation did not .asle for an
ii:n:lediatedecision 011. theforn or on the substance of its draft.
Its nain concern was to ascertain the views of the countries
represented at ~he Conference.
I~.

BEVlu\fS (USA) stressed that the question of unifornity
must be continually bOrJ1e in mind.
It was for the sake of
unifornity that Articles 10 and .11 imposed certain obligations
on the c.ontracting States.
If, as he had heard it said at the
plenary and at .the present meeting, .certain States we:re not
p:repared to insi'st on port autho:rities respecting the certificate,
one might wonder what was the point of drawing up a convention.
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Mr. ICE}nTF~Y (Ca~ada) said that he well Ul1derstood the
concern e2::pressed by J~he two representatives of the United states,
but recalled that at no time had tb.ere been any question of
making uniformity of application of the chosen parameters an
objective.
It was clear that, if they were realistic, the
parameters would be applied automat5.cally.
The increasing trend
at the present t~ne towards the use of gross to!L~age for
calculating taxes and dues stenmed from the fact that net tonnage
no longer bore any relation to reality.
Hence the unit of
measurement chosen would have to be Sufficiently reasonable for
port EmthQrities to be induced to use it in preference to any
other pa;t'arJ.eter.
Mr. PROSSER (UK) asleed the United states representative
whether, in his country, port charges and other dues were
controll~d by the executive or legislature.
Mr.J3EVANS (USA):r.eplied that such was not the case at the
-present tine, but that measures would be taken to secure §uch
control if the formula proposed by his delegation.was aCQepted~
In devising that fornula, the Un:i:ted states aelegation
had sought to tlliee due account_of the concepts contained by
implication in Articlei310 and II, ancl had based its proposals
directlY on the provi-sions of the Oonvention for the Safety of
-Life -at Sea and the Oonvention on Load Lines, which envisaged
the possibility of submitting the ship to a complete inspection.
The u~e- to which the'certificate could be put should be made
clear, and areconmendation would hardly be sufficient.
- 1-1":1:. 1'ITmPIIT (USA) pointeel out that the ex-pression lito provide

a basis for ll v/l1.fchhadbeen useel .in paragraphs 6 and 7 of the
Jill1erice~ proposalsho~ld, in his opinion, provide all the
-flexibili tY desirable.
It ",'as true that dues were sometines
calCUlated on the basis of values other than tonnage; but if
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the Convention succeeded in producing a definition of gross and
net t01l11age which was acceptable to governments, it would be
necessary to provide for the means of implementing the system
in a uniform mamler and to prevent port authorities from using
other values.
]\~.

WIE (Norway) approved of the principle defended by the
United States representatives, which aimed at providing all
government signatories to the Oonvention with the means of
compelling port authorities to carry out the provisions of
Article 2.
]\~.

VAUGHN (Liberia) also supported that view.
It seemed
illogical to define parameters withqut giving any indication
of the objective that it was hoped to reach by the use of those
parameters. ~
BAOHE (Denmark) stressed that it was essential to
maintain a certain flexibility, particularly as far as passenger
ships were concerned.
As had been suggested at the meetings
of the Technical OOBBittee, there were various ways in which
such flexibility could be achieve.d: for instance, special
arrangements, not necessarily linked to tonnage, could be
entered into between the ports and passenger ships.
]\ft,r.

]\'lr. HINZ. (Federal Republic of Germany) returned· to a point

.raised by ]\ft,r. Bevans.
According to the latter , Articles 10· and 11
would be meaningless i f port authroHes were not obliged to accept
the certificate as a basiS for the assessmeJit of harbour dues.
However,· even if the·Convention did not contain provisions
obliging port authorities to use the chosen parameters as the
basis of their calCUlations, i t was important to ensure that,
i f they decided to do so, they should then be obliged to accept
the certificate arid should not be able to proceed to measure
the ship again.
The question was, then,whether port authorities
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would or would not use the parameters chosen.
At the present
time the unit chosen throughout almost the whole worlel was
either gross or net tonnage; it was thus obVious that the
parameters which the Oonference was trying·to define would
indeed correspond to reality.
I1r. GERDES (Netherlands) said he was sympathetic to the

put forward by .the two United states representatives.
From a more. juridical point of view, b,e wished to make two
The main aim should
comments on the aims of the Convention.
be a uniform
system; the.
Netherlands
delegation did not think
. .
. . .
.
that the aim of the discussion had ever been to ensure the legal
protection of economic interests - a thing \'1hich it "'Quldbe
very difficult to achieve.
Even if they succeeded in defining
that concept,. it would be impossible to define a standard on the.
basiso! which it could be calculated.
It was true that in
conventiol1s concerning shipowners' liabilities,for exe.mple •. ·.net
ton~age was generally used as a parameter ·for limiting liability
for possible da.mages; but that would not imply that tonnages
were specially determined· in their interests.
Defining the use
of gross or net t6nnag~ by limiting the pUrposes would never be·
possible, since the use of either· gross or net·;uonnnge was left
to the i:D.terests concerned.
As the Canadian representative had
said, i f the definition of a satisfactory parameter was achieyed,
then":" .Wd only then '- would uniformity be possibleanditwould
be achieved automatically.
arg~ments

As far as the ::i,mplementation of the· Convention was concerned,
the. Netherlwds Gov'lrnment was firmly oppo~ed to the idea of
compelling pOJ:'t authorities, as that woulefbe contrary to the
autonomy of ports.
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Mr. PROSSER (UK) said that he understood the logic of
F~. Bevans' reasoning but was afraid that, if his arguments
were accepted, there would be a danger of goverl~ents postponing
ratification of the Convention until they were in a position to
compel port authorities to observe its provisions, and that was
a situation which should obviously be avoided.
If the United
States delegation insisted that its proposed definitions should
appear in Article 2, perhaps a distinction could be made between
that part of the proposal which defined gross tOlxnage and net
tonnage which might then appear in Article 2, and that part which
dealt with the uses of tonnage which could be included as a
recommendation outside the actual Convention.
Mr; DARAJvI (France) explained that for his delegation the
question was simpler, as the fo~~ula proposed by the United States
tallied with the legal obligations vn1ich existed in Frm1ce, where
an annual tax was calculated on the basis of gross tonnage vrhile
port charges and dues were levied on the basis of net tonnage.
The French delegation's objections in regard to the proposal,
therefore, were not made because it was out of line with French
. national legislation, but as a matter of principle.
In his
view, the problem was ,vrongly posed, since the use to which the
Convention was put would of itself sanction the definitions which
the·United States propos8.l.sought to introduce: if the parameter
was simple ffi1d reasonable and enabled ships to be easily and
fairly compared, its use would spread rapidly and automatically.
·If on the contrary the parameters chosen were too complex,
shipowners and shipbuilders would find loop-holes and turn to
other parameters, ffi1d the situation would be exactly the same as
at present.
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:Mr
•• 11UR.PRY (USA) said he would like more time to think over
;

all that had bEien said; he theref6reprbposed that the.:l.tem
undEir discussion b~ reconsidered at a later stage.
He also
stressed the advisability of changing the eXisting wording of
Articles 10 and II, the provisions of which werEi linked to thEi
. content of his delegation's proposal.
IIJr. KENNFJ)Y (Canada) wondered whether, rathEir than trying

to define.concepts of gross.andnet tonnage,it might not be
better to speal<: of "tonnagell in a more general fashion, indicating
that it "Tascalculated.. in such a way as to provide a basis for
the different calculations referred to in paragraphs 6 and 7.
sUb-paragraphs (a), (b) and (c) of the United states proposal.
In that way, the main features of the proposal could be adopted,
while the differing views which had been brought to light in the
course of the·debate would be taken into account.
According
to VlhEither the Committee decideo. to include some stlChtext in
Article 2 or in a recommendation, the words "tonnagEi shall be
accepted" or lItonnage should be accepted ll would be used.
It

wa~decided

to defer consideration of Agenda item

~.

AGE1TDA ITEM 3 - CONSIDERATION AND PREPARATION OF THE DRAFT TEXT
OF ARTIOLES OF A COlnTENTION ON TOln~AGE
MEASUREMENT (nVCONF/6 A1TJ) TJII/OONF/0. 2/1tIP .12)
(continueo.)
Article 4 - Ascertainment of Tonnages (concluded)
The CHAIRl1AN drew the attention of delegates to
TM/OONF/0.2/tT.12 in which the Technical CommittEie set out the
results of its a.eliberatiol1.sconCerning the length of ships,
the definition of which was to be identiCal with that contained
in the International Convention on Load Lines, 1966.
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The General Committee would no doubt wish to amend
paragraph (l)(b) of Article 4 of the Convention (TM/CONF/6, page 14)
in order to take account of the Technical Co~nittee's decision
(TM/CONF/C.2/WP.12, page 1, paragraph 2(ii».
It was so decided.
Mr. MURPtIT (USA) pointed out that if the definition of length
were to be completely identical with that contained in the
International Convention on Load Lines, paragraph (l)(b) of
Article 4 should be amended to read as follows: "ships of which
overall length is less than 15 metres or 49 feet."
The CHAIRMAN stated that that would be done.
A~ticle

4 as a whole was approved.

Article 2 - Definitions (continued)
The CHAIRMAN said that in order to take account of the
Technical Co~ittee's decisions, the Committee should add the
definition of length set out in paragraph 2(ii) of TM/CONF/C.2/WP.14.
Mr. NADEINSKI (Committee Secretary) drew attention to a purely.
drafting amendment to be made to the English version only.
The CHAIR~V,N,
States), said that
paragraph 3 of its
might be necessary

in reply to a ~uestionby Mr. MURPHY (United
the Technical Co~ittee had stated in
inter.i..m report (TM/CONF/C.2/WP.12) that it
to define moulded depth.

Paragra pl~_J 4)
The CF.JcIRMAN said that thedefini tion of "new ships" in
the.original draft was identical to that in the 1966 Convention
on Load Lines. France and Sweden had submitted .amendments .
proposing that the date of reference should be the date of the
signing of the building contract and not the date of the laying
of the keel, which, in the light of technological advances, was
probably no longer a suitable criterion.
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Mr. VAUGHN (Liberia) pointed out that it was not essential

to abide by-the definition in the 1966 Oonvention 'lrJhich·was
prompted by safety considerations that did not apply in the
present case.
From the point of view of the application of
regulations for tonnage measurement, on the other hand, the
order stage was more important than the construction stage.
He also reminded members that consideration of Article 17 had
been postponed, so that the question of entry into force had
not been decided.
He was not sure that the proposed period
of six months would be sufficient.
J.llr. PROSSER (UK) thought the most important thing was that
shipbuilders should have sufficient. warning of the new regUlations.
In that respect, the original draft presented no difficulties
from the practical point of view, because the date of the coming
into force of the Convention would be universally known.
He
therefore advocated the adoption of the original text.
Mr. DARAM (Frro1ce) stood by his delegation's proposal.
I1r. WIE (Norvvay) said he would have preferred a more specific
definition as follows: "'new ship' means a ship which is delivered
byitsbuilders, taken over by the mmers, and for which a valid
International TOJ:1nage Certificate (1969) is issued on or after·
the date of coming into force of the present Convention".
However, he was prepared to support the original draft.
I1r. KASBEKAR (India), Mr. OSIfuU~ (United Arab RepUblic).
Mr. (}LUKHOV (USSR) emd 11r. SUZUKI (Japan) concurred with the
United KiJ:1gdom representative in favouring the adoption of the
original draft. which reproduced the definition used in the
Load Line Convention.
11r.MILEWSKI (Poland) agreed. adding that the laying of
the keel did. in fact. denote the start of the construction
of the ship.
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r,'I:t'. GERDES (Netherlano.s) also supported the views of the
United Kingdom representative and observed that the words "for
each Oontracting Government", which figured in the 1966 Oonvention,
should be added at the end of paragraph (4) of the draft article.
The OHAIRMAN noted that there was no support for the
amendment proposed by France, and that Norway was prepared to
accept the views of the majority.
He put to the vote the text of paragraph (4) as it appeared
in the original draft, with the addition of the words "for each
Contracting Governmen'i:;".
Paragraph (4), thus amended, was approved by 29 votes to
Paragraph (5)
;E'aragraph (5) ,.as approved unop"posed.
Article 3 - Application (continued)
The OHAIRJ~~T opened the discussion on paragraphs (3) and
(4), consideration of which had been adjourned.
Nr. QUARTEY (Ghana) said that the terms "gross tonnage" and
"net tomlage" were used too vaguely in the Oonvention in general.
Those concepts should be well defined.

r'tt'. GERDES (Netherlm~ds), supported by r'tt'. SUZUKI (Japan)
and r1r. WIE (Norway) urged the Committee to defer once again
the examination of paragraphs (3) and (4) of Article 3 until
the TechJ.~ical Committee had reached a firmer decision on the
substence of the questions.

I{r. DARM1 (France) was also in favour of deferring the
discussion.
The amendment proposed by France (TM/CONF/6, page 10)
dealing with new ships chm~ging nationality, the special economic
situation of existing ships and the definition of the concept of
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structural alteration or modification", depended entirely on
the decisions which would be taken by the Teclulical Committee.
II

Mr. PROSSER (UTL) was ready to agree to postponing any
decision on paragraphs (3) and (4) of Article 3.· As, however,
the discussion on the United States proposal on the use of
tOl1l1ages (TMjCONFjC.lj2) had proved valuable, he would propose
that the Committee should proceed immediately to an exchange of
views on the two fundamental points, namely, methods of application
to existing ships rold coming into force.

Mr. VAUGHN (Liberia) supported that proposal.
It was so decided.
~x.

PROSSER (UT£) considered that the two problems - existing
ships (Article 3) and coming into force.(Article 17) should be
considered together.
On the one hrold, it was essential that the
Convention should only come into force when ratified .by States
which represented a clear majority not only of participants in
the Conference but also of world tonnage.
On the other hand,
a number of difficulties which arose from the situation in
regard to existing ships would be eliminated if it '!rere made
clear that the new regUlations would not apply to those ships
for •a fajj~ly long· time;
Those two conditions would both be
·fulfilled·if the Convention came into force, say, tw6years after
the date on which twenty or twenty-five States, fifteen of which
each had a tonnage of at leas·t one million tans, had ratified
the Convention and if it applied to existing ships after a
certain number of years.
Mr. HINZ (Federal Republic of Germany) supported the views
of the United Kingdom representative.
He referred to the
amendment put forward by his.delegation (TMjCONFj6, page 9) which
proposed that the period during which existing ships would have the
right to retain their previous tonnages shoUld be limited to about
twenty-five years.
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~~. IWRPHY

(USA) thought that it was essential and possible
to arrive at a tOl1nage measurement system under which values as
close as possible to existing tqnnages would be obtained, so that
the economic.balance of the shipping industry would be upset as
little as possible. . Such a solution would have three advantages:
it would facilitate and speed up the coming into force of the
Convention; it would seoure the support of states representing both
the majority of participants and the majority of world tonnage; m1d
it would enable the Convention to be applied to all ships, new ffii~
existing, whereas a~y solution envisaging a different treatment
might give rise to confusion in both oases.
Mr. DARAM (France) referred to the declaration which appeared
in that co~~exion in paragraph 3 of. the first report of the
Technical Committee to the Conferenoe (TM/CONF/C.2!4).
If, as a
reSUlt, the Committee decided upon a formula which made it possible
for the new values to be brought close to the existing values, it
would then also be possible to bring closer together the. dates of
entry into force of provisions applicable to the two types of ships.
Mr. GLUImOV (USSR) said. his position was sil)1ilar to that of

the United states representatives.
lJIr •. PROSSER (UK) we:).comedthe interesting discussiOn.

The
crux of the mat;cer was that the adoption of a tonnage measurement
system which was radically different from ,the existing provisions
carried the assumption that its application would be postponed for a
long time in the case. of eXisting ships.·· If the opinion prevailed
that the new system should be applied speedily to those ships, a
less revolutionary solution wQu+d have to be adopted.
It would be
useful to find out more about the attitudes of the delegations in
that respect.
The disoussion of J\.rticle3was adjourned.
The meeting rose· at 12.40 p.m.
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AGENDA ITEH 6 - lUll OTHER JVIATTERS PtEFERltED TO THE CONJ"IITTEE:
CONSIDERATION OF PROPOSED DEFINITIONS OF
GROSS 1lJ~!J) :I'JET TOl'TI'TAGESUBIUTTED BY' THE
mUTED STATES (TH/CONF/C .1/2-4 ) (continued)
TheCflAIR11AN proposed that tIle Committee should resume
discussion of the proposed .definitionsof groGs and net tonnage
submitted by the United states (TN!C0I1']'!C.l!2). He drew
attention to two new documents on the question submitted
respectively by the United Ki.ngGlom (TIVCONF!C.l!3) and by Canada r
the Federal Republic of Germany, Israel and the Netherlands
(TH!CONF!C.l!4).

Mr. MuRPHY (USA) said that, in the light of the discussion
which had taken place at the Ger-eral Committee1s previous meeting
and after studying the document submitted by the United Kingdom,
the United States delegation was prepared to accept the latter's
new formula. It would make it possible to give, in general terms
in the body of the Convention, an idea of what was understood by
gros8 tonnage and net tonnage and it· would set out in greater
detail, ina separate recommendation, the use which should be made
'ofthetwo concepts.' That new text seemed preferable to the one
proposed in T~/cOI{F!C.l!4.
11r. WIE (Norway) said that- . his delegation
also was in favour
. .
of the teJt:t proposed by theUnited Kingdom •.

l,'fr'. SUZUKI (JB:pan). said that, for the reasons he had given
at the Committee IS previous meeting, his delegation also could
agree in principle with the United Kingdom proposal; but he would
express some reservations concerning the wording of 'paragraph2
for, in his opinion, the provisions of the reoommendation should
n6tapply to existing ships.
1'1r. DARAM (France) also thought that the first paragraph
.in TM!CONF!C~l/3 concerning the definitions was acceptable, but
he made a few reservations regarding the rec9mmendation in
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paragraph 2. Firstly, so far,as the wording was concerned, the
word "doit" - which, moreover,'wasnot an accurate translation
of the English "should" - ought to be avoided in a recommendation.
Secondly, the reference to the calculation of charges had been
made in· the same form in respect of both gross tonnage and net
tonnage, but that contradicted the wording in the original
proposal. Further, the text proposed by the United Kingdom for the
recommendation should be studied in conjv.nction with the text
proposed in TM/CONF/C.l/4.
r1r. GERDES (Netherlands) said that his delegation also was
in favour of including definitions of gross ~onnage and net
tonnage in the Convention, and of making a separate recommendation
stating. the purposes for which those parame'!;ers would be used.
However, it was of the opinion that the Committee should examine
the content of. the definitions ffi1d of the recommendation very
carefully, and, in that connexion, his delegation would have some
crit~cisms to nuUce of the United Kingdom proposal.
r~.

KENNEDY (Canada) shared the Netherlands representative's
point of view, more particularly in regard to the definition of
net tonnage and the content of the recommendation.
The CHAIRr~~ pr.oposed voting first on the principle of
including the definitions i.n (luestion in an .Article of the
Convention and adopting a separate recommendation •
. That principle was adopted by 26 votes to none.
TrVCONF!G.l!3 - paragraph (l).(a)
The definition contained in para~~aph (1) (a) was approved.
Paragraph (l)(bl
~~.

HINZ (Federal Republic of Germany) said his delegation
thought that the expression "commercial capacity" gave rise to
certain objections both because it was too vague and because it

~
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. was out of place in the context of the Convention. I f really
necessa:pY,it would be better to s1?eak of llcarrying ca:pacity" •
.

'.

11r. GERDES (Netherlands) stressed that the Technical

Committee's discussions had not so far led to a definition of net
tonnage, nor of commercial capacity, nor of carrying capacity.
It might therefore seem paradoxical for the General Committee
to persist in attempting to define those concepts. In the opinion
of the Netherlands delegation, it would be better to abandon the
concept of net tonnage, and that would m~[e the various proposals
under consideration superfluous.

11r. BACHE (Denmark) also noted that at the stage reached,
it was impossible to let commercial capacity be illustrated by
net tonnage; he cited ti~~ts as an example
Nr. DARfu'V[ (France) was not in favour of simply eliminating
the documents before 'the. Committee. The Technical Committee1s
discussions. had, however,proved that commercial capacitycou.ld
depend on various factors.; if, therefore, thedefinition proposed
byth~ Uniti3dKingdomwas adoPt~d, the Oommittee would:f:i.nd
i tseif' compelled to define a second concept· which' ",ras not much
cleareX:
.than.' that
0:1: n.et tonn~ge.
.
.
,
...
•

,

.

_

•

l .

'

,

,',

Hr. Im:NJ:mDY (Canada) recalled that, fundamentally, it was
theco:qcept of measurement ",rhich was at the heart of the proposed
Convention
and not that of the use of any units of measurement
.'
.
which might be chosen; that was why the Technical Committee had
endeavoured to define a parameter based on purely teohnical
considerations. An attempt was being made to define also a
parameter concerned with considerations of an economic nature,
so as to avoid excessive upheavals in the maritime transport
industry, It might be wondered whether the two objectives were
oompatible. In any case, the definition of net tonnage proposed
by the United Kingdom did not seem to provide a satisfactory
answer to those considerations of an economic character.
.

-
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Mr. PROSSER (UK) recalled that, at the beginning of the
discussion of the proposal submitted by the United States
(TIvI/OONF/O .1/2), the United Kingdom delegation had llOt taken up
any very firm position on the question. It was merely to give
form to. the ideas which had ap~eared during the discussion that it
had.submitted a written draft making a distinction between the
defini tions whic.h should appear in the Conven tion and a
recommendation concerning the use made of tonnages. In that
draft, the definition of net tonnage had been taken over from the
original American proposal. The United Kingdom delegation would
therefore raise no objection if the expression "collUnercial
capacity" were replaced by any other term which would take account
of considerations of an economic character.

Mr. ~WRPHY (USA) said that he would not be opposed ~Eriori
to the use of some such expression as· "carrying capacity" for, in
his view, the question was not so much one of finding an
absolutely exact term as of defining a method which would meet
the needs of the case. In that respect, it seemed to him that
the expression "relative commercial capacity" used in. the ..
Ame.i-ican proposal better described the fact that the aim was to
find figures clearly indicating the different types of ships
and . their· dimensions and enabling the VOlume of ships to be
.... measured in relation to what they were .. supposed to carry ,
:whereas . the expl.'ession "commercial capacity" had been the
subject of Objections at th~plenaryand.elsewhere, perhaps.
because jin a sense ,. i tco.uld .be. synonymous with deadweight
capacity. In any case, in answer to the Netherlands representative's
statement, the United States delegation considered that the
Technical Oommittee's discussions had indeed shown the need for
a . clearer definition of the concepts of gross. tonnage .and net
tonnage.
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MILEWSKI (Poland), recognizeo.that, safar as the
definitions were ooncerned, the concept of net tonnage defined
by the United Kingdom was quite satisfaotory in ~egard to the
economic aspect of the problem, i'lhereas the concept of gross'
tonnage was satisfactory ip regard to its technical aspect.
In that respect, the Polish delegation could support the
United Kingdom proposal.
Mi'.

J'1fr.GERDES (lITetherlands) said he might be prepared to accept
the text proposed ,:for s1+b-parae;raph (b) i f the word "oommercial"
were deleted.
NICHOLSON (Australia) thought, on the contrary, that
the expression "comme:t'cial utilizatio11 fl of a s11ip could perhaps
be used instead· of "capaoity".
]"fr.

J'1fr. lUffiINI (Italy) said he would be in favour of the
expression "capacity for utilization".
Hr. BACllE (Denmark) wondered whether the definition might
.not·be made less rigid by saying: neb) Net tonnage means
.. primarily•••
n.
.
:: - ::'.
'.,"

(Federal Republic of Germany)' considered it would
be preferable to know. more about the meaning which the Teclmical
COlJllllittee, intended to give to the se6olJdparameter.· He proposed
therefore, that the. United KihgdOlll deflnitionof nettonna.ge
should be retained since it had been accepted inprinoiple, but
that 'for the time.being it should be placed in square brackets.
]"fr;r-rHrz.

I'Ifr.·PROSSER (UK) saw no objection to that proposal but·
thought that, when the Technical Committee's discussion had been
Ooncluded, ,it would doubtless befouno. necessary to remove the
·brackets.
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The CHAIRMA1'1 asked 'l'Thether the Committee was prepared to
accept the proposal of the Federal Republic of Germany.
The ·proposal was accepted.
!'aragraph 2
Th8 CHAIR1~~ confirmed that, to comply with the French
representative1s observation, the word "doit" which appeared
several times in that paragraph would be replaced by a more
accurate translation of the English word "should".
~~. HD~Z

(Federal Republic of Germany), co-sponsor of
TM/C01TF/C.l/4 stated that, in accordance with Rule 34 of the
Rules of Procedure of the Conference, he could not object to
a vote being taken on the United Kingdom proposal without that
doc'Ulllent being examined.
~~.,GERDES

(Netherlands), likewise a co-sponsor of the
doc'Ulllent, considered that parts of it might prove very useful
in the discussion and that the text proposed in Annex II would
make it possible to adopt a recommendation which both gave a
clear idea of the main purposes of tonnage and protected users!
interests. It was true that both gross tonnage and net tonnage
were currently being used as a basis for some calculations, but
tl'lat was not to say that the gove=ments or other parties' conperned
did ,not wish to transpose 'I;he use of those parameters. It was
therefore essential that the way in which use was, to be made of
theparameters should be left to their discretion, and any'
stipulation to the effect th:oj; gross tonnage was to be used for
some calculations,and ,net tonnage for others must be avoided.
Consequently, the Netherlands delegation considered that
the text given in Annex II to TM/CONF/C.l/4 (With a slight
amendment consisting of adding the words "iIlter ~" at the
end of the first sentence) should replace the second paragraph
of the United Kingdom proposal.
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IF,r. :PROSSER (UIi:)expJ.e1ned that, in his delegation1s view,
it was' essentially a matter of achieving a balance between first,
the unanimous wish to have a recommendation on the use of
tonnages, second, the desire not to adopt anything which might
prevent certain countries from ratifying the Convention and third,
the need to arrive at a text which retained a certain degree of
flexibility and was at the same time sUfficiently precise.
Despite the arguments advanced by the Netherlands representat ve,
the United K~ingdom delegation did indeed feel that the text
, ~i:.'oposed in .Annex II to TM/COltFIC. i/4 lacked flexibility.
1'f1'. I{ENNEJ)Y (Canada) one of the sponsors of the proposal
~abmitted

in TM/CONF/C.l/4 stated that it was an attempt at a
compromise. The United Kingdom delega'tion 1 s text (TM/CONF/C .1/3)
was at once too precise and not sufficiently clear, particular
in regard to the calculation of charges and dues (sub-paragraph (0)
and the last sentence in paragraph 2).
I1r. ~mENCH (Israel) also preferred the more general wording

ofTM/CONF/c.1/4 for reasons which his delegation had given in
writing (TMjCONF/3/.I\,dd.l, page,5)::namely, that the future
Convention woUlilserve only to ,determine one or two parame~ers
put would in no 'Way relate to the calculationof the dues
collected.
l'f1'. DAl~1

(France) supported the views of the representative
of Israel and said that he was in favoUr of the proposal in
TM/COIW/C.l/4. He recalled that, according't6 the preamble which
had been approved, the purpose ofdlhe Convention was to "establish
uniform prinoiples and rules with respect to !he determination of
tonnage ll (TM/CONF/C.I/'1r.l?6). In any event, sub-paragraph (b) and
the last sentence in paragraph 2 of the United Kingdom proposal
were not clear.
J''f1'. PROSSER (UK)expJ.ained that sub-paragraph (b) was

intended to refer inter alia to pilotage dues.
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·I1r. ~mRPHY (USA) recalled the reasons whioh had prompted the

original proposal (TM!CONF/C.l!2)~ First, when the Conferenoe .
deoided to retain two parameters, gross tonnage and net tonnage,
it beoame neoessary to define those two ooncepts by explaining
the differenc~between themo Seoondly, bearing in mind the wish
Which had been expressed not to disrupt the economic balance of
the world shippiD~ industry, the decision taken by the Conference
not to apply the shelter-deck concept to gTosS tonnage was
acceptable only on condition that it would not entail any
important changes in the uses which would be. made of tonnages.
Hence, there was a need to define those uses, preferably in the
Convention. Nevertheless the United States delegation had agreed
to include in the Articles merely the definitions of the two
tonnages and to state in a recommendation how the Conference
intended those concepts to be used.
11r. KENNEDY (Canada) understood the reasons underlying the,

comments made by the Uni'.;ecl States re;?resentative. 111 his view,
however, shipowners could not but benefit from a system which
would ensure that the same standards would be used for the next
ten or twenty years. Even1f the change-over. to anew conception
of. tonnage raise.d problems for 130m", countries, it would neverth
less be as beneficial to all those who had a merchant fleet as it
would to port authorities •
~'fr.

H1NZ (Federal Republic. of Gepmany) said that he too,
had listened wUh interest to the remarks of the United States
. representa'tiv6; but, in his opinj.on, it was clear that the purpose
.of the Conference. was strictly technical, to the exclusion of
'considerations of an economic character. HoweYer,·not,being
completely opposed to the adoption of a recommendation, he had
joined' the sponsors of the proposal submitted. in TlvI/CONF/C .1/4
because, contrary to what the United Kingdom representative
thought, it was more flexible than his proposal.
.
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l1r. rruRPliY (USA) feared that, if the uses to be made of
the Convention .were not clearly stated, there ,'muld be a risk
that they might vary greatly from country to country. Moreover,
it was not true that the Convention was purely technical in
character; it would indeed affect the interests of shipowners.
It would doubtless be best to defer any decision on that point.
l~.

PROSSER (UK) remarleed that the two proposals before
the Co~nittee differed on two points. That of the Unit~d
Kingdom provided for separate definitions for gross tonnage and
net tonnage and remained vague as to the uses to whioh they
were to be put, while the other proposal made no distinction'
between those two concepts but contained a detailed list of
their uses. The United Kingdom delegation would willingly
agree to have, no recomme"ldation on that matter; but if there
had to be one, it could not accept the text submitted in
TM/CO~lf/C.l/4. It would no doubt be best to adjourn the
discussion as the United States representative had proposed.
11r. MILEWSKI (Poland) recalled that, at the beginning of
the Conference, the United Kingdom delegation had stated that it
was tradition alone that justified the retention of the net
tonnage parameter. It was an anachronism, but Poland was prepared
to accept it in the hope that it would disappear in the course
of the next few years. That was why it preferred the text of
Annex II to TM/CONF/C.I/4 to that of paragraph. 2 of the United
Kingdom proposal.
11r. GEHDES (l\fetherlands) explained that the list of uses
contained in that annex was in no 'tray restrictive and that the
text had all the flexibility required •. He pointed out to the
United States representative that the two concepts Of gross
tonnage and net tonnage were in fact both applied in many uSes
Which there was no need to specify.
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. ~fr. NADEINSKI (Committee Secretary) feared that if the

text of the recommendation did not include particulars similar
to those contained in the United Kingdom proposal, it would be
very difficult to answer people who asked whether gross tonnage
was~ill to,be accepted as a parameter in the relevant
Conventions, especially in the International Convention for the
Safety of Life at Sea
Q

~~~ lTITIIPHY (USA) fully agreed on the need to include the

particulars concerned. It was his intention to prepare a furthe:r'
draft, inviting governments, portautborities and other
authorities which levied dues to give the fullest consideration
to the definitions of gross and net tonnage and to take them into
acoount in deciding how to use the two concepts.
The discu~sion of the proposed definitions and recommendation
was adjourned.
AGENDA ITEM 3 - CONSIDERl,TION lLWD PREPARATION OF THE LRAFT
TEXT OF ARTICLES OF A CONVENTION on 1'ONlJAGE
~mAsuriEI1EnT (TM!CONF!6) (pontinued)
Article 3 -Application (continued)
Paragaphs (3) .emd (41 (continued)
Ilfr. I![ILEVfSKI (Polancl),supported by }!Jr. 1iVIE (Norway) said
he was in favour of the proposal submitted by the Federal Republic
of Germany and Sweden (TN!C OlJF. 6 pages 8 and 12) to insert a
new st::b-paragraph (b) in paragraph 3, reading as follows: "eXisting
ships if the owner so requests".
l~.

SUZUKI (Japan) fully concurred. He added that he would
prefer no specific mention to be made in the Convention of -che
duration o;f-che transitional period.
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rtr. GERDES (NetherlandS) suggested reverting to the question
when ~he Technioal Oommittee had completed its work. If the
new tonnages proved to be olose to existing values, there would
be no purpose in making the Oonvention apply to existing ships,exoept upon the owner I s request. In regard to paragraph (3)(b),
he f~voured the adoption of. the wording advooated by the
Federal Republio of Germany, but with the deletion of the words
"which affect their gross tonnage".

Mr. PROSSER (UK) suggested that the passage should be
. amended to read Ilwould cause at least a 10 per cent variation in
their gross tonnage". In regard to the suggestion of the
Federal Republio of Germany for the maintenanoe of present
tonnages in respeot of existing ships for a period ending a
given nlunber of years after the ooming into foroe of the
Oonvention, he pointed out that it would necessitate the
simultaneous examination of Article 17. The problem would be of
less importance if the prospect of aohieving parity between the
old and the new tonnages did not seem so remote. In practioe, differences of up to 15 per cent either way were to be expected,
and it was therefore essential to allow for an adequate though not
excessive transitional period. He proposed that the Oonvention
should come into force two years after the date on which Governments
of States whose combined merchant fleets constituted not less than
two-thirds of the gross tonnage of the worldls merchant shipping
had signed H. Existing- ships would be able to keep their present
tonnages for a period of, say, seven years, ~n1ich would make a
total of about fifteen years as advocated by Franoe. Finally,
he would like to see a study made of those ships which. ohanged
their nationality.
I~.

HINZ (Federal Republic of Germany) suggested deferring
such an investigation until later.

•
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~1r.

WIE (Norway) agreed with the views of the representative

of the Federal Republic of Germany; the General Committee should
await the Report of the Technical Committee before t~cing a
final decision. Like the representative of the United Kingdom,
.. he considered that Articles .3 and 17 were closely linked.
In regard to Article 3, paragraph (3), he favoured the
adoption of the wording given in TM!CO}ill!C.l!WP.8.
GERDES (Netherlands) likewise felt that Articles 3 and
17 shotlld be considered together.
jVJ:!:'.

jVJ:!:'. DARM~

(France) said he was in partial agreement with the
opinion expressed by the represe:1tative of the Federal Republic
of Germany, but he must point out that, if the regulations were
made to apply to eXisting ships, a.system of dual taxation Which
would be inconvenient for port authorities would be perpetuated.
In regard to the transitional period, obviously it could be
ourtailed if·the Technical Coramittee decided that the new tonnages
should be similar to the old.
Summing up the discussion, the C}~_TIU'UJ~ stated that there
appeared to be a preliminary consensus in favour of applying the
Regulations in .Annex Ito new ships, to eXisting ships if the
owner so re'luested, m1d to ships which underwent alterations. or
modifications of a major character."

!lIr. DARAM: (France) asked whether the omission from the
.Ohairmail1s list"· of ships· which caDle .under the flag of a .
signatory GovernmEmtby change of nationality was intentiomil •
. ~heCHAIR1'IANreplied that the Committee could return to that
item later •
. I'J:!:'.

PROSSER (UK) agreed.
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. llfJ:'. ~nCHQLSQ1\T (Australia) drew the Committee I s attention
to .ArticJ.,e 9, which differed from the proposeCl.text in regard
to the na'~ure of alterations.
~~. DARM1

(France) proposed that the text suggested by
the Federal Republic of Germany should be ~~ended to truce
accouot of the wording suggested by the French delegation for
Article 3, paragra0h3(a).
~~.

NICIIOLSON (Australia) endorsed that

su~gestion.

rlfJ:'. PROSSER (UK) while not objecting to it, wondered whether
the change was really necessary.
n~.

rIDRPIIY (USA) supported by rlfJ:'. SUZUKI (Japan) oonsidered
that the amendment was not necessary, having regard to the
deiinition of the expression "J?ew ship" given in .Article 2.
rlfJ:'. de JONG (Netherlands), I~. HIlTZ (Federal Republic of
Germany) and r~. vIIE (:i\Torway) asked for an explanation of the
French proposal.
Nr. Dlu'UlJYl (France) explained that a signatory Government
would not be able to apply the new tonnage measurement system
to a ship regarded as new if that ship could claim to be classed
in another category.
IIfJ:'. rruENCH (Israel) added that the problem hinged on the
difference between the dates of coming into force in different
oountries. If a ship flying the flag of a signatory State,was
purchased by a country which had not signed the Convention, it
would be penalized under the terms of the French amendment.
I1r. de JONG (Netherlands) agreed with that view. The
diffiCUlty lay in the fact that it was intended to add the
words ilfor each Contracting Government" to Article 2, paragraph 4.
It would be better to delete those words and to adopt the wording
proposed by the Federal Republic of Germany.
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~!!r. HINZ

(Federal Republic of Germany) considered that
if the wording suggested by Sweel.en were adopted, it would be
essential to state whether the ship had been bu.ilt iIi a country
whose Government had signed the Convention.
The CILIl.IRMAN suggested adj ourni:ng the remainder of the
discussio:n until the following day.
The

meeti:n~

rose at 5.40 p.m.
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AGENDA

ITm~

3 - OONSIDERATION MID PREPJ.:Rl,TImr OF THE
DRJ~T TEXT OFARTIOLES OF A CbNVENTION
OU TONNAGE liJEASURE1VJENT (TlvaONF/ 4;
,
TJ'iI/OONF/6; TM/CONF/0 .l/1tlP. 8) (continued)

Article 3 - Application (continued)
Parag,raJ211s (3) 3,nd (4) (c0n.tinued)
~he

CHl\.IRiI'flIlT dre,," attel1tion to the norwegian proposal
(T11/CO:NF/C.l/1,rJP.8) which contained an amendment to paragraph (3)
as well as a proposal for an additional paragraph (5).
The Oommittee might first t~{e up the French amendment
(TH/CO:NF/6i page 10) to paragraph (3) (a).
l~.

DARfJ1 (France) said that the pclrpose of the amendment

was explail1ed in the right--hand colurl1n. His' Government was
anxious that the new Convention should not be retrograde. If
the amendment were not incorporated in the text, a "new, ship"
undeJ;' the defini tio11in Artic1e2 which an owneJ;' . wished to sell,
say at the en (1 of five years, to Mother country, would be treated
as "existing"i:fthe ,second coul1try had not yet ratified the. '
Oonvention at the time whenthebuild'il1g contract for. the ship
in ~uestion had been signed.
111.'. 1:VIE (Norway) said that having heard the foregoing
explanation he couldsuppbrt theamenclment.
}~. HINZ (Federal Republiu of Germany) said that the

.
French m:nendment was essential in' view' of the de:f:'ini tion of a
"new ship" now agreed in. Article 2, - paragraph (4).
I~.

YJilIINEDY (Canada) agreecl with the previous speaker.

Hr.PRbSSER (UK) said that having reconsidered the' French'
amenclment, the fears he had' 'expressed at the previous Beeting
about its implications, were evidently unfounded. If the
Oommittee maintained its 'decision to insert the words "for each
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Contracting Gover11l11e11't 'J i.n Arti.cle 2, paragraph (4), t116 French
amendment to J'.rticle 3, paragraph. (3}(a) was acceptable, proVided
that the word ."Contractillg"
were Sl,l,bstituted for . the wor'd
' .
"Signatory".
,

.

,

.

1~.

GERDES (Netherlands) said· th~t as his delegation had.
indi.cated at the previous meeting, it did not favour the French
amendment because of the problems that would arise in respect
of countries which ratified the Convention after it had entered
into force. The amendment might place such countries in an
adVel1tageous positi0l1. There should be a single standard for
defining "new" ships up to the time of entry into force of the
Convention.
The CHAIP~~ put to the vote the French anendment to
paragraph (3)(a) with the slibstitution of the 'Word "Contracting"
for the word "Signatoryil.
The.amendment was approved by 19 votes to none.

Itt. PROSSER (UK) said. that the wording just agreed for
paragraphs (3') (n) was not quite specific enough and might cause
practical difficulties. Th~ French amendment (TM/001T/6; page 10)
to paragraph (3)(c), was not entirely satisfactory, elld he proposed
a sitlpler.alternative which night read: "eXisting ships which
Ulldergo alterations or nodificati~ns that cause at least a 10 per
cent variation in their gross ·1;onna.ge".
,

::/

,':, ...

,',

,

','

.

-

'

..

;.

",

.

,

"',

'.

The r~presentative~ of the Federal Republic of Gernal1y,
France, JlTOr,;ay ~nd India~upp~rtedtheunited Kingdom amendJ:1ent.
IJr. GER:QES (Netherlands) drew attention to his Government t s

conmel1t on the point; i t preferred the wording of analogous
provisions in other international C0nventi::J11s. There was no need
to require re-'measurement after only: slight nodificatj.ons.In
any event, it would be.diffioult to esta.blish only slight changes
by neans of inspection, and L1ajorstruotural alterations requiring

TM!OONF!O.l/SR.8
would always have to be subjected to il:lSpection.
Therefore, the words IIwhich affect their gross tonnage" were not
only superfluous but also imprecise, because it was not clear
whether they referred to the old or the new system.
re~measuremerJt

1~.

lillJ.RPBY (USA) said that his d8legation had no strong
views but believed practical difficulties might arise in a .clause
as specific as that suggested by the United Kingdom represell"~ative.
Did the 10 per cent refer to ~oss tonnage Ullder the old or Ullder
the Dew system? A more general provision would be preferable so
as to leave latitude to Administrations. The re-measurement
might have to be calculated UDder the new system and would in any
case need to be carried out by them.
111:'. KASBEKJ',R (India) agreed with the previous spealter, and
considered.H preferable, instead of referring to an actual
percentage, to stipulate that if the alterations were of a "najor
character" the Regulations in J'.nnex I would apply.• ·
Mr. BAOHE (Denmark) agreed with the Netherlands representative.

1~. GLUKHOV (USSR) said that paragraph (3)(c) should be very
general: the JlTorwegianwording (TIVOONF/a.l!HP.8) for paragraph
(3)(b) would be acceptable.
111:'. D~\1 (F:r;ance) Woi'ned· the Oommittee against .leaVing the
wo:ciJ.ing too vague lest that give rise to argument as to whether
altera;bions or nod.ifications were o.f a major character. or not.
I~ •.

lUOHOLSOJIT (Australia) fmmured tM Unitec1 Kingdom·
amendment •. The words. "a major character" defined nothing. A
10 per cent inorease could not refer. to new tonnages and must in
the con'cext mean· a 10 per cent· increase in eXisting gross tonnages.
}tt. WIE (Norway) said that the.views of administrations

night differ; he11ce the United Kingdom apendment would be improved
by the insertion of the word "existing" before the words "gross
tonnage".
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BORG (Sweden) agreed,

Iu-. PROSSER (UK) accepted the l'forweglan representative I s
suggestion which night render the wo~ding nore precise.
Practical difficulties were inescapable whatever way the clause
was drafted, but they were likely to be greater if it were too
general.
IIJr. lJIDRPHY (VSA)sa:td ;l;hat tne problen night have to be
re....exanined in the light of the decioions taken on Art;icle l'7
(Coning into F 0:;:' 0 e) '.
The Unitecl Kil1gdoo e,oSlEdnent, as anended, was aPRrovedby .'
23 votes to nop~.
The CHAIRI~llT opened the discussion on the wording proposed .
by Norway (T:r1/CONF/C.l/WP.B) for paragraph (5)(0) which read
"existing ships if the OWDerSO requests".
Mr. EUTZ (Fecleral Republic of Geroany) and I/fr. MlLEvfSKI
(Poland) supported 'the proposal •.
~. proPQElal ~ras approved by 24 votes to none •.. '

The. . CFJ.IRI-W'1"hivited. tIle ,Cor:J!1ittee to' coLirient 011 paJ;,agraph (4).
-

,.

I'fr. GERDES (Netherlands) f~vour~Cl~i1e otiginal te~t
(TH/CONF/6; page 9), but a reference to th~ newptlXagraph (~) (0)
would nowl)eedt6 be inserted in the opening proviso •
J1r •. Kl\.SBEYJIR . (IncUa) ag;E;Od 'with

th~ p~eviousspeaker.··

HI'. HINZ (FeQ.eral Republic. of Geroany), drawing attention'
to his Governnent1saoendrlEmt (TM!COlm/6; page 9), said that its
purpose was explained in the right~hand .coluon. The suggested
figure of.25 year/3 had been put in square barcltets and could be
discussed, but it would be ~ID~ise Dot tOdeternine
period
.. at all, ,thus' allowing existing ships to retain their pl'es~mt
, . tonnages for their whole ii:fe....spaE.

a
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~~. DJk~

(France) supported the amendment but pointed
out that the length of the period. could not be decided yet. The
French Government had proposed deleting paragraph (4) altogether
because it seemed superfluous since the conditions under which
the RegUlations would not apply were indicated in paragraph (3)(b).
~~.

WIE (norway) said that his delegation could accept
paragraph (4) as it stood. He could not comment 0n the proposal
by the Federal Republic of Gerbany aDd more particularly on
the period of time before the outcome of the discussions in
the Technioal Oommittee were known.
]\'fr. BACHE (Benmarl>:) favourerl the idea of a time-limit.
~~.

GERDES (Netherlands) said that if the Oonferenoe
reached a~~eement on new parameters of measurement as close as
possible to existing ones, there would be no need for specifying
a time-limit. If the average life of a ship was about 20 years, .
why stipulate that after that period it would need to be remeasured?
PROSSER (UK) said that his delegation attached
considerable importance to the qU8stionof how existing ships
were to be treated in the Oonvention, and considered thattl~e
new requirements should not apply to them for a considerable
period"
Jl1r.

The number of years to be inserted in paragraph (4) could
not yet be decided but some fairly long period, say 15 years,
bearing in mind the provisions concerning entry into force
would make the Oonvention easier to enforce.
JI'~.

SUZUKI (Japan) and I\'fr. BORG (Sweden) agreed with the

Norwogian representative.
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}tr. GLulGlOV (USSR) said that the discussion was somewhat

academic in the absence of. the Technical Oommittee1s Report~
Once that became available, the General Oommittee could return
to the question of a time-limit which 11ight prove to be a
minor one. Olearly, the General OOlUElittee would have to revie,~
some of its decisions as to application in the light of the
parameters finally chosen, particularly if they resulted in
tonnages close to those of existing systems.
D~.~ruRPIIY

(USA) said that the final answer to the problem
of how existing ships should be treated depended to some extent
on the decisions to be taken by the Technical Oommittee. The
General Committee had just approved a provision whereby an owner
could re~uest that the Regulations contained in Annex I be
applied to an eXisting ship. Port authorities might suspect
a lack of fair play if owners availed themselves of that provision.
in every case in which they. stood to benefit. by doing so. However,
should such suspicion arise, they would feel less concern on the
point if owners were only permitted to exercise the option .for a .
short period. The Oommittee should therefore make the transitional
period for eJ,isting ships as brief as possiple.
~~.

ICASBEIUJt (India) said that from the legal point .of view,
no convention should be retroacti've.The IlDsition of existing
ships shouldb~protecte.d and there should be no lipitto the
period for Which theoptiol1 provided by. the new .sub-paragraph Cc)
was available.
The OHAIR}Uu~, speaking as the representative of Belgium,said
that if eXisting ships Were allowed to retain their old tonnages
for a vory long time, . ow.Jjers might. be tempted to keep them.in
service longer than was desirable for ships o:f their age.
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!!fr. GERDES (Netherlancts) noted that support had been
expressed for the ia.ea that there should be no limitation of the
period for which eXisting ships could retain their old tonnages.
Hovr"ver, .the l1ew measurement. system elaborated by theConferenoe
might result. in tonnages whioh differed substantially from the
present ones, in whiohoase pOrt authorities would be very
oonoerned about what treatment had been laid down for existing
ships. If, on the other he~d, the new system gave figures very
olose to the eXisting ones, they would have less reason for
concer:l:l.
lvIr. NICHOLSON {Australia).agreedthat 11; would help port
authorities if·a limit was set.on the transitional period for
existing ships, beoause even if the new tonnages were exaotly
the same as the old, port authorities would still· prefer to work
on the basis of an international toi1nage certificate rather than
a national one. He therefore supported the prinoiple exp-.:oessed
in parag.caph (3) ('b) of th"· French proposal.
Mr. DAR1Jf (Franoe) said that the French !Unistry of
Economy and Finanoe was responsible for oollecting port dues
on behalf.. of French port. authorities. The existence of separate
tonnage measurement systems£orold and~ewships would oblige
the· Hinistry .to establish two· different rates of taJc 111 order to
ensure that both old and new ships bore an e~ual burden. That
vrould oonsiderably . complicate its daily task. His delegation
was therefore in favour of the shortest possible period of
exemption for eXisting ships.
"

The c:rIAIIUIAN noteC1. that· there had been considerable support
for the idea that the Committee shonld t81ce a decision .on the
principle of including in th" Convention a provision stipUlating
a period of tinle after which it would apply to eXisting ships.
He therefore invited the Committee to vote "on that principle.
!~eprinciple

was approved by 24 votes to

*.
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TheCHAIRNA1'T said that two oOUrses w:ere open to the Co=ittee
for giVing effeot to the principle it had just endorsed. One
was to approve the proposal of the Federal Republio of Germany
(TH/COJllF/6), in whioh case an amendment to parag.caph (4) was
involved; the other was to follow the French proposal (TN/OONF/6),
in which case paragraph (4) would be deleted and paragraph (3)
would be amended to include the wording suggested in sub-parag.caph
(b) of the French proposal.
f~. H!NZ (Federal Republic of Germany),noting that· there

. was no difference in substance between the two proposals, said
that his delegation wae prepared to withdraw its proposal in
favo~U' of the French proposal,
The CI-LI\.IRI1AL'f said that it was clearly the general ~rish
to defer a decision on the length of the exemption period for
existing ships. That being so, the Oo=ittee would probably
wish to conside~ sub-paragraph (b) of the French pro"fosal .
assuming that the ~vords "fifteen yea:t's" were replaced by square
brackets.
It

~as

so decided.

The CHl,IRJlUili invited the Co=ittee to vote on the pro"fosal
to include in paragraph (3) the words." eXisti:1g ships,
L- _7 after the date on whic.h the Oonvention comes into fo:r:·ce".
The proposal was adopted by 28 "y.9tes,knone.

f~. PROSSER (DIe) said that he
of eXisting vessels chalJging flag.
or possibly 3(4), should include a
the Regulations contained in &~nex
vessels on transfer to the flag of
He was aware that such a provision

wished to revert to the question
He proposed that l~ticle 3(3),
~rovisiol1 to the effect that
I would apply to existing
a Oontracting Government.
might affect the secondhand
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sllip ma:c·ket. Neverthel.ess, HW'as'alegal requirement in the
Unitecl. Kingdom that any ship coming 011 to the British Register
should be re-measured. His Government would continue to
re-measure such vessels whether or not the prospective Oonvention
included a provision along the lines h8had mlggested; but in
the absenoe of such a provision it might be difficult to decide
whether a vessel should be re-measured Maer the new system
or the old.

Ire.

HINZ (Federal Republic of Germany) said that he saw no
reason for distinguishing between existing ships which remained
under the same flag and existing ships which changed flag.
Ovmers m:i.ght suffer commercially if an existing ship ..., ere remeasured under tne new system.
E~. WIE (Norway) agreed with the representative of the

Fdderal Replblic of Germany and said that he opposed the United
Kingdom proposal.
BACHE (Denmark) dre", the Coromiteee i s a,ttentionto the new
paragt'apb. (3 ) it had included. in lixticle 9. Unde:!? that paragraph,
,the International Tonnage' Certifi'cate ' (1969 )co;uldrema,in in force
for a period not exceeding three months.' The quElstiqnwb.ether
re-:-measw:ement wasnec0ssary ~loUldtheiibea domestic matter for
the Contracting ~oyernment,~oncetried.
:
, 1/[X'.

~.

,

, lIfr.,'GERDES (Ne'therlan'ds) said that he too opposed the United
Kingdom proposal. He thought the point was covered by the
wording Which the Coromittee had approved for .Article3(3) (a).•

lre.

KASBEKAR (India) agreed that no nev, provISIon was
necessac:y.: The suggested provision would in any case be
incompatible with the e8tablisl~ent of a transitional period for
eXisting ships.
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Mr. ,,~IITJRPHY (USA) said that he had dOllpts about the inclusion
of a pX'ovisiondealing with the position of eXisting shil)swhich
changed flag. In any case, the question was linked with the
length of time for which existing 811ip8 should be 'allowed to
retain their old tonnages, a poirJt on which the Committee' had
deferred a decision.
J'ifl:'. PROSSER (UK) said that he did not, think the point could'

be solved by reference to either Article 9(3) or Article 3(3)(a).
He wished to make it clear that his proposal concerned the
transfer of an eXisting ship from any flag to the flag ofa
Contrao'l;ing Government.
}~. KENIr.EDY (Canada). said that u:nderP~'tiole 3(3)(a), as

approved by the Committee, the Regulations contained in Annex I
were t,o apply to "new ships", inclUding those which come under
the flag of a Contracting Government by change of nationality".
He thought,that the new measurement system could equally well
be aDpliedto an existing ship transferred from theflagofa
non~contracting Government to that of a' Contracting Government.
Be was 'therefore incli:ped,to'supporttha United Kingdom proposal.
"}f+. H:i:NZ

(Fed.eralRepUblico.f:'~erm~ny)

saidtha:the did not

think thai ex:i.stin~ shipsshOuldhmret() b~~e~measuredu:nderi;he
, new system on change of nag,irr,e~p~~t:iv~ of~hetM:r.i;hey,',
, we:r.etransferred 'from the' Hag of a Contracting Government or'
that ,of a non-'Contracti11g Government. ' , However 1 theproblem could
not be settleduntiI the length of the exemptionperiod,haa..been
decided.
1JIr. NICHOLSON (Australia) ag-..ceed.

He said that the clause
proposed by the United Kingdom would be u:nnecessary, if a short
exemption period was decided on, although the posHionwould: be
different otherwise.
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ltIr n MURPHY (USA) supported the AustraJ.ian view.
ltIr. PROSSER (UK) said that it was unlikely that the

transitional period deoided on by the COTIlTIli.ttee would be
sufficierJtly short to dispose of the problem.
I t was <l&cided to defer discusqj..Oll of tp.,e_United Kingdom
1?ropos§.~.

The CH.AIPJ'·'!.LL1Il' drew the Cornmittee' s atten'tion to 'Ghe proposal
by Norway to add a nei'l paragraph (5) to Artiole 3 (TM!CONF!C,l!vVP.8 1
paragraph 2).

Mr. WIE (Norway) said that the aim of his delegation's
proposal was to prevent shipowners reverting to the old rules
to re-measure eYisting ships i'l'hioh had already been measured by
the new rules. Although such a provision might seemLITlneoessary
he thought it wise to make the Convention oompletely olear on
that point.
rtIr. PROSSER (UK) supported the lITorwegian proposal.

TIe
suggested that in line 3 of paragraph 2 the words IIsha11 not
subsequently" should be substituted for "may not at a later
stage".
ltIr. lCASBEKAR (India) also supported the proposal,
J1r. DARAM (France) th01ight that theadditional paragraph
was l.mnecessary sinoe the point it made was already covered' by
paragraph (3)(0) adopted earlier.
ltIr. I-IIlITZ (Federal Republic of Germany) shared that view.
There could be rJO return to the old regulations for an owner who
had opted to have an eXisting ship measured by the new.
Nr. QUARTEY (Ghana) also thoug:iJ.t the proposed paragraph
would be superfluous, particularly if it was decided to make
the new Regulations applicable to eJcisting ships after a relativeJ y
short period of time, such as five years.
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Mr. KENNEDY (Canada) drew attention to the difficulty that
would arise if an Gxisting ship that had already been measured
according to the new rules, at the owner's request, py the
authorities of. a Contracting GoverY1Jllent, was transferred to the
flag of a non-contracting Government and re-measured according
to the old rules, and finally re-transferred to the flag of
another Contracting Goverl1L~ent. In his view such a ship would be
considered as an existing ship rather than as a new ship, and
the owner would again have a choice between the old and new
regulations. There was some merit in a proposal designed to
prevent that possibility,
Mr. DARAM (France) disagreed: he thought such a ship
should be considered as anew ship; as defined under Article 2.

Mr. QUARTEt (Ghana) thought the fundamental question was
which. of the owners \<Tasto be considered the new 0wner, and,
as such, 8ntitledto ask for re-measurement"
Mr. NICHOLSON (Australia) supported the Norwegian
proposal.
The" CHfcIRJViAN invi ted the. Committee to' vote. on' the
Norwegian proposal.
The pr.Q..£osalwas adopted py
16 votes to 7.
.
"

Adicle17,:::Coming, ,into Force. (continued)
TheCHAIRl'iIAN po int edout tha tthere were .t~o proposa+s
relating to Article 17 before theCom,mittE;e,that of Basic
Proposal A (TIIjCONF/4). and that of}3asicProposal C(Trl/coNF/6) •
. The claindifference between the two was that the former provided
,.
for entry.intoforce of the Convention after signature by a
certain number of Governments of states with 2,t least one
million tons of merchant shipping,and the latter for entry into
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force after signature by Governments to States whose combined
fleets constituted a certain percentage of the world's merchant
shipping.
!I'[r, \iIE (Norway) withdrew his delegation' s proposal in
favour of the original draft text set out on pages 40-42 of
TM/CONF/6. After studying the problem his delegation had
decided that percentage of gross tonnage was the better parameter.
Hr. PROSSER (UK) said his delegation had originally
suggested that entry into force be contingent upon acceptanoe
by two thirds of the Governments concerned, including those with
two-thirds cf the tonnage of world shipping, but now felt that
that might cause difficulties. He favoured the French version
of paragraph (1) set out on pages 40 - 41 of TH/CONF/6, with the
following amendments: in line 2, "two years" to be substituted
for "six months"; in line 4, "twenty-five" to be substituted for
"fifteen"; and in line 5 "fifteen" to be substituted for "ten".
Mr. DilliAM (France) said his delegation could agree to
modify the figures mentioned if that were the wish of the
majority.
M~.

MURPHY (USA) made a plea for time to study the
implications of the United Kingdom suggestion. His delegation
was generally in favour of entry into force after acceptance by
a substantial number of States representing a substantial
percentage of the \'rorld's tonnage; but any spec ific dec ision on
the question should be deferred 'until a later meeting.
Mr. GERDES (Netherlands) pointed out that his delegation's
proposed text (pages 41 - 42 of nf/coNF/6 ) had the adval'itage of
being in line with that of the corresponding provision in the
Safety and Load Line Conventions. It also met the need to have
the largest possible percentage of the world's fleet covered by
the Convention. He could agree to two of the figures suggested
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in the French proposal, namely " •.. fifteen govermrrents of
States including ten each with not less than ••• " etc., but
wished the period for entry into force to remain as twelve months
after signature.
Hr. ITO (Japan) agreed that it was desirable for the
COnvention to come into force after as short a time as possible,
,though o,vnerswould need a certain period of adjustment. He
felt strongly that the Convention should be acceptable to HS
many States as possible, including a high proportion of States
with large fleets. His delegation could support the United
Kingdom proposal in principle, but shared the United States
view that more time was needed. for stUdy of its imFlications.
.
Hr. DARAH (France) explained that the figure of fifteen
/governments (in line 4 of his dele.gatio·n's proposal) was
intended to represent ap'iJroximately·half the average number of
those who, by voting in the plenary, had indicated Ia.. aotivG
interest in the sUbj.ects under discussion •. Similarly, the
figure of ten (line 5 of his delegation's proposal) represented
approximately half the number of countries with a fleet of one
million gross tons.
Mr. PROSSER (U~) said that his delegation had proposed a
period of two years for entry int 0 force aftersj,gn8.ture because
it felt that a. shorter period would cause administrative
difficulties. He entirely shared the Nor"regian view that entry
into force should be contingent on acceptanoe by two-thirds of
the governments ooncerned, those governments between them having
two-thirds of the world's tonne.ge; the figures he had proposed
corresponded to that proportion.

JV'x. KASBEKAR (India ) preferred the French proposal, because
it provided for wider application of the Convention than the
proposal based on acceptance .by governments representing 80
per cent of the world's merchant fleet.
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Mr. GLUKHOV (USSR) pointed out that the present Convention
was sUbstantially different from those previously concluded under
IMCO's auspices because its entry into force related to several
concepts: a time-limit, a certain number of states, and a
certain percentage of the word's fleets. A decision on the first
concept was entirely dep<'mdent on whether the Technical Committee
chose a system of measurement as close as possible to. the existing
systen or a new system. As for the other tri40 concepts! hi;;) delegation
was convinced that the Convention should have the widest
possible application, and therefore favoured acceptance by
States with a two-thirds proportion of gross tonnage of world
shipping as a basic criterion.
M~.

HINZ (Federal Republic of Germany) favoured a time limit
of three years, which would give Administrations more time to
get accustomed to applying the new system. He thought the
United Kingdom figure of fifteen States with not less than one
milJion gross tons of shipping represented far too small a
proport :Lon of the world's fleet, and preferred tv/enty-fi ve,
He supported the Soviet view that the basic criterion should
be acceptance by countries with a 60-80 per cent share in the
world's merchant fleet.
Mr. MUF~IM (Switzerland) supported the Netherlfillds
proposal on pages 41-42 of TM/CONF/6, which had the advantages
of follOWing the solution adopted in other Conventions of which
IMCO was depositary, and of avoiding too long a waiting period
before entry into force.
Baron de GERLACHE de GOMERY (Belgium) favoured a timelimit of one year or even tw~ years, and a figu.re of fifteen
governments as in the original French proposal, though he could
accept the United Kingdom suggestion to raise that figure to
twenty-five.
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}rr. WIE (Norway) shared the views expressed by the
representatives of the Soviet Union and the Federal Republic
of Germany. It was vital that the Convention should be
accepted by a large majority of States with substantial
merchant'fleets if it were not to share the fate of the Oslo
Oonvention.
VIT. BORG (Sweden) also endorsed those views but maintained

his preference for a two-year time-limit.
Mr. PROSSER (UK) said he was willing for the figures in
his proposal to be expressed in terms of percentage if that
were the wish of the Committee; he did not agree, however,
that 15 goverr~ents, each with not less than one million gross
tons of shipping, represented too small a proportion of the
world's fleets. He asked if the Secretariat could give guidance
as to its past experience in the matter.
Mr. NADEINSKI (Executive Secretary) warned that the
Oommittee was already bahind in its work; it should finalize
consideration of the Articles that day if the Drafting
Oommittee were to be able to start work on them the following
ctay with a vi_ew to preparing the Convention for acceptance by
20 June. The Oommittee needed only to agree in principle, and
not in detail on the actual figures involved.
As far as the Secretariat was concerned, there "rould be no
difficulty if the Convention referred either to a number of
States or to a pcrcentage of world gross tonnage, but to refer
to a percentage of States might cause problems., The Regulations
for Preventing Oollisions at Sea had used a "slJ_bstantial
majority" of States as a critsrion; the riIaritime Safety Cor;lmittee
had interpreted that as implying 60-70 per,cent of world gross
tonnage.
~meeting

rose at 12.40 p.m.
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AGENDA ITEM 3 -CONSIDERATION A}TD PREPARATION OF'THEDRAFT
TEXT OF ARTICLES OF A CON~JTION ON TON}TAGE
MEASUREMENT (TM/CONF/6) (continued)
Articlyll - Coming into Force (concluded)
Paragraph (l}
The CHAIRMAN said that the Committee had before it two
proposals: the original draft, which linked the coming into
force of the Convention with acceptance by the Governments of
States whose combined merchant fleets constituted a certain
minimum percentage of the world's gross tonnage; and the
amendment proposed by France,' and supported in a slightly moclified
form by the United Kingdom, which introduced the criterion of
acceptance by a minimum number of governments, including a
specified number of countries each of which possessed a total
tonnage of not less then one million gross tons.
He invited the
Committee to decide first on the principles involved, leaving
its decision on exact figures until later.
IJIr. KASBEKAR (India), supported by ]\11'. 1!{IE (ITorway), advocated
a combination of the two criteria, the number of acceptances and
the percentage of world gross tonnage, whilst recogni~ing the need
to
maintain a distincti()~ ,-.between thetwQ
concepts.
.
......
.
.
.'

,

,'.

"

'".

-,

.

"

.'.

Mr., NICOLlC (Yugoslayia) e:lrpressed his preference for the
retention of the,oriteria o~the I:nterna-tional Convention on
Load Lines which, apart from the actual figures, had been taken
up by the FreJ:l.ch delegation. ,It ,was essential that the future
Conventio:n should comE? into for~eas soo:n as possible.
Illr. GLtmHOy (USSR) saw no ,need to adhe:r.e to past practice.
He was inclined to favour the criterion of ti>lo-thirds of the
world's tonnage, but he could accept the proposal of the
representative of India to combine the percentage of world
tonnage and the number of acceptances.
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]/for. NADEINSKI (ColllJ1littee Secretary ) suggested the following
formula: "Th.e· pJ;'esent Convention shall· corrie into force L- _7
months after the datE) on which not less than
JGovernments
of States whose combined merchant fleets coiistitutenot less
than j- ~ per cent of the gross tonnage of the world's merchant
shipping ••• ".

L-

Mr. NARINI (Italy) drew the OOlllJ1litteEl's attention to the

. written comments submitted by Denmark (TMjdONFj6, page 40),
concerning the source of the statistics used and the year for
which tonnage should be ascertained.
He favoured the adoption
of the same criteria as those used in the International Oonvention
on Load Lines.
lh'. NICHOLSON. (Australia), she,red that view but expressed

a preference for the version of that formulaproposed.by.the
United Kingdom •.
Mr. MURPHY (U$A) ;vonMred whether it would not be better to

include in the Convention an absolute figure representing a
given percentage of the world I.S to;nnage, rather than the percentage
itself.
Mr. NADEINSKI CColllJ1littee Secretary) informed the OOlllJ1littee

that n~co had alWays used the statistics of Lloyd's Register of
Accordjng to those
Shipping, which were published annually.
statistics, . the world I agroes tonnage .at the present time stood
at. 194,152,000 tons.
Mr. 1HE (Norway), supported. by Mr. OONTOGEORGIS (G;r:ee;)e),
disagreed with the suggestion made by the representative of
the United States to sUbstit~te an absolute figure.for a
percentage,since that figure would of necessity vary with the
future trends of world shipping.
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I'Jr. BACJIE (Denmark) thanked I"Yr. l~adeinski for his

explanations, and expressed agreeme11t ,rith the representative
of Nor>ray. Referring to the Italian representative1s mention
of Iienraarkls written comment (THjCmmj6, page 40) he
explained that' his delegation "ras not asking for the particulars
in question to be embodied in the Convention. He merely wished
to reiterate his delegation1s view that "it 'should be clearly
defined by means of which statistics and for which year the
tonnage should be ascertained~'.' Tb.e year in question might be
the one in which the last ratification required to bring the
Convention into force took place.
~rr. }U~IGJU~

(UK) pointed out in reply to the representative
. of Denmark that the statistics relating to any given year· did
not become available until several years later. He added,
for the benefit of delegations which had referred to the
United Kingdom proposal" that his delegatlon would be prepared
to accept'a formula based on the fo'110wing three elements: a
minimum period' before ,coming into force, a minimum number of
acceptances, and a minimum percentage of the worldls tonnage.
DJI.RAN, (France) ,thought , it w!J.sessential, to retain the
,dual criterion of number of acceptances and size of fleet. The
danger in adopting tonnage alone, as the,United States seemed
to be, advocating,
was that acceptance by the five countries
.
with the :Largest fleets, could suffice to bring the Convention
ilJtO force. In addition,the omission of coasting vessels from
the :Lloydls Register statistics of merchant shipping could
distort the figures and place some countries at a disadvantage.
" J'fr.

",

}TIIRPHY (USA) exPiained that the sole purpose of his
suggestion was to aVbidanyreference to statistical sources.
.

}'fr.

I
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P#ag;raph(2)
The CHATIU1AN stated that, in oonformity withthe,deoision
whioh had just been taken in respeot of paragraph (1), the ,forcls
Itthree years" in the fourth line of the origina1draft of
paragraph (2) should
be replaoed . by --7 months".
,..

nr

Paragraph (2) ,thus amended, was awroyed by_29 vctesto
ParalQ'aphs (3) and H)
Two conseoutivevotes were taken.
Parag?:;aphs (3) and (-4) were al'provedby 30 votes 'be none.
Article 17 as a whole i Was approved, as amended.
Artiole 18 - Amendments (ooncluded)
The CHATIUMN reoalled that the COll1ll1ittee had already
approved thos? two paragraphs (1) and (2),
Paragraph (3), sub-paragraph (a)
}tt. }TIJ.RPI~[ (USA) oonsidered that it was quite right to
approve~very simple procedure in the case of amendments whioh

were adopted unm1imously (paragraphs (1) and (2) of the
Artiole) but that great care was necessary in the case of
"amendment after oOllsideration in the organization" (paragraph (3)),
He wondered whether, inthelatteroase, a prooedure should net
be envisaged whereby thesarr.e degree of unanimity was required
as was presoribed for the ooming into foroe of the Convention,

Nr. WIE (Norway) thought that the aim shoUld be to make
amendment of the Convention neither too easy nor toodiffioult.
In his view, the provision proposed for paragraph (3) was
satisfaotol"Y•
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Mr. GLUKHOV (USSR) dre'Vl theCol11ll11ttee I s attention to the

speoialaharaoterof the Co:r.rvention whioh'should take account
of the economic aspects both of shipping and of ports in the
various co:u:ntries. The critElrion Oflli'liformity and :u:niversality
could not be taken as the sole basis.vmen a government did not
accept an amendment, recourse' should· be had to the current
practice in respect of international l!1ultilateral ag-.ceements.
That meant that the principle should be applied whereby an
amendment not accepted by a g6ve:rnl11e1~twas not valid for that
government i11 its dealings with other governments. He·
supported the Netherlands proposal •
. . . I1:c. RATIEINSKI (Col11ll1ittee Secretary) pointed out that,

according to sub":'paragraph (d), the decision as a resul-0 of .
. which a government would cease to be a party to the Convention
had tobet~cen by the Assembly by a two-thirds majority,
including tw~-thirds of the governments represented on the
Maritime Safety Committee, which would represent the majori~J
of the world1s fleets •. Furthermore, that decision had to
be approved by two-thirds of the Contracting Governments
parties 'to theC onventioi1.
The Nether18.J1ds proposal to'delete sUb':"paraEE:aph (d)
was rejected by 19 votes to 6·.
I~. GERDES (Netherlands) thought that there might perhaps

be another way of meeting hisdeiegation1s wishes.· It might
be stated that the declaration should apply, 110t to an
amendment of speciidimportance,' but to' an amendment of such
a nature astci change the content of the Convention . substantially.
IiiI' • . HDTZ (Federal Hepublic of Germany) saidthat 'he

understood the desire for objectivity 'Vn1ich prompted the
Netherlands delegation, but he thougl1t it would in any case
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be difficult to avoid an element of subjectivity in the
Assembly1s.decision. In that respect, the original text was
more realistic •.
1~.

l1ADIGlUi (UK) said that, while appreciating. the
arguments put forward by the Netherlands delegation, he too,
thought that the text as it stood did, in practice, provide
a satisfactory answer to the preoccupations expressed.· It was
essential to trust the Assembly, which would certa;:i.nly be
conscious of the need to exercise great prudence when it came
to determining whether an amendment was of a sufficiently
important nature 111 the sense of SUb-paragraph (d),
l'~,:PEPJDIRA

(Brazil) remarl,ed that the suggestion put
forward by the Netherlands.representative should in any case
be formulated very clearly, so as to avoid creating problems
for the official translations of the text of the Convention.
The CHAIP~~ noted that the second proposal of the
Netherlands had not received the required support and that it
was therefore not approved •
. .Sub-paragraph (3)(d) was approved without amendment by
21 vot,!'ls to none •.
. Paragraph (3)

I

sUb-paragx:aph (e)

Mr. QUARTEY (Ghana) said he thought the aim of that subparagraph should be more clearly expressed. The question
might be raised,for instance, whether a Contracting Government,
having proposed the adoption of an amendment by unanimous
acceptance, might suddenly change its mind and decide to ask
for the amendment to be adopted by a conference; in that
connexion the word.s "at any time lf were particularly disturbing,
Perhaps the Committee should oonsider the possibility of
adding a provision stating that the Gove~'J:lment responsible
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would then have to defray the cost inCllrred, so as to avoid
additional expenses for the IMCO Secretariat.
~~.

KENNEDY (Canada) thought the sUb-paragraph aimed
rather at guaranteeing that nothing should prevent a government
from instituting the procedure specified in paragraph 2,
if it wished to do so.
}~.

NADEINSKI (Committee Secretary) explained that the
provision was analogous to the one in the Convention on Load
Lines, which had never given rise to ally difficulties. It was
pointed out, moreover, that any proposal for amendment would
first be stuo.ied by the Maritime Safety Committee before being
submitted by the latter to the Assembly, It would therefore
be too late for a change of mind once the Assembly had been
cODvened.
pUb-paragraph (3)(e) was approved without amendmeDt by
25 votes to DODe'
Paragraph (4). sub-paragraph (a)
~~.

NICHOLSON (Australia) was in favour of deleting that
sUb-paragraph, as it would eDable, a Conference to be convened
Without reference to the Assembly, which was contrary to the
usual procedure.
}~.

HINZ (Federal Republic of Germany) did not share that
opinion, for the Conference in question was a diplomatic
Conference to which all the States concerned would have to be
invited, whether they were members of IMCO or not, The
Convention must guarantee the possibility of setting up a
sovereign body, independent of IMCO, which would be entitled to
amend the Convention with or Without the co-operation of the
Organization.
Sub-paragraph (41(a) was approved by 27 votes to none.
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Paragraph (4)

sub-paragraphs

I

(b)~11d(C)

SUb-para~aphs (4) (b )a:nd: (c) were approved without dissent.

Paragraph (4). sUb-par8,gr~h(d)
The aHADU~ recalled that the Netherlands delegation had
proposed deleting that sub-paragraph also (T1JI!aO:NF!6, page 46).
rJIr. GERDES (Netherl~ds)

said that that p~oposal was
connected with the.one concerning sub-paragraph (3)(d). In
view of the decision which had just been taken concerning the
.. latter, his delegation was 1rri'thdrawing its proposal •
. Sub-paragraph (4) (d) was

approved_~4

votes to none.

Faragraph (5)
J:.rr. Dlill1L1'JI (France) thought .Article 18 as a whole was

too involved and said that his delegation would certainly seek
· to shorten some of i'ts provisiol1S when the Drafting Committee
met. It therefore .had no hesitation in proposing that
paragraph (5) should be deleted, for the reasons set forth
o.n page 45 of TM!aONF!6 and having regard to the fl'j,ct that the
Regulations
would be. amended
more often
the Articles.
·.
.
'.
.'
.
. .
. than
.
(

'.

.

.

1rr.LEVY (Israe:L), 1.1f:t:'. ri[1:)'RPHY (USA) i IJIr. VIIE (:I!Torway) and

.!lIr. GLUKI-IOV (ussn) supported that proposaL
.IJIr.' GERDE.S(n:etherlands)recalled the ame11dments to that
paragraphwhich.hisGovernmenthad proposed and which were
set out on page 47 of TM/C01"F/6.
The aI-IAIR}~ put to the vote the French proposal to
· delete the who;Le of paragraph ( 5) •
That proposal was approved lJY 22 votes to

no~e.
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Hr.D1l.lli'Jvl (France) pointed out that the provisions . of
Article 13 should meet the objection raised by the representative
of Denmark.
"I
j'J:r. 1iJIE (Norway) confirmed that his de1egatj.on t s proposal

was essentially of an administrative nature, it was for the

~
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Committee to decide whether it was satisfaotory from the
practical point of view.
The CHAIF~.N proposed that a decision on the question
should be deferred until the Committee's next meeting.

The

mee~. rose~at ~.
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AGENDA

IT~1

3 - CONSIDERATION AND PREPARATION OF THE DRAFT
TEXT OF ARTICLI~S OF A CONVENTION ON TONNAGE
!1EASUREMENT (TM/CONF/6; TM/CONF/C.I/vffi.9;
TM/CONF/0 .1/ViP .11; TM/OON:B'/O. 2/Vffi. 34-)
(continued)

Article
- .. 10 (continued)
The OHAIRrVLN reminded the Oommittee that it had still to
take a decision on the Norwegian proposal to add to Article 10
a second paragraph corresponding to that set out on pageo 23-24
of TM/CONF/4.
}~.

GERDES (Netherloo1ds) said that after consideration his
delegation had decided that it could no longer support the
proposal.
Mr •. UTTLEY (rnc) said his delegation had also, upon reflection,
concluded that the proposed addition was unnecessary.
!1r. FLEISCHER (Norway) said that in view of the lack of
support from the Committee his delegation was Willing to withdraw
its proposal.
TM/C01TFLo.I/~~.9
"""'''''=""

!1r. BEV1J~S (USA) s~id thatTM/CONF/0.1/~T.9. contained a new
version of the United States recommendation regarding the uses of
gross and net tOlTIlage, expressed simply and in general terms.
It emphasized that the Conference wished to give gUidanoe to
users of gross a.nd net tonnage with a view to faoili',;ating
application of the Convention, and indioated the desirabili~J
of taking into account current practice when selecting a parameter
in order to cause as little economic disruption to world shipping
as possible.
He poi:::rted out that the fiI-st sentence of the
Recon~endation was to bedeleted.
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rlJr. GERDES ('Netherlands), }CU'. FLEISCHER (Norway),
rlJr. KASBEKAR (India), rlJr. SUZUKI (Japan) and Mr. PROSSER (UK)
supported the proposed Recommendation.

Mr. DARAM (France) said his delegation could also support
it, on condition that in line 7, page 2 of the French text,
the words "pre=ent en consideration" were substituted for
t1 s 'interrogent sur".
Baron de GERLACHE de GOMERY (Belgium) supported the proposed
recommendation with the same reservation.
~re.

NICHOLSON (Australia) pointed out that since regulations
in fact formed part of conventions, the phrase "conventions and
legislation" would be preferable to "conventions and regulations".
He further pointed out that to=age was used by authorities for
other purposes than calculating charges: it was used, for
example, in estimating limitation of shipowners' liability.

Mr. lCENNEDY (Canada) did not think the text of the
recommendation implied that the use of to=age by authorities
for other purposes than charges was omitted from its scope.
Mr. PROSSER (UK) shared that view.
IiJr. BEVANS (USA) suggested that it would meet the·first

Australian point if the word "laws" was added after "conventions"
in the first sentence (the original first sentence having been
deleted) •

Mr .DARAJVI (France) did not favour the use of the ,,,ord "laws",
which might be understood to refer to domestic legislation.
IIJr. MARINI (Italy) felt a point of.substance was involved.

As he understood it, the aim of the recommendation was in fact
to urge governments to take any necess~J measures to achieve
consistency between the Convention and their own domestic
legislation in regard to gross and net to=age.
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]VIr. NICHOLSON (AustraUa) shared that view.

Mr.' BACHE

(Denmark) suggested that to emphasize the
difference between international arid national legislation, the
word "national!! should be inserted before "regulations!! in the
first sentence,
Mr, Jl1ARINI (Italy) asked whether the phrase behieen square

brackets "/c'ommercial
capaci tv7"
had been used in order to bring
..
.1060 "
.
the Recormnendation into line Wl. th the wording of l\.rt:Lcle 2.
~"

HI', BEVANS (USA) pointed out that by deleting the first
sentence of the original draft his delegation had divorced the
recommenda+,ion entirely from A.:i::'ticle 2; it now related to the
Oonvention as a whole and not to any particula.r Article.
He
confirmed that "laws,,'implied national legislation,
He stressed
that the 'proposed text was only a recommendation, intended as
buidance for Oontracting Governill~nts and national authorities;
his delegation could agree to modify the wording so long as the
substance was retained.
The OHAIRr'~N invited the Oommittee to vote on the United
states proposed Recomrnendation(TM/OOllTFjC.I!vl1'.9), with the
original first serl'te~ce deleted and the word "laws" inserted
after" comrent'ionr3 "irl tJ:i~ follo';'ing sentence. ",
~.;;"ec~ation

\"8.8

a(lol?;ted. by 23

vote~

to none.

~1jOONF/O~2/wp.34

The CHAIRrlfAlif drew t11e ' Committee's attent5-onto
TM/CONFjO,2/VIT.34, the text of a regUlation concerning the change
from closed to open shelter-deck condition prepared by the
Technical Committee.
The General Committee \'iaS required to
decide whether the regulation should be transferred, aD a whole
or in part, to the Articles of the Oonvention and, if it so
decided, to provide the text to be included in the Articles.
He invited comments.
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Mr. QUARTEY (Ghana) thought more discretion should be
left to Administrations where changes of net tonnage were
concerned.
It was not practicable to legislate for every
possibJ,e . cirqumstance that might lead an o"mer to change the
net· tonnage o[ his ship, and. he did not thil"..k Administrations
should be bound by the detailed provisions set out in paragraph (3)
and the exceptions listed under Bub--paragraphs (1) to (iv).·
Mr. GBRDES (Netherlands) pointed out that the prov~s~ons
of the Convention were equally valid inte1."l1ationally whether
they came under the 'heading of the Regulations or of the
Articles.
Since the determination of tonnage "jas dealt with
in the Regulations, there should be no objection toincl~ding
the propOsed text there.
.
Mr. ~'lUENCH(Israel)saidthat, a::s a naval architect, he
.
Was puzzled by the.mE!aning of the word "real" in :paragraph 3(ii).
Conce:rning paragraph. 34 (i:j.), he· suggested. that it might. be .
appropriate for'theColD.lD.ittee to bring the text in line ,'lith
that of paragraph (1) of Arti6lelO (page 6 of TM/boNF/O.J./l~7p.11),
since both provisions appe·ared to have the same intention.
1~. NADEINSKI (COJYJll1ittee Secreta:L~) ,poi~~ted out that the

Articles" of the G011YeY;lti"o~ coveTed. legal and administrative
arrangeme:nts; .the genElral provisions.· included . provisions
covering thEi isstieofcert:L:f.j~ca:tes.
.Since a change of net
tonnage involved a change· of certificate, it would seem. logical
to include som~ reference· to i t in the approp~iate·Article.
He recalled that the same problem had arisen at, the Load Line
. Conference, when·it had been decided to transfer to the
Articles a number of general provisions that had been in the
Regulations.
.

.. . "

-

_..

..

-

I
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~1r,

BEVANS (USA) said he too was disturbed at the use of
the word "real" which he felt might cause legal difficulties.
He thought that the provision under discussion was "best left
in the Regulations, where it would be less likely to be
overlooked by those responsible for applying the Convention.
To include it among the Articles would disrupt the structure
of the Convention as a whole.
~~.

FLEISCHER (Norway) supported that view.

~~.

HINZ (Federal Republic of Germany) agreed with the
two previous speakers.
The proposed Regulation 5 dealt with
highly technical matters ffiLd applied, moreover, only to a
limited number o:f cases; it vvouJ.a. be wrong to include it in
the Articles, ~hich were more general in scope.

T1r. DARAr1 (France) agreed.
He shared the United States
a.islike o:f the word "real" , which he felt suggested a
possibility of abuse by implying changes of ownership that were
not genUine.
Mr. VAUGHN (Liberia) also objected to that word.
He was
familiar vdth the· phrase "change: :in hel'ieficial ownership", . but
realized that change of trade might not necessarily mean a
change of beneficial ownership.
To use the phr<J-se "real change
of ownership" did not, hm'lever, solve the diffiCUlty.

Mr. GLUKHOV (USSR) agreed that the proposed Regulation
was too detailed End teohTI.icaJ. to be included in the Articles;
a better place for. it would. be in the p.nnex.
The word "real"
in paragraph (3) (ii) should be referred back to the Technical
Co=ittee for reconsideration and possible deletion,
MUENCH (Israel) also thoi::.ght the text belonged in
the Regulations, buT, thought some reference shOUld be made
]'fl!.'.
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to i t in the Article relating to valicUty of certlficates in
order to make fully clear that change of tonnage necessitated
the issue of a new certificate.
~~r.

KASBEKAR (India) and

~~r.

MJu'UNI (Italy) shared that

view.
Mr, BACHE (Denmark) explained that the word "real" in
paragraph (3) (ii) of the text put forwaro. by the Technical
Oommitteefor Regulation 5 (TM!CONF/C.2/vl:P.34) was meant to
exclude the case where a shipping company formed a company within
a grou.p of· independent companies under common management, as
illustrated - for example - 1y the same funnel mark, and where
a ship was transferreo. from one of the companies to another.
It was virtually impossible to find wording satiGfactory to
la~~ers to cover the point.
Mr. GERDES (Ne·~herlands) saId that in that case the· word
"real" was. i'Juperfluous.
Mr. VAUGHN (Liberia) agreed that the word "real" must
be dropped.
Administrations issuing the certificates would
not be in a position to determine whether a .change in
ownership had been real or not.
Mr. NICHOLSON (Australia) observed that, as
provided for a twelve-month time lag which was a
short period, paragraph (3) (li) could be dropped
without such rol omission being unduly burdensome
.
. " . "

paragraph (3)
comparatively
altogether
for. shipo~mers,

Mr. lZASBEKAR (India) favoured the deletion of the word
"realtlbecause it· was for the Administrations themselves to
ascertain whether or not there. had been
genUine registered
trrolsfer of ownership.
The point was important for purposes
of determining liability.

a
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VAUGHN (Liberia) pointed out that a time lag of
twelve months might be too long for a buyer needing a ship
quickly.
KENNEDY (Canada) said that Article 10 might be regarded
as incomplete; but as the clauses in Regulation 5were,on the
whole, technioal in character, it would be more convenient :for
Administ:J:'ati.ons to leave them among ·the R8gulations.
}I[r.

The word "real" would have to be dropped from paragraph (3) (ii)
because the purpose of that clause was to try and eliminate, or
at least reduce,
a -practice which had made, the "delta" mark scheme
.
so unsatisfactory for port·. authorities.
Indeed, the whole clause,
if retained, might give results as equally undesirable as that
scheme.
Mr. }IDENCH (Israel) said that after an informal discussion
Jetween the Italian delegation mLd his own, they had concluded
that the only Article that would be affected by the new
Regulation 5, paragraph (3) would .be Article 10 on the Cancellation
of Certificat;e •
The Technical Committee had not yet a.ecided on
whatsho'Uld be the variable parameter; so for the time being,
he proposed that in Art-icle 10, paragra:ph (1) of the text agreed
by the General Committee (TM/CONF/C.l/WP.ll),.the .words
Hconstruction or capacity"be;ceplaced .by the words Hconstruction,
capacity, 102.d line or draught".
I1r. QUARTEY (Ghana) proposed that the time lag in
Regulation 5, paragrapn (3) be reduced to six months.
.The
proposed period of twelve months was far too long and would
encourage an undesirable contrivance of the kind that the
Canadian representative had mentioned.
The clause would
certainly impose hard3hip on shipowners operating along the
west coast of Africa.
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Iltt. TOR.."CILDSE\1 (Norway). at"'1d Mr. KASBEK1LR. (India). supported

the proposal by Ghana.
Mr. OLAYDT'.{J!. (N1.geria) also supported the proposal because
of the fluctuations in the carrying capacity of vessels trading
in seasonal areas.
The CHAIRlYL!\.N said tha;t the period. specified in Regulation 5,
paragraph (3) had been.fully disc.ussed in the Technical Committee,
so the question
should
in the General
Committee
"
. not be re-opened
.
.
at that stage.
Delegations could always revert to it in plenexy
meeting. _ ·Accordingly, he invited representatives to confine
their comments to the Israeli-Proposal.

Mr. HINZ (Federal Republic of-Germany) said that.he could
agree as to the substanoe of the Israeli representative's
argument but could not apcept his proposed amendment because
Article 10, paragraph (1) specified the conditions when an
,
Internatjonal Tonnage.Certificate would be automatically
canoelled.
A new paragraph (4) woulCl have to be hdded to that
Article stipulating that, if a new certificate had been issued
upon.a.change in n.et tonnage,
inac.cordance
....
,
.. 1;-lith the provisions
of llegcllat;Lon 5, '.; the old certificate ought. to be w-i thdra1tID 1;;y
the Administration.
. __
,
','

'

' "

. .

-"

,

"

"."

·JItr.NAJJEH1SKI (CoJJJnjittee SecTetary) reminded the Committee
that it was fl.lready behind schedule. . Final approval of -the
draft Articles , .'must.
16
June to give
time
' - .be. comple-lied
. .
... . :by]\1onday
.
.
,
for the plenary
to finish its.'; wO,rk . by 20 June, so .that .the
.,
final te;;d;s could 1:>e prepared.
~'

,

"

.

.

.

'

'

'.

,

,

.:

.
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.Mr; ]\IIAUHn (It1J.ly) observed that .the Israeli representative
hadsougJ:lt to meet the point made by the Secretary ee-rlier in
the discussion.
The proposal by the representative of the
Federal Republic of Germany would affect the general structure
of Article 10.
The new text of Regulation 5 now made a
17eference to the load. line of a ship or draught nec.essary
in Article 10, paragraph (1).
However, the words to be .....
inserted in square brackets Would have to be left in abeyance'
pending' the TechnicaJ, Committee! s deci~i01i on' parameteri? ~ .

Ivlr.

UT'TLEY (UK) s1J.id that "the proposal made by the
.. representative of the Federal, RepUblic of Germany might unduly
compllc'ate matters.
Perhaps 11J.s point could be met by inserting
the words "gross or net tonnage". in the square brackets left bla:n1c
in the text of Article 10, paragraph 1, on the assumption that
those would be the parameters decided upon by the Tech11ical
Committee.
Mr. DAnp~f (France) emphasized that Article 10,. paragraph 1
Detailed rules ought to be in
shOUld be as general as possible.
the Regulations.
l)IIr. :s:niz (Federal Republic of Germrmy ) pointed out that the
clause in Article 10,' pa:t.'agraph (l) in fact dealt '\flith the
mi~use ofcert.:l:fiQ<;J:tes, wh~:teas the clauses in Regulation 5 were
intended 'toset out. i~ o~i::d~rly fl:l.Shion tb.d Processes. tobl:)
iollowedlfXoMline;orpe:rmitt8d rlraught were altered and the
.. me:th~ds . by 'which .Admi~.Gtr:?J.tioris would .deterrili:nefor howiong
.•......' the old tonnages .would apply; . .An· assigned load line oJ;' ~ermi tted
d~aughtcouldnotbe altered vlithbut a. change of certificate,
and i t would be impracticable t'o reqUire three d.iffel'ent
certificates over the "twelve-month period.

- 12 -.
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1I'fr. GERDES (Netherlands) said that it was obvious that a
new certificate shoulCl' be issued whenever a change of tonnage
took place.
He was therefore sympatheti.c towards the Israeli
proposal, althoclgh he appreciated the point made by the
representative of the Federal Republic of Germany.
A possible
solution to the problem would be to complete Article 10(1)
by inserting the wortissuggested by the United Kingdom
representative which, in his opinion, covered the cases of change
of load line and draught, . and. would therefore accommodate both
the Israeli and Federal German points of view.
That solution
would be acceptable to his delegation, .but it could also agree
to the Israeli proposal as it stood.
1I'fr. DARM~ (Frro10e) proposed that the wording of Articie 10(1)
should be amended to the effect that: "An Internaticinal Tonnage
Certificate (1;969) shall cease to be valid and shall be
c8..11celled by the Administration if a chro1ge of gross or net
tormage takes place upon the conditions lCJ,id. down j.n this.
Convention or i tSAm1exes. "

r:'!r. 1IIlUENqH.(Israel) s.aid that t:J:lthough the Israeli and
Italian delegati.ons welqomed,tJ1eil1tent.ion . behindtheFrench.
proposal,.they could rlOt. agree with .tJ1e wayinwhicn .it was:
formulated. _.It.coule],: be: ..qonstrued as 'point.ing p:t:iina:dly to
RegulatioJ:1. 5 (:3); i f i t did,. it was too limited' in scope , because
that provision covered only one set. of' circUillstancesin which
a vessel's tonnage,h\'id to be llhanged.The·purpose of h.is own
delegat.ion's proposal for Art.icle lO{l.) was to .introduce a
provision stipulating all the circumstance£ in which a change
of tonnage had to take place.
The French proposal was worded
too vaguely to achieve that purpose.
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11r. HINZ (Federal Republic of Germany) said that the French

proposal was worded so broadly that it could be tcleen as a basis
for invalidating virtually a.."'W tonnage certificate.
Article 10
should be left as it lIJas; he was opposed to amending it in any
way that implied a reference to Regulation 5, which was purely
for the guidance .of ship measUrement authorities in the
d.etermination of tonnages.
He doubted in fact whether there
was any relil,tionship between Regulation 5. and 1I.rticle 10 •.

Mr. MARINI (Italy) said that in his view Regulation 5
and 1I.rtic1e 10 were related.
Mr. VAUGHN (Liberia) ag:.:'eed with the representative of the
Federal Republic of Germany that it would be. difficult to accept
the Israeli proposal on account of the twelve-month period of
inapplicability stipulated in Regulation 5(3).
He thought that
the substance of the Israeli. proposal would be catered for if the
words "eJ:be:rations ''''0 :In •
capaoity" in Artio1e10(1) were
constru·ed as including alterations in load line ordraug1-J.t.
That interpretation seemed possible.
go.

11r. KE1T])TEDY (Canada) noted that the opposition of the

Federal German and Lib8rian delegations to the Israeli proposal
arose from the exception represented by the twelve-month period
laid down in Regulation 5(3).
The difficulty might therefore
be solved by adding the words "subject to any exceptions provided
in the RegUlations annexed" after the word· IiAdministration" in
1I.rticle.lO(1).
He proposed that the paragraph be amended
accordingly.
Mr. QUARTEY (Ghana) agreed with the representative of the
Federal Republic of Germany that Article 10 and ~egv.lation 5
were unrelated.· The former concerned the invalidation cf a
certificate when certain physical alteri3:bions toole place. whereas
the latter covered a·different kind of operation such as the
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conversion of a vessel from the open shelter-deck type to the
clossd shel ter~deolc type.
.'

.

~1r;

J3EVAllfS (USA) said that he also took the view that
Ar-ticle 10 ana. Regulation 5 should not. be regarded as interdependent. . Regulation 5 simply prevented an owner from
obtaining a new tonnage certificate for twelvemonths, whereas
Article 10 1IiaS concerned with the circumstances in Which a
certificate was to be cancelled.
Mr. GERDES (Netherlands) welcomed the Canadian suggestion •.
It was a compromise which preserved the advantages of the
Israeli proposal while dispoeing of the objection raised by
the Federal Republic of Germany.
Mr. DARM1 (France) withdrew his delegation's proposal.
~IT.

HINZ (Federal Republic of Germany) accepted the
Canadian propos'al as a satisfactory means of reconciling his
delegation's point of· view with that of. the Israeli delegation.
Mr. VAUGHN (Liberia) agreed with the previous speaker.
He suggested.that, in tp.einterests·of accuracy, the Israeli
proposal should be amended to'provide for the addition.of the
words, i'assignecJ.load J:.1ne' or permitted draught'· after the wor.d.
"capacity," ,in Article. 10(1) instead 01 the words "load line or
dr.aughtl' •

It was sodEicldeq"
The CHAIIu~ invited the Committee to approve wording for
Article la, paragraph (1), reading: "j\.11 International Tonnage
Certificate (1969) shall cease to be valid and' shall be
cancelled by the Admi'2istration, subject to any exceptions.
provided in the Regulations annexed., i f a1"terations haye taken
place in the arrangements, construction, capacity, assigned
load lineorpermitteddraught'ofthe ship such as would
n
necessitate a change of
"'o" •• _7 to

L-"

"..

The Chairman's proposed wording for Article 10(1)
was approved by 27 votes to none.
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In reply to a question put by Mr. GERDES (Netherlands),
1·1r. NAIJEINSKI (Committee Secretary) said .that all the Articles
approved by the Committee would be pe~~sed and, if necessary,
modified by the ])rafting Committee.
The General Committee
would then re-examine them to ensure that the Drafting Committee
had not made any changes of substance, after which the Articles
would be considered by the plenary.
The texts of the Regulations, Final Act and any
Recommendations would be subject to the same procedure.
The meeting rose.J!t 1 12 .m.
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AGENDA

ITEJ~

3 - CONSIDERATION AND PREPARATImr OF THE DRAli'T .
TEXT OF ARTICLES OF A CONVENTION ON TONNAGE
JmASURE~illNT (TM/CO~W/6; TM/COI{F/C.l/VIT.lli
. TJ'(jCONF/C.2/WP.34) (continued)

TJ·1/eOliJF Ie. 2/vIT. 34· (continued)
The CHAIRJ~ drew the Committee's attention to sub-paragraphs
(i) to (iv) of Regulation 5(3). .He suggested t.hat the Committee
comment separately on the different sub:-paragraphs and take them
up in the order (.i), (iii), (11) aud(iv) •.
It was so decided.
Sub-Earagraph (i)
No
. comments.
.
Sub-para/iEaph( iii)
The CHAIRMAN drew attention to the fact that sub-paragraph
(iii) might be intended to refer to·the same kind of alterations
or modifications as .Article 3 (3) (t) • He suggested that· the
Committee·mlght consider ··that pbssibili ty, al1d the related question
of whether the two texts should be brought into line.

•Mr. I~Ai:)Jh±NSKI

(Corillnittee Si3cretary) poil1ted ou·!; that the
Technj_cal Coinmittee had ,. since the preparation of TIIi/OOl{F/0 .2/I'IT. 34,
decided that net tonnage should·be based on certain·volumes. That
decision might entail revision of the sub-paragraph at present
under discussion.
J.tt~ lCElif1TEDY (Oanada) said that, on the basis of the text

before the Oommittee, ·'he was strongly in favour· of'\;he wording of
the Regulation being brought into line wi th tliat· oithe Article.
Jl"Jr. lUOHOLSON (Australia) and Hr. KASBEKAR (India) supported

the· Oanadian

vie~r.
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.' Hr. vUE .(J:i!orw~}. s.aid that another reason for not
insisting. Qn;i~e~tical~ordi.~~~.wa~that i~' sub-paragI-aph (iii)
. it wa~·.a~uestio~.Of !1e:b,tp).1nag~, ~4ere~s. iil. the .Artic1e it
was a .ques.tion.
of. gross
t.o.!p:Jage.
.;...",. . .
'. ..:-.': --,' . . .
Mi'·.B:EvAt;rs(USll.)":said·that he had·heard no objection to
the wordir.i;gof'su.b...: .paragraph (iii). The Committee should
. therefore ·l3X'pl."e·ss.· approva1 . of i i; •. ' ."

c, i.~ ;i~iNI

(Ita:ly) 'suggested that the Committee should
ref~~' th~:'m~t'ter'toth~TeChnica1C6inmitteefor'reconsideration
in the light of .the latter r 13 decision ·on the method of determining
.net tonnage, with'a request.thattheTe~hnica1Committee
examil1e the whole question in the light of .Article 3 (3 )(iJ) •
·iJI:i?~.

r·rnENCH· (Israe1)::propbsed that the Technical Committee
be asked to reconsider sub-paragraph (iii) with. a view to
dec'idil1g' whether- it. should...be.:bro:ught into .line .with
.Articlt!"'·3 (3) (b). or' whether ,. tor. particular reasons, the two
textS. shOuld O'cmtinue to, .bedi!ferently ·worded.
',.

~_.~

,'J:t. '. " ', .. ' .':" ". . .. .

It was sodeaided •
.

• ",t"

::',

,"",

..

t>ub-p8<ragraph(ii)

.':

~

.

.,

.

.....•. itr.:ImIWDY.: (Canada). said that th.e length of . the period
stipulated in Regulation 5(3) might need consideration in
connexion.with sUb~Paragraph (ii). The question of time
was . re1eva~t i,n i;he c~se 'of a Chal~'ge of ownership where no
change of:flagWas
.
..
". ....iny~lv~d •. He. s~ggeElt~d
.
. that the Committee
should discuss the time. limit as well as the wording of the
sub-paragraph,. i:tself. .'
. .
,"

-

"

.

.

"

-.

·Ttwas So' decide.§..

'

..

".
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rir;

. .

.

bJuW1:.'(h~n,c~):',~;~!):~~(3d,tl~~i;,J~~~"-pa~~gi?aPh::'(n)'"should
'.

• . "

•.....

" •. , ,." .J

,.•. "

l.,

.

,

~

be deleted • •It,. ,J:'epJ:'ils,e~1i;ed., 13,];);; ;l~oe~1t'ive >to i'!hipping c6iii.ptinies
to coh~6lid~te wi tii.~"~i~w' tq.,;fa,oHitating'int.er;;;;group"ti'ansfers
for the purpose of obtaining re,duced netj(onnages·.g;lJ;atwould
.•
,.,
' ; " ••..• ,'.
•. '
:".( •.1
.:!' .";". , '
. ,."
. have 'adverse, repercussions ,()!)Po.J;~,e,~t.l:t9r,it,ieEl} inco.~eanQ:: on
ship's lcrews ~.' :~iho' infgiit tirid~1!l:teni-SeJY$sCJ.ep;l'i:v:e,d,o.:r'E!mploy)D:ent
because of a change of oW11ei~hip.' B~t'llisP;bposal in no way
aimed
at - discouraging:genuine:mai'gers:b~tJJen:
s:h{ppi~~
companiei:'!
.
.
, , .
.
.
.
,
,
" .. '.
,"":
;; ,'t'r
:
'''\: ',"
.:- "
," .
//""'\,
· . in the ini;ere,sts of;niorera'tibnal management 'and gr,ep.ter, e9,onom~j
•

•

~,

·.

J

' .

.

.~":.;'

'

~ "'~

··l~. 1~ICR6LSbu' (Austr~ha};r,~.·· G~UIaI~V .(USSR),;,;'", ;,':

Nr .GE:R:DE.S (Nethe±-i~bds )~n(lr1r. , ~iLA,' (PQland)· s~PPbr:teg, ..thf:l
Frerieh. proposa:l~'
. .,
..' . . .." .. ,
, ,.'

. lib:' • KASBElCAR (India)' said that~ub:-p~ragr~ph (ij, )i:'!uould

be retained~ althou~hthe word Ureal u ~~S,Qi,~;b.S,i·gnif.i_c(3;l?ce
and could ~'wel1 be del~ted. 'Since il~ei~gi~::L~tiQn of mO.El;t:.' .,
cotUitries ;p:f6'Viaed'fbr'tra11Sfe~El of oW11eJ;'F!hi,p,.. ;it ,qou+il :>"lately
be left to Admi:ri:i.s-tri:d;i6:ti~'t;o(rec:i.dewha:tw~~llleantby change
of ownership. Ohanges of om1ership woUld','tak~,,:piac~"ari~rway,
and the same facilities should be availabl~',:#Q~,@ 'Qwe:i;(,iiiakf:bg
a bona fide purchase of a sh:ip :wJ:lich., ;t'e!!\a,i,.l;Jed.,unde~ tl,15;J:. same '
flag';a:~to;' the'-i;ewohn'~~; o'!l~a': ,;~ss~l''i;,h:.i~~ ~a~t;a~Glferr~d; to
another :fiag':.,.' .,', ,.,.
.....;,.." \,.,' '. '".'. '.' ... ,.. ', .," .'.' ", .
..
.'.
: .'.
. . ::~ ..
The question Of time .w~s a commercial and ~10ta technical
point,' and·it.;was·';h~r~forep'r~per.for'the·oomm:itteeto.cionsider
it~' vlhat Wa~perllfitt~d after tV/elve months 'coul\iequally .well
be p~rm:itt~d~ftersi~ months. A reduction in thepe'riod of
delay to six months would meet the needs of countries possessing
.'
. .
..'
fleets in which frequent changes were necessary from one type
of shelter-deck condition to another. He therefore proposed
that the word "twelve" in Regulation (5)3 be replaced by the word
•
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N'r. QUARTEY (Ghana), rlJR, 1rHE (liforway), r,:rr.BORG'(Sweden)
and ~~.OLAYI~t[A (lifigeria) endorsed the views expressed by the
Indian representative and supported ,his proposal,
J'IIr .1YIARIlifI (Italy) said that he thought that the Committee

was competent to mclre changes of form suoh as the deletion of
the word IIrealU" but not a change of substance of the kind,
involved in the deletion of the whole sub-paragraph. All it
could do inthat,connexion ,was to refer the matter to the
Teohnical Committee for reconsideration.
~~. ~mElifCH

(Israel) said that his delegation shared the
,views expressed by the French representative. Port authorities
might be suspicious of the whole Convention if it permitted
rapid 'conversion procedures. He agreed with the Italian
representative about the extent of the Committee's competence.

,,",,

~:rr~ VAUGHN (Liberia) said that he agreed with the Italian
and Indian representatives and supported the Indian'proposal.
The French approach failed to recognize the economic factor
invoJ,ved in the sale of vessels., There was little likelihood
of abuse as the result of the inclusion of SUb-paragraph (ii)
in the Convention.

llr. QUARTEY (Ghana) said that he sha~ed the Italian view '
of the Committee's competence. On the substance of the matter,
it was up to 'Administra:l;ions to discover 'lrlhether or not a change
of ownership was real. 'He' suggested that the T'echnical Committee
should be asked to, include in the Regulation a proviso which,
/
by leaVing the matter to Administrations' discretion;. would
prevent any ,abuse of sub-paragraph (ii). That ;'lould be preferable
,to deleting the sub-paragraph, which would have the effect of
penalizing bonafide new owners and artificial new owners
indiscriminately.

••

•

,,'

... d

•

..

,
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riJr. IJOINOV(Bulgaria) supported the French proposal and
said that the deletion of sub-paragraph (ii) was within the
Committee's competel1CJe. The retention of the sUb~paragraph
would amount to discrimination in favour of bigger shipowners.
r,h'. HINZ (Federal Republio 'of Germany) 'said that 'he too
considered that national Administrations were best placed to
distil1guish between a bOna fide and an artificial change'of
mrnership. The word ureal'r should therefore' be deleted.

c"

Mr •.KENlillDY (Canada) said that a matter of substance was ~'
'involved, not a technical point. It was very much the concern
of the Committee 'to 'evolve not merely aConventionwhibh was
acceptable totheConferenoe but an instrument which nmo
could display to all oOncerned as the embodiment of the
fundamel1ta:l principles which the COl1ference
was 'convened to
,
express. Sub-paragraph (ii) was an inducement to the development
of oompanies of convenience. The plenary ,had, reached a tentative
decision that steps ,should be taken ,to prevent the abuse, of any
provisions included.in the Convention for the benefit, of, "
shelter-dec~ vessels.
A very real prinoiple ,was involved, and
the COmL:littee should not hesitate to defend it.

(~.

i

d

;"C,\
1
'I
''-0/

F1r. VAUGHN (Liberia) said that he thought the possibility~
of abuse was being over-emphasized., The Committee must be wary
of elaborating a Convention which gave undue consideration, to
port authorities and negleotedthe legitimate interests of
shipowners. They were entitled to some profit from the sale
and operation of their vessels.
rh'. BORG (Sweden) said. that he was opposed to the deletion
of the entire sub-paragraph, although he oould agree to the removal
of the ;'lord "real" ,because a new owner must have the
right to decide under what load line his vessel was to sail.
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Irr.

BEVAl'TS (USA) said that the matter was one for the
.
General Committee to decide. His delegation
recognized the
..'.
problem of artificial. changes of ownership. That type of, abuse
should be discouraged, and the twelve-month period of delay
was a satisfactory metho'd of doing' so. 'Toleave the. matter to
the discretion of Admi1-J'istrations wa~ notsuffici:ent, because
theywou.ldt5.ndit diffiCUlt to decide what was a r~al change of
ownership. ' He did not thinlc that the existence of ~ t~elve'month'periodof delay would represent a hardship to shipowners.
'His delegat'1onwa;'s therefor'e oppo'sed to any reduction in the
length of that period
it supported the proposal to delete
sub;"'paragraph (ii h ' '
'

'

,

/

\

and

I-rr.

r-iADIGAN (UK) agreed wii:;h the viewsexpressedby,:the
United States representative. Sub-paragra~h (ii) should be
deleted and i;he'time limit of' ·tVrelve months retained. The
existence of a shorter periOd of delay wQuidmean 'that changes
could be made too frequently. He hope'd that ther~ was no
qliestibri of acceptance of the:proposaitod~lete sub- •
,',,' ipara'graph(ii) being' conditioni3.i upon agreement to a reduction
.in ' the pei-iod 6f delaY.
., , ,
'.
'"

"

....

, ' r1:r.-. QVARTEY (Gl1ana)'streSfje(i, that t~ere was no intention
that the deleiionof sub-paragraph (ii) should be tied to the
reduction of the time-limit in question from twelve months to
six months; the two points were not related. The term
"seldom" was a relative one. S'ome ships, such as shelter-deckers,
were specially built to utilize the facilities existing under
the present tonnage regula'iduns; and since the Ghanaian fleet
consisted entirely of shelter-deckers, engaged in seasonal
trade, his delegation was particularly interested in the
question. ' In his view, a reduction to six months would do no
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harm at all. As far as other ship~ were concerned,alterations
were in· fact seldom made, but for ~helter-depkers they:.",ere a
matter •.of buSiness ..

lljr. GERDES (Nethe:I:'l~ds) fully agreed with the United Kingdom
represemtatiie that the twelve-month time-limit should be retained.
The Conferen9~ haddeciCl.ed that there. sho1J.ldbe a period after
whicl~ the switch from high~r to lower tonnage . would become
applicable, though ,the n~berofmonths hadn0~ ~een specified;c) I'c/'
he falt, howeve:I:', that s~x l)1onths. ·wa.s, Dot .suff~c~en'l; for port and
harbOur
autho~:i.
ties. to maiceth~ ~e~'essary calculations on which to
.,
-. .
base charges •. 'It was most important for those authorities to have
a clear view of the parameters of the ships for which dues were
to be assessed.
~.

,-

,

~~. lCASBEIUll~(India)

said that his proposal to reduce the
twelve-month time-limit to six months was not intended to
. compensate for the deletion of sub~paragraph (ii). He had made
the proposal for economic reasons, because a twelve-month
period would not suit certain types of !3hip.- The word "real"
in sub-paragraph (ii) was the difficulty,
because it was a n ,
," .
obstacle to providing exemption in cases of change of ownershiP()~~'
his proposal for a reduction of the time-limit to six months
'
would serve the purpose originally intended in that sub-paragraph.
r~

~~.

QUARTEY (Ghana) disagreed with the Netherlands
representative that port authorities would have difficulties
regarding ~harges of tonnage; only two sets of tonnageS were
required, and it was ~lready normal for, two' to be produced in
the case of sheltet--deckers.The. only problem lay' with
Administr~'tio~s, ~hich '''';'o:uld have theta:sk of issuing new
certificates •

. '".
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14r. SUZUKI (Japan) agreed with the United Kingdom

r~b~e~~rita.id'V~·: thiiii thi peHod .of tW~lve mo;ths' should be
tet~ined:abd"th~t:~i1bbpa~ilg~1l.ph(ii)·
13hould be deht~d •.........

r.,-·" ,,, --,,
: :

The CHAIPJWT pointed out that the Hules of Procedure' .
required the' c6~it't~e t6 vote: f1rstbJ:i:: the proposal' fUrthest
remo.ved insubstance.from the original t.ext.·He: accordingly
.. -invited· the Committee to' vote o'n. the FrenchproposaJ...· that sub-·
paragraph (3)( it). snould·bea.eleted;..'i::.

...

F~encn J2.rbpoS8:1 was adopted by ~i5 "votesto TL.

The"

.' . .

~.

.:~.

.

.'

..:.. ::).-':,.:~ ".:"-'

"',:":,:',':; ..":8' _..;"

.' Tne QHAIilllluT next invited the. qommi.t;t8\7 .tovote on :the
Indian propoS9:1,t9Ee~uce~he.time-lim:i,i; sP€lci:q~d :j.n,lin(;'l 10
of paragraph (3)from'tweive ~oi:Jths 'to si:)c!Jlo:oths •.' .'. •.
.

.

.

) '. .

.

:.......

"

I:

' :."

The Indian proposal was rejected

.' '.

-, ',"

. '::",

' . ' ',:

... '.

"

.

.

.

by 17 votes to 7.

Sub-paragraph (iv)

.:. .'. ,: .. ; .. :",'

14r. KASBEICAR (India) suggested that in sUb-paragr~Ph 3(iv)

--,"""

,

the phrase. "such, for example, as the pilgrim trade" should
bea:~l:eted;:a~th~piigrim":tr~dewas~f' veri- linii ted extent
;, ...•... ::.;-.\ .. .:. . ,. "-,' :··· ·';·i,· ".;-'1;','
' • . . . . . . • ,.'",_.
;
and' duration. He pointed outihat the question was being
·;~:onsi:a.e;t:~a.:'b:V:the~a.hdc·;Sub"::i:J'Cl\Dmittee
'oriRe'v{ioii6ri ofSiJilla
':. ·· . .£.·'·c~·_;~· :~' .. '.,: ~"'.' -.:
, , .:.'" . .'"
,~
.-'
Rules set tip by'"the r/faritime Safety' C6riJInittee,'"
. '.
c",,,

..

,,':}~,.;qU;.RT~Y :<:lT~~n'a )'.• t~"q~ght.~h~' yh;a~!,(~ou~i·~e .. r13'~ained;

it..' waaonly
intend!3d
as
an ~xaIl),ple
o~oJ:)e );;ind,qfspecial
..
'"
. - ..
....
. ".','. . ' ;
'.... '..
. . .
'.
.
trade in. which p;3-ssenge;t:' .s).1:i,ps might be emp;LQye,d •
'.

••

'

'

•

-,

'.

'

. ' .

•

"

, . . '

'.

-

•

M

•

•

.;

•

" .

".

• • • • •

•

•

•

".::' Hr~.1iIIIDIG:AN·(UK)j.inreply to a;' question' .from the'
Australian ·.representative,· .:said:·the c,lause· had been :inserted
into sub-paragraph (3)(iv) by the TeehnicalCommittee at the express
req1;lest
,of ·the Indian
:r.:,epresentative,wn9
had·felt
that that
. ..
.. . .
.
,
"...
..
form of words was best.
f.itted to cover the copsideratiol1
,
. .. :
. being
given elsewhere in INCO to rules for ships engaged in special
trades. The clause therefore represented the precise
intention of the Technical Committee and should be retained.
'

. '

."
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,.

'

,

,

"

rlfr. I-illEN:CH" {Israel), ,agreed, .. adding that, the, clav-se had

been modell~d"on'
a'
similar exem~tio~,clau~'~'in';
the .1960 ',:Saf.ety
.
.... ....
'....'.. .....
... ...
... ",: " " . . .
.
..
,'.
Conve:t?tion.
. "' .. ,'
. '.':. : ." ,

:. ~',

. ,.

,

'.

,,"

"

"

:,

...

~

.

'

'"

.'

:',::,;M+',:KASBE~,(India):W:i~hdrew l;lisJ?rOposa;l •. " " "

',' ,' .• ·The·" CHAIru'-'lANsalid': :the.aonmritte'e 'had :now: com:ple.te,a 'its" '
, 0;bn:sid:erat'i'on;"br:TM/COI~/C; 2/VI1'.34 in' accordance with the request
from the Technical Committel3' set0u-tin paragraph" 2 (a) .... (0) of
~

that ~~~'UlJle~:t~.•." ~t~ad , n.o.~"~9~~,, i j :p.'7.~~~:s;ar~:, to,.~~commend thatC\lY'~
part of the Regulation be transferred to the Art1cles. He suggested
'. ",
.. ",
.;' "",.
"
'" " ',' .. '
"
.'. :",. ..!.; .,
:..
. ",.'
.
".
. .
" that, the ' Secretarii:J.tbei' i:J.sited 't6report the 'Cbmmi ttee r s decision
cori6~rnirig~ui::.:~~:ragf;~pkT3)(ii):Of'tli~·
Re~laHori tbihe'< "
Technical bo~ittee', ."
;',""; ,
; ',' ,
,.
" ,.
..
.........

',

.

. .

"

.. ': . ::..

.'

.: ;"..

"" .:.

;'. ,"

"..
.r.

.

,.... . ' .. '

;
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'''Article' 5 ',,'.. ,.
.~

. . .:. ".:,:,'.

.

. ;.

, ; ..

",'

.

.

..

'

""

':",:

, ,) '.

.

','

,

'

.

•• ' ',' ,,11r ,DMl..l111· (Franoe)drewatt~ntipn .t,o h'isdelegatio:pl s
pr~pos~l :f'o+, ,~mend~~;1;oi: ,ltttic.J,e 8' (p~~e.' 22' ~f'~WO'ONF/ 6),
The text 1:j.dopteq.by.t1).eCo)llIllit·l;13e "fqr ,that.Ar:ticle left,certain
probiem.~ un~~l'Ved', :bE!Ca~s~:. atth(3 ,tiiJi~it:,had beendiscuss~d (}
the Committee had not known what the Technical Committee's
~
-'
.:
:
,i' ," .... . '...... '. . ".:. ..,'
."
. ..'. '.'
.'.
, "'dec:lsions would be~ He . was coilCerned that the 'main purpose
of 't~e F;eri6h·~;.d~~a:inent, "rhich"tas' to mak~ i t possible for
Administra-t'f6:!isto ens;;ethat ch~rges levi'-ed eitheron' 'the
basis 'of the old 'or of the 'new f,igui'es, ',were identical, should
betaken, into account when ',the Drafting Committee came to
consider. Annex II,
,.
' ..
• ..

........,.-",

,.

',"

',,'j','.

.

'.',.

.'

... "

'The CHAIRMAN said the Freri,ch' represeritative r ~ intervenUon
would be included in il~~ Summary Re'cord~ ,

0

,

'
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Article 10 - Cancellation of Certificate

11r. MADIGAN (urC) proposed reopen,ing discussion of
paragraph (3) of Article 10, the provision covering transfer
of a ship to the flag of another Co~tracting Government. He
strongly supported the spirit of that provision but felt it
wuuld,lead to difficulties in practice, since as it stood it
was mandatory and required the old certificate to remain in
force for three months, whereas a'new owner might quite properly
wish to have the tonnage changed. He suggested that the phrase
"or until the Administration issues another International
Tonnage Certificate (1969) to replace it, whichever is the
earlier" should be added at the end of the first sentence.
11r. GERDES (Uetherlands) , 11r. UICHOIJSOU (Australia) and
Mr. MILEWSKI (Poland)' supported that suggestion.
r1r~

WIE (Uorway) thought that the point would be covered
if the word "may" was enibstituted for "will" in line 3
of paragraph (3).
Mr. I"fADIGAN (VL).c·'did not think that would be sufficient,

because the inte11t was to oblige the ne1tl Contracting Government,
to accept the old tonnage certificate until,within, three months,
a :new certificate was issued giving either the same set of
tonnages or a differe;nt set.· of.' tonnages if the circumstances
of the ship permitted it. The Convention did in fact provide
for tonnages to be changed immediately on transfer in certain
c,ountries.

11r. HIUZ (Federal Republic of Germany),sliared that view.
As co-sponsor of the original paragraph (3), he recalled that
the intention had bean to benefit the owner by not having the
old certificate cease to be valid on transfer, ffi1d by making
it possible to obtain a more advantageous International
Tonnage Certificate immediately. He suggested that the proposed
addition be referred to the Drafting Committee.

,
/ ,

,
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~'

.

\

-

,rlfr. }CA1;lIll!):Klill (India) preferred the paragraph to remain
unchanged..
. .'
" ', .
. . }U'.·BACBE (Denmark) pointed o1..f.Gtl:J,at while the phrase
"l1 wil1 remain ··inforce fl . might have ]fugal validity, in practice
a ship,'would' probably' have·to waitseverai ~o:riths· in port
,-.'where a transfer' of .flag had take:h place before obtaining a
·T.lew certificate. He·suggested:·tM~.ftwould avoid costly
'.:... '::. ··delays :for owners if provision was Diadefor entering a provisional ~.
declarati'on . On' the old certif·ic'ateto· the' 'effect that the ship(,; (,~i
.
'had·beentransferre~ to another :flag.
...

. '

. M~. NADEINSKI (Committee Secretary)' drew the Committee's
attention to the fact that, .accord.ing to ,the Rules of Procedure,
it was required to take a forinal decision to re-open discussion
on.a question that ha4 already been decided.
TheCHJ.IR~~~T invited the Committee to vote on' the U~ited
Kingdom proposal to re-open discussion ofAr~icle 10 •

. ·The United' Kingdom Proposal was adopted 'by 2I·votes to none.

Th~~HAIRi1ANinvited the Committee to vote o~ the United
Kingdo~ ~~~al)leiit to. Arti~le' 10(3)~.
.

.'

":

.... '

..

-"

.: ".".:

:

.:..;, .

.

-.

: "':'.

: .. The :United Xingdom amendment was. adopted by 21 votes· to
,.':

,

.
. ."'-

.

;
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~
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TM/CONF/C.1/SR.12
AGEN])./\. ITEM 3 ... CONSIDERATION ANJJ PREPARATION OF THE
JJp~T TEXT OF ARTICLES OF A CO~TVENTION
ON TONI~AGE r1EASU~·TIDNT (TM/COliF/C.3/1,
n1/coNF/C.1/WP.H and vJ"P,15) (continued)
TrVCONT<'/C. 3/1

,--',

The CHAIRr~ suggested that the tommittee examine the
Drafting Oommittee's text article by article.
In particular,
the words ancL eX"gressions placed between square brackets had
to be decided.
Every effort should be made to avoid, as far
as possible, engaging in any further discussion of points
which had already been settled.' In any case, in accordance
with·Ru1e 26 of the Rules of Procedure of the Conference, a
two-thirds majority was required before the General Committee
. could reconsider any of its decisions.
Preamble;

Article 1 - General Obligations under the 9onvention

The Preamble and Article 1 were approved without objection.
Article 2 - JJefinitions
E..aragraphs (1}. (2) and 0)
/~,

The.paralLraphs were approved without objectio~.
Paragraph (4)
Mr.' M.A:DIGAN (ille), . Chairman ,of the Drafting Committee, '
explained that that Committee had pl,aced the \'lord "overall"
in brackets at the request of a 'f~w of its members WftO had
thought that, having, regard to the discussions in the'Technical
Committee, it might be better, to use the term Hmou1ded l ' .

Nr. llJURPHY (USA) and

PROSSER (UK) considered that
the word Hoverall H was a general term that,was quite appropriate
in the case in point.
Mr.
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The CHAIRI~.Nproposed that the brackets around the word
"overall" shou.ld.be removed;
It was· so' decided.
Paragraph (4) was approved.
?aragraph (52lJIr. JVIA...llINI (Italy) recalled that he had proposed that
the expression IIcommeric9-1 capacity" should be replaced by
lIuseful' capacity". which"was more appropriate in' a convention
of a technical a.."1.dnot a commercial character.
He i'lished .to
repeat his proposal.

,~

t

-~

11r •.. DARAl'~ (France) endorsed .the proposal.' Discus#onin
the plenary and in the Technical· .Commi ttee had shown that the use
of the.concept of "commercial capacity" was open to objection
since that concept vari~dwith other factors, such as the shipts
spee.d.
lJIr. HINZ (Federal Republic of Germany) likewis~ supported
the Italian proposal.
. ,
......
,"

,"

.:"

r1r. NICHOLSO~if (A\ls,treJ.:;La) did no:t;tl:1i~i;he.eX-pression
"useful capacity" ,\Tas satisfactory.
."

"..

.'

•

".

:'.

.",

,.

•

.,

A

••

The CHAIRMAN put the Italian propos.al to the. vote.· .
"

..

"

.

.

,.

.

':

I

,._,

The Italian. ;pro·poBal was adopt.edb;y: 12, votes to· 5 •..
Paragraph (5)j thus amended, was approved.•
. ..
J? arag£aJ2!.'1. (, 6) .
'

r1r. GERDES (Netherlands) introduced his proposed
amendment (~mlCOlifF/C .1/iVP. 15) ,co~ce;rning the former paragraph (7.), .
whichli~dbe:conieparagr~ph (6) in the text app~oved by the ..
Drafting Committee. Having reviewed the definitions in the
general context of the Convention and being anxious to ensure
uniformity of measurement in the future, the Netherlands

';

1<

'~'
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delegation proposed that the words "for each Contracting
Government" should be deleted.
There was a danger that that
provision might act. .. as ~ inducement
to states to delay
.
adherence to the Convention.
"

Mr. PROSSER (DIC) seconded the Netherlands proposal.
"1!!r. DARAl'1 (France)

o1:Jser~ed that the Netherlands

representative's' objection no longer held good since the text
which had been proposed by France had been included in Article 3,
paragraph (2), sub-paragraph (a);'
1JIr. "HE (Norway) agreed with that interpretation.

However,
,1).e ,would DOt 'oppose the deletion cif the '\riords to which the,
NetheHands representative obj ecte.d. ,.
,

"

,

It lIL.as decided 'by 20 votes to nODe to .:ee-examine the
,definition of; "new ship" in paragraph' (6).
The lifetherlana.s <prOposal' to, g.elete the words "tor~a:ch
Con-l;ractingGoveJ:'11~entH\,asapproved by 15 votes'to 3."
,. 'Mr.,BAGHE (DEJ~ari~)askecithe Chairman of':th~ iJ;aiting'
Co=ittee 11rhether tl~ai COIDtnittee' had' 'consio.ered tr-;".nsferring to
the defi:t;!.itj,on of "new shipl! the last phrase in Ar~icle 3,
paragraph'
' . .(2) ,sub-paragraph (a).
",

" 1ifr; !''Ul.DI(}AN (DI{), Chairman of the Drafting Comillittee,

thought
,that,point fell rath~r within 'the provincepf'A:i:-t'icle
3.
.
.
" .

"1ifr. HINZ(FedeJ;'al Republic of Germany) 'considered that the

phrase in question would be 'otlt of place in Article 2.
Paragrap~

(6), thus amended, was approved.

"Paragraphs (7)1 (S)ano. (9)
'" Th~se Paragraphs were approved without ~bjection.
Article 2, t11'0.s amended, was approved.
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Article·3 -'Application

•

>. > '

Paragraph (1)'
Paragra:e..h (1) was 8illJ?roved without bbjection~ .
!"_aragraph . (2)
. Mr-. GERDES (Netherlands) asked . why the Drafting Oommittee
had ·replace.d the expression "The Regulations contained .in Annex 1'1
(Tr.f/cmTF/C.l/vVP.ll) by the word~' "The present Oonvention".
.
.~1r. MADIGAN (lITC), Ohairman of th~ Dr~ftirig Committee
explained that, after having made a careful study' of the matter,
that Committe~ had takerl the view that there was no need to make
a distinction between the Regulations in' the Annex and the Articles.
It had felt that the General Committee had in fact intended that
.
. ' ':, .
both the Regulations and the Arti91es should apply to the ships
concerne.d •.
. i

Mr. GER:DES :(Netherlands) .referr.edto· the pipced~ntestablished
by the Oonvention. on Load. Lin~'s '(Arti~le 4).
I t ::ieemed to him
that the idea had been to ~:x;chde existiri;g' ships, not from the
application 'of' the Convention,
b.11,t only. from that'of,thetonnage
.
.
.
regulations.
'

.

r-'Ir. KASBEKAR' (India) said that he wascorivinced by'the'

e:iqilanation giVel').by-t;'he O1~ai~a:d oftlie 'Drafting'Committee.
The
expression
"the pr~sent
C~;;"entio~\i ;~s.fhe nioreaj;rprbpriate.':
.
.;.
..
".,

r1r.· HINZ.(FederalRep~biic:'~iG~rmarty)~skedwhether it was
quite clear that parag;~Phs (i)' a:nd (2) of Article 3 wereno.t
mutually exclusive;
, " ', ..
Mr. ~!IADIG,AN (uk), Ohairman of, the DJ:'aftil'lg .Oommittee ,observeo_
that the' provisions of Article 3· Rhould .ahrays be inte:r.prete'd with
due regard to the excePti~ns. specified 'in Arti()i~ '4. ", He did
not thinlc that there cou:i~ be'anyambi/su::Lty Whatsoever ,as to
the type of ships concerned.

I

I
'''-=''"
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Sub-paragraph (a2
Mr. M.l\.DIG1\.N (UK), spealcing on behalf of his delegation;
drew the Committee's attention to the desirability of.revising
the wording of that sub-paragraph in the interests of conformity
with the rest of the text.
The addition of the words "including
those which come wlder the flag of a Contracting Government by
change of nationality", very rightly approved by the Committee
on the proposa~. of the French delegation, had.lost its importance
because of the amendment which had been made in the definition
of new ships.
Should not that phrase be deleted, even if doing so
entailed the incorporation of additional clarification in
paragraph (3) of the same Article?
The Committee might perhaps
refer that question back to the Drafting Committee.

The CHAIlli1&N considered that the Committee would save time
by settling that q~estion itself and at once.
Mr. DARJJf (France) thought the existing wording was very
clear.
The added words ( "including those which come lL'l1der
the flag ••• Ii) could apply only to new ships.
IIJr. GERDES (Netherlands) thought. that the Committee. should

itself settle the matter.
He approveG. 11r.Madigan's suggestion.
The new definition of "new ship" given in Article 2, paragraph (6)
rendered: unnecessary the clause which had been introducep. into
Article 3, paragraph (2), sub-paragraph (a).
I!Jr. NADEINSKI (Committee Secretary) pointed.out that when

the General Committee had first examined that question, it had
envisaged the case of a transfer of a ship to the flag of a
non-Contracting state as well as to that of a Coni;racting State.
The amendments made to Article 2 nid not cover the former case.

.- 8 _.
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HINZ(Federal Republic of Gerniany) thought that there
was no longer any need for the clause introduced into
paragraph (2)(a),since the Committee had corrected the definition
. of "new ship" by deleting thew-ords' '''for each Contracting
Governmei'lt" in Article 2, paragraph (6);
Vrc.

. ~he Committee decided by 15 votes to Ito delete the words
"including those which_come und~r the..J'1.ag of a Contractin,.g
Government by change of nationality".

(I
.~

Sub-paragraph (b)
Mr.'WIE (Norway) considered that the criterion of an
alteration o~ 10 p~r cent of the gross tonnage was scarcely
applicable in practice.
It would be better to leave the decision
to the competentM.ministration.
Mr.

GEP~ES

(Netherlands) shared that view •

. J~r. M.il.RHrr (Italy) recalled that the Tecbnica.l Cornmittee
had dealt with the question of alterations in its Regul~tion 5.
The Regulations and the Articles" should' be brought fully. into
harmony.
.

.

. .

, J1x'. IHLEV1SKI (Poland)fearEJd that the. discussion would'
become ";'e~yprolonged and COl'lfuse(1, i f decisions,taJcen eai.'lier
were ag~iri'call~d into questi6n;'
'
.

.

....

.-

By 15 votes to 5, theCo=itt6e dec 1 ded to, re-examine
~ub..;paragraph (b2.
'r;rr. l\TIE (Norway) propOs~d that sub..,paragraph (b) should
be redra.fted ,to read.: " (b) existing ships which undergo
alterations,or.modificationswhich the Administration considers
as
important variation of their existing gross tonnage",

an

('I

.

(~'r
~

"-/
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r,fY' ,GERDES (lTe'thetlarids) and

Mr .OONTOGEORGIS

(Greece)

supported that amendment~

I1r.

DAPJU~ (France) ~eared thatthe,~reedom accorded

to' the Adi:ril~isir~ti6nto 'assess the ~~dament~i clia~aeter o~
the 13.1 t~ra:12:i:ons:inightgive rise to disparHieswh:Lch,';ould
stand in the wiY~fihe satisfacto~y a:pplication o~ the Convention.

Mr. B~dHE(De~~~l-;:) supported the amendineJ,'lt,HqWever,
. ,he did nO,t thinl-;: that there was '$.Ily, need to, refer, specifically
to the Administration I'1hich, Ul).lesl'lotb,erwise l'ltated, was, ','
quite naturallyresponsiOle for doing whatever was necessary
to ensure the apPlica-bion' ~f the 'Ool~venti;n. "
'
'
JlTr." PROSSER;(UlC)'

~ec'alled ·'tha;G:th~'e~~si:ing'

text' 'had
,
been adopted Ol'l the initiative of his dei~g~,tion. ' ' But ;h~;~ii.1g
regard' t6'· the diScussion in the Technical cominittee, he would
:::-aise no objection~o 'Mx-; Vrie' samendment ,'which accorded with
the spirit in Vhichtha,t,;Commit:Gee,had draWn ,up ,the Reg'llla,tions.
The amendment proposed.Norwaywasadopte.dby '16 votes to 8.
SUb-parag:raph

oW. ' ( ,';

Sub':'paragEaph (c):,;;a8
,.. '

appro;~d witho~i6b;iectio~~.
,

"

SUb-paragraph ( 0 . 2 . . " " .

'."

"riJJ;'~

f'):l:OSSER(UK), J!l:):,"1poseci :awai'ting .the discussion on,'
Article 17 , ( Oominginto
force),
befo,re
filling
in'.. -.the. blanll:
.. ,
'.",
.... ... ,
. . ...
in square brackets,
.
.,

',.

"

,"

"

,

""

,

"

JlfY'. GERDES (Netherlands) and Mr;MILEW$KI
(Poland),endorsed
. '.'
. . ..:
,.,,,

"

that proposal.
It was so

decided~
'.

..

", ,

':- ,"

.",
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I1r. PROSSER. (UK) introduced the <l1llendment proposed by
his delegation (TI''I/coim/c .i;wp.14) to th~ former paragraph 0),
which had become paragraph (2).
That <l1llendment would consist
of the addition of ihefollowing phrase to l5ub:"'paragraph (d):
..

.

"except that such ships, apart from those mentiqned
in (b) and (c) of this paragraph, shall retain their
then ~xistingtonnages for the purpose of the
application to them of relevant requirements under
other lnternationa;L Oonventions."
The aim was to reduce to a minimum any disruption of the economic
balance. of the· shipping industry •. ·

Mr.

Kf.SBEK.~

,-"

~~'

(

(India) seconded that proposal.

It was decided by 21 votes to none to consider the
United KingdomproEosal.
IIJr. lYWRPHY (USA) proposed inserting the word "existing<l
between the words ,; other<l and. "International".
IIJr.PROSSER(UIC) accepted that modification.
~~. DARPJ[ (Fr~~ce)proposed:thefollowingwording:

liexce:pt that such ships, apart from those mentioned .
in (b) and (c) of this paragraph,. shall retain their
then existing tonnages for the PUrPQ:;l6S of the
applica1;idn to them of the provisions of other
existing International Conventions.'"
.
. Mr~ OSM)u~ (United Arab RepUblic) seconded that proposal •

. The United Kingdom <l1llendment, thus <l1llend.§.d, was approved
by 22 votes to none.
PSl1"agraJ2h (2) as <l1llendedwas approved •.
Paragraph (3)
Parap,;raph (3) was approved without obj ecti on,

(I
(''''''''(
'-'

I

'=.'

---
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ExceEt~ons

r'Tr. CONTOGEORGIS (Greece) proposed the

'

add~t~on

ofa
sub-paragraph (c) 'to paragraph (1), stipu1ating'that,the,
Convention,d~d,n6t apply to ships which normally pl~edbetween
ports of their own' country and only occasionally ~derto9k
voyage,s, abroad.
He had in mind more particularly pleasure
yachts.
GERDES (Netherlands) pointed out that the Committee had
already considered that case, more especially 'in,connexion with
Article 5.
"',.: .
J'fJr.

IcTr. IUSBEKAR (India) was of,the op~n~on that ,national
legislation could perfectly well deal with,the problems raised
by cases. such as ,the representative
of Greece had, in mind.
. . .
.

. "

Ther~ being no support for the amendment proposed by the
representative of, Greece, it was considered to be,rejected.

Article 4 was approved.
Article 5~ForceMajeure',

. .

-

",

;

.

.

.

Article 5 was approved v,rithout objection.'

. ; ,,"

~,

Article 6 - TIeterm~~tion qf tonnages

" Mr:' :D:AitAM(FRAI.ITCE)pr.op~s.~d

redrafting thehe~ding in the
l
French version to read: "Determination des, jauges
. . .... ,! '(previously
.
IiDeterm:Lnation ,de. la,
j
auge
n)
•
. ('.'
.
rtW-as so deci~.

,\"

.Thfl two, se'ts of' square brackets round "grosE) and net
tonnages" were r'emoved; ,
. ! :

Article 6, as

amended~s

approved.

......

•
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Article 7 - Issue 0LCertific,ates

Mr •. MADIGAlIT (UK) said that· the article lithe" should be
inserted in the ~nglishversion of paragraph (1) before the
words "gross and net tonnages".
In addition, speaking as Chairman.of the Drafting Oommittee,
he informed the Committee that in Articles 7, 9 and l l , i t had
been decided to leave certain words between square brackets,
pending knowledge. of the Tecnnical Co~itteels decision on the
form of the certificate or certificates.

r1r.

NADEINSKI (Oommittee Secretary) stated that, so far as
he knew,the TechnicalOommittee had decided that there would
. be only one certificate.

F~. DARJill1 (France) suggested that, in that case, the
he ailing of Article 7 in .:the Frerichtext should be aJUended
according],y>.s.o that i:j:;:would he .inthe 'singular;
The OHAIRJl1AN proposed that Article. 7 should be·· approved
with the two amendments proposed, and; wit.ht491'emoval..of .the
square brackets hitherto,retained.
Article 7, as amended, was approyed wi thoutopj ection ...
Article 8 - Issue of Certificates by another Goverl<ment
Paragraph (1).
The square brackets were removed·in line..1..
Paragraph 1, as am-?Eded, was approved without objection.
Paragraph (2)
Baron de GERLAOHE de GOMERY (Belgium), seconded by
r1r. DARMJI (France), pointed out that to bring the French text
into line with the English, the. words "la jauge" printed between
brackets in the last line should be replaced by "les jauges".
It was so decided.

i'-::/I
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The sgu~e ..E.racketE3, in line 2 (l:!ge 30f the French text)
.. were reliloveo,'..' .
rlfr. Jl'IADIGAN (UK) wondered 1,orhether i t might :o.ot be better
.
. 'to aw'ait the outcome of the Technical Cbimnittee I s di.scuss,ion
before approving the paragraph as a whole.

. '.

.'

ThEJ CHAImiAN said that~ the Secretariat would tall:e account
of the decisions of the Tecr.nical Committee.
Paragraph (2) was approved without objection.
?,aragraph (3)

Mr. Jl'IADIGAN(UK) stated that, in the E11g1ish verS~on of
Article 11; the Drafting .committee had decided to .substitute
the '\ford livalio.itytl for the' word Ii force Ii.
.Login required that
the same change should be made' in paragraph (3).ofArticle 8.
~pproved

Paragraph (3), thus amended, .was

without objection.

Parag"raPh . (4)
Paragraph (4) was approved \1i:tb.tUt objection.

..
Article 9 - Form of Certificate
!

•

, .•• '

. '

.

,"

.

,.!

Article' 9.'\~as ai;pr~v~d\',ithoutdObjectibni the letter "Sii'
and the S!-quaJ~e breek etE3 around i t.being .removed in all cases •
.A rtic1elO . - "Cancellation of Certificate
The 1}eading of the Artidle was altered to the singular in
the French version.'
Parag.raph (1)
r·'fr. r.1URPI-IT(USA) said' hG"ms' afraid that,. aE3 drafted, the
par?graph might entail the' canc~llation'of a certificate. in cases
\'~h~re thesituation .could have' been rem~died .in some simpler \\fay.
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He instanced a ship carrying unauthorized cargo, when it would
be easier to remove the cargo than to issue a new certificate.
To overcome that disadvantage, his delegation proposed to replace
the words tlshall be cancelled" in line 3 by the words "may be
ca.ncelled".

Mr. CONTOGEORGIS (Greece) and MJ:. NICHOLSON (Australia)
supported that proposal.

Mr. QUARTEY (Ghana) suggested that the point raised by the
United St~tes delegation would be better met by substituting
another word for the word "arrangement" in line 5.

Mr. DARAPi (France) opposed the proposal made by the
United states representative since, from the legal standpoint,
it wo~ld be at variance with the provisions apprcved for Article 3,
paragraph 2(t).

rfuc.

HINZ (Federal Republic of Germany) did not think that
the case mentioned by the United States representative really
came within the terms of Article 10.
That Article was in fact
concerned solely with the permanent structural features of the
ship and had nothing to do with the cargo.

r4r.

GEanES (Netherlands) considered that,even in the case
mentioned, the Administratton should~e
able to cro1cel
the
. .
.
certificate if, for. example, the ship declined to abandon its
~authorized cargo.
The requirement prescribed in that
paragraph should therefore be retained •.
. The' CliAIRl'1Al.IT called f6r a vote. on the. suggestion that the
terms of paragraph (1) should be reconsidered. '
That su.ggestion was rej ectedby 12 :votes to 11. .

Mr •. YIADIGAN . (me) .said that the Draiting COmInittee had taken
the view that in regard to the passage left blank at the end of

,
I

\

,

'-.::.;./

."
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the paragraph, the directives given by the General Committee were
not sufficiently precise ro1d that it was for that Committoe to
take a decision.
The CHAIRr1AN proposed that the square brackets, should be
removed ro1d that paragraph (1) should end with the words "a change
of gross or net tonnage\!.
That P:r::9.P0sal was adopted w'i thout obj ection o
~~ragraph

(1), as amended, was anproved without objection.

Paragraph (2)
Paragraph (2)

'l'Ta8

approved without objec:t:12.£.

Pa"agra:;oh (3)
Following on an exchange of views between Mr. GERDES
(Netherlands) a.nd l'fr. VlADIGAlif (UK), rlJr. lifADEIlifSKI (Committee
Secretary) e~~lained that the wording used for that paragraph
in TM/CONF/C.3/1 was based on a version which the General Committee
had already revised (TM/CONF/C.l/v~.13).
Paragraph (3) was approved without objection.
Article l_Q, as amended. waR approved without objection.
The meeting rose at 12.4·0 p.m.

/
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AGENDA ITEM 3 - conSIDERATION AND PREPARl,TION OF THE
DRliFT TEXT OF ARTICLES OF A CONVENTION
ON TONNAGE MEASLm~~NT (TM/CONF/Co3/1)
(concluded)
Article II - Acceptance_of 8ertifica_te
The CHAIRMAN commented that in view of the discussion at
that morning's meeting the letter "[SJ" within square brackets
in the title and first line of the Article should be deleted.
It was so_decided.
Mr o GERDES (Netherlands) proposed that discussion of
Article 11 should be re-opened, and drew attentio~ to a point
that was of importance for his country: provision should be made
for verification of certificates issued before the coming into
force of the Convention which would prove that a ship was in fact
an eXisting ship. He accordingly proposed tho addition of a new
sentence: "Tonnage certificates of ships which under the Articles
of this Convention are eXisting ships shall be provided with a
stamp and a statement issued by the national authorities indicating
that the ship is an eXisting ship".

Mr. CONTOGEORGIS (Greece) thought the addition unnecessary;
the certificate mentioned the date on which the ship was bUilt,
and that would indicate whether it was a new or an existing
ship.
The CHAIRMAN pointed out that since tLere :1ad been no support
for the Netherlands proposal discussion of Article 11 could not
be re-opened.
Article 11, as amended by the deletion of

"/)7", was ap12rovcd.

- 4 •.

...l~tiole 12 - Control
~,~.-

Parag ra 12h.J.ll
Mr~

MADIGAN (UK), speaking as Chairman of the Drafting
Committee, drew attention to a difficulty that bad arisen in
that Committee over the nse of the two words "control" and
"inspection" in the text of Artiole 12, particularly in view of
the French concern that the word "controle" should be used
throughout in the French text. The Drafting COITilllittee had felt
some hesitation in agreeing to the use of two different words in
the English text where only one was used in the French, since
control was a delicate matter affecting relations between
Contracting Governments and it was important to avoid misunderstandings.
Mr. l~iRINI (Italy) thought there was no reason why the word
"inspection" could not be used both in the French and English
texts, as well as the word "control". Since in French "controle"
implied an end and "inspection" a means to that end, the French
text could use "controle" in the heading of the Article and
"inSpection" in the body of it.
Mr. KASBEKAR (India) agreed. There was nothing illogical
in the use of the two words; the only difficulty had lain in
finding a French equivalent, but the Italian representative had
indicated a solution.
Mr. DLRAr'1 (France) said that on the contrary it seemed to
him illogical not to use the same word in the body of the l\rt ic le
as in the heading. In French "inspection" implied a general
examination with a view to exercising control, whereas "controle"
was an altogether different and much more specific operation. It
was most important as far as the French text was concerned to
make clear which of the two was meant.
}tt. QUARTEY (Ghana) recalled that it had been agreed in the

Drafting Committee that the basic intent of the Article was to
provide for inspection of the ship to see that the certificates
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carried were the right ones, and not to provide for control in
the striot sense, sinoe the ship was in fact controlled by the
State whose flag it was flying.
Mr. GERDES (Netherlands) agreed that "inspeotion" was the
appropripte word for the English text. He suggested that the
title shou.ld be expanded to read "Inspection in Foreign Harbours".
Mr. MADIGAN (UK) suggested that the various objeotions oould
be met if the phrase "control by means of" were added after the
word "to" in paragraph (1), lirie 2 (English text),
Mr. MARINI (Italy) supported the United Kingdom suggestion.
~1r.

DARAM (France) said that that phrase' would cavse
difficultiesih the French text.
Mr. QUARTEY(Ghana) suggested that the title of the Article
bf~ amended to read "'lerification . of Certificate" since that was
the actual purpose of the inspection.
Mr. GERDES (Netherlands) said that would not sulve the
problem of what kind of inspection or verification was meant.
The CHAIRMAN pointed out that the title of the Article had
no legal validity; it was the text of tl1e Article itself that
was binding. Ha therefore proposed that in the Englxshtext the
word "Inspection" be substituted for "Control" as the title of the
Article, to bring i t irito line with the text that followed.
It was so decided.
Paragra£h-ill was appro~.
ParagrapG...ill
~Rrovedwi!~i."commeni,

Paragraph_ill
Mr. HINZ (Federal Republic of Germany) 'pointed out that for
the sake of consistency the words "International Tonnage
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Certificate (1969)" should be substituted for "Tonnage Certificate"
in line 2.
Thu~am~nd~,rticle J2 w~_~puroved

asa whole.

ArticlesL3 - .15.
Approv,!'d without. comment.
Articl§ 16 -

Sign~ture,

Acceptance and Accession

1.1. was decided to insert the date "23 Ju.ne 1969" in the blank
~paces

in line 2

of~r~graph

(1) and ih lin§_8 of paragraph (2).

Article 16 was approved as amended.
Article 17 - Coming into Force
Paragr1;lph (1)
The Cfu\IRMAN recalled that the United Kingdom representative
had asked for Article 17 to be considered together with
Article 3(2)(d).,
Mr. WIE (Norway) proposed that "thirty-six" be inserted
in the space between square brackets in line 1.
Mr. CONTOGEORGIS (Greece) and }1r. KASBEKAR (India) supported
that proposal.
Mr. MILEWSKI (Poland) proposed a period of twelve months,
in view of the need for the Convention to come into force as
soon as possible.
Mr. GLUKHOV (USSR) agreed. The provisions of the Convention
made it possible for both ovmers and AdminiBtrations to take
the necessary measures to enforce it much more qUickly than if
entirely new tonnage certificates had had to be prepared, particularly
since those provisions w0ul6. relate largely to new ships;
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Mr. PROSSER (UK) supported by Mr. SUZUKI (Japan),
Mr. BACHE (Denmark) and Mr. HINZ (Federal Republic of Germany)
proposed a period of twenty-four months.
The CHAIR!1AN put to the vote the Norwegian proposal to
insert the word "thirty-six" in line 1.
The Norwegian EE££osal_was rejested

PI

li-vot~§

to-&.

The CHLIRMAN put to the vote the Polish proposal to insert
the word "twelve" in line 1.
The ?olish

prop~al

was rejected by 19

~es

to 5.

The CHAIRMAN put to the vote the United Kingdom proposal to
insert the word" twenty-four II in line 1.
The United Kingdom proposal was ad0J2.!.'2.5l by 2'5 votes to none •.
The C}U,IRMiiN invited the Committee to express an 0plnlon
as to how the expressions "nerchant fleets" and "World's
merchant shipping" should be interpreted.
Hr. KLSBEKAR (India) pointed out that the .Committee
Secretary had informed the Committee (TH/CONF/C.l/SR.9, page 4)
that IMCO had always used the Lloyd's Register of Shipping
statistics as its source of tonnage figures for national merchant
fleets and the world's merchant shipping. He thought the
Organization sholJld follo·w that practice in connexion with the
tonnages to be calculated under Article 17(1).
Mr. DARAM (Frtmce) asked whether the Lloyd'sRegister of
Shipping statistics included coastwise vessels and vessels used
on the North American Gr"o:\; Lakes.
Mr. NADEINSKI (Committee Secretary) said that the figures
for the United States and Ccmadian fleets given in Lloyd I s
Register of Shipping Statistical Tables £or 1968 included vessels
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regi::tered at ports on the' Great Lakes.
!h..::..Comr.nittee app~oved the .9-se by_ t1:l~,~. Organi?,at~on of
j;he figures given in Lloyd I s Re~:Lst~.f Shipping Statistica;h
Tables ,for the J2urposeof cJ e.t~ining tonJ;l~~ under £l.Eticle -1:1..1.1)
of the prospective Ccn'\T~B:.:~)on.
Mr. GLUKHOV (USSR) proposed tbFtt the square brackets in
the, seco.r.d and ,fourth lines should be replaced by the words
"twenty-five" alld "sixty" respectively.
Mr •. CONTOGEORGIS (Greece) proposed that the figures in

question, s.hould read "twenty..,five" and "eighty" respectively.
Mr. NILEINSKI (Po.land) supported, the Soviet proposal and
said that the iasertion o.f the lower percentage would result
in the Convention beir.g impleme,1"teJ. more quickly.
IIJr. PROSSER (UK) said tha,t his delegatio,'). had always taken
the view that the new Convention should not came into force
until it had been accepted by States representing a majo.rity
of the world's tonnage. He therefore proposed that the figures
in question should be "twenty-five"and "sixty-five" respectively.
Mr. GERDES (Netherlands) proposed the in8ertion of the
figures "twenty" and "fifty-five" respectively.
Mr. 1HE( Norway), Nr. KLSBEKAR (India), J\lr. SUZUKI (Japan),
Nr. MURPHY (U3L) and Mr. ~\RINI (Italy) said that they supported
the United Kingdo.m proposal.
'11r. GLUKHOV (USSR) withdrew his de.legation's, proIJosal
concerning the figure "s ixty" in favo.ur"of the' United Kingdom
proposal to insert the fig:ure "sixty-five".
The CHLIm1J,N .no'ted that the' Greek and Ne,therlands proposals
had not been supported. Heptit the United Kingdom proposal to
the vote.
Th~roposal

was adopte§by 26 votes to none.
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The CHAIRJ'iIAN suggested that the Committee delete the .square
brackets round the figure "16" in the seventh line.
Paragraph (1)/ thus amended, waB
Paragrapl:

approved~

CSl'

The CHi,IRIVIAN $uggested that the Commi.ttee replace the
square brackets' in the third line by the word "twenty-four", as a
consequence of its decision regarding the first line of
paragraph (1).
P~ragraph

(2), thus amended,-Fas approved.

Paragraph (3)
Approv§d without

com~!J

J'aragraph(4)
The CHAIRJ\IAN suggested that the Committee delete the square
bra:okets'round the figure "18" in the fifth line.
Paragraph.(~~us amended,

was. approved.

AJ;:.llile )-7 was approved as a!)lended.
Artioles18 - 21
Approved "Ii tho£!., comment.
Article 22-Languag£§ f.ip§l;.j2ar§.g!.€:£hs
J'iIr. BLLOA TANG (Cameroon) said that in the French version
the words "les deux t~s et~nt~galemen:;; auth~ntiques~' which
cad recently be~n adopted by the United Nations Conference on the
Law of Treaties for the text of the Vienna Conv~ntion 6n the Law of
Treaties, would be preferable to the words. "les ~....1extes
faisan:t .&galement foi".
It was decided to retain the ,wording J2roposed by the
Drafting Committee"
!£ticle 22 was aE£r2ved without §@endm£gt',
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Mr. DARAM (France) said that, from the point of view of
presentation, a substantial space should be left between the
paragraph commencing "The present Convention" and the testimonium
clause
0

The CFJiIRMAN said that that point would be taken care of
when the text was retyped. He.suggested that the Committee insert
the worils'''this twenty-third day of June 1969" af~er the words
"DONE at London".
I t was s.2.-deci£.§..<!.

Article 3 1 paragraph (2)(d) {£oncluded)
The CHAIRMAN invited the Committee to take a decision, on the
figure to be inserted.

-H-
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~'fr. D.ARAl'1 (Prance) sai.d -that the proposal to delay the

application of the prospeotive Conv611tion to existing shIps
for twenty-five years mefmt tha-l; it would be unlilrely to apply
to existing chips at all, a.ince the vast majOri"by of them
would probably have been scrapped before the end of that period.
He realized -!;hat a problem eXisted, and thought it could be·
solved by stipulating a period of fifteen years. Existing
ships would be technically obsolete by then and a1te:rations
in their tonnages would be unlikoly to cause economic upheavals.
He therefare propose~ th8 replacement of the square brackets
by the word llfifteen".
Mr. HINZ (Federal RepUblic of Germany) supported the
Fr&nch proposal.
Viscount SIMON (IAPH) sdid tha"1; he wished to remind the
Committee
of the Resolution
which his Association
had·· adcip'l;ed
.
..
.
at its Melboux'ne Conference stressing the importance of the
application of the new tOYipage ml3asureme:nt :t'"ulesto all vessels.
He Y10W realhmd that that was all idle hope. There' were practical
reasons for keeping the transitional period as short as possible.
The eXistenoe~f two· parallel tonnage measu:r:;el1l~nt system3 made it
difficult for port autJ:-lorities to assess in advance the proportion
of new to 6xisting vessels· in the· total nuinber of ships that would
call at their ports •.. If~ the newoverall:tonna:gefigurewas higher
than the eXistiYlg figux'e, newshlps would o ontribute more thaYi their
fair share. The shor'!;er the· -bransHionalperiod· for existlY1g
Ships, the q,xicker the time would oome when ~ll 'ships were charged
ol1the same basis.
"

.

, .

Mr. DOUroV (Bulgaria) endox'sedthe vie1ITs; expressed by' the

previous speaker. A certain period was necessary to enable 0W11ers
8Y1d others to prepare for the implementatioYl of the Y1ew system to
eXisting ships. He therefore proposed that the square brackets
should be replaced by the word "five".
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Mr. PROSSER (UK) said tha't his delega'l;ion had always thought

that the date on which the newOonvention should begin to apply
to existing ships was a very vital question. The negotiatio11
of a simpler and :Lmproved tOlmage measurement system had' only
been possible OD the understanding that· the owners of eXisting
vessels would have adequate time in whioh to prepare for the
changeover. The stipulation of an adequate period would be
conducive to the economic welfare of the shipping industry. On
the other hand, the interests of a.ue-charging authorities had
to be considered? as th~~ for the International
Association of Por'l;s and Harbours had pointed out. The United
Kingdom had always thought 1 and continued to think that a
f.i:Pteen":,,yem' transitional period would be appropriate; however?
in the light of the dec:'sion '.\Thieh the Oommittee had taken that
the new Oonvention should come into force, t,ventY-'four months
after the date specifiec in Article 17(1), and bearing in mind
that that date would be some time after the date on which the
Oonvention was opened for signature, the United Kingdom would
be satisfieu witl~ a transi ti;nalperiod of twelve years. He
therefore proposed that the square brackets be repiacedby
the word "t'welve ll •
Hr. 1!'lIE (Uorway) said that afa,i,rlylong period was
necess.ary•. He therefore. supported the ~reek proposal.·
Hr. rJITJHElrl[ (Switzerland) said that, in the inter.ests of duecharging authorit5"es, the co-existence of two -tdJ:lJ:1age measurellie11t
systems for too 1011g a period ought to he avoided. His delegation
therefore supported the Bulgarian proposaL
rl[r. GLUICHOV (USSR) said that his delegation endorsed the

views expressed by the Observer for the International Association
of Ports and Harbours. It was therefore in favour of' the
Bulgar.ian proposal.
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Nr. QUARTEY (Ghana) said that the Conference had laid
considerable emphasis on the need to avoid placing any parties
to the shipping industry in economic difficulties. Inpursuance
of that principl", it was trying to evolve a newtollnage
measurement system which would reSUlt. in tonnages as close as
possible to the existing tonnages. In addition, the Con~ittee
had, in Article 3(2)(c) given owners an option to request·that
the new Convention be applied to existing ships. The purpose
of those moves was to reduce the number of ShlrJwhioh would
ultimately be involved in eoonomic difficulties when the
changeover occurred. Those faotors shOUld be taken into
consideration indeoiding on the length of the transitional period.
Mr, MaoGULIVRAY (Canada) said that particular attention
should be paid to the problems. of due·-charging authorities. HiEl
delegation was in favour of the shortest possible period during
which. the two systems woul.d operate side by side. It preferred
the Bulgarian proposal to the. United Kingdom suggestion •
. Mr. GI~RDES (Netherland.s) said that the Committee should bear
in mind that the new Convention would include several prov~s~ons
which had been introduced in order to guarantee the economic
future of many existing ships. His delegation was therefore
opposed to any stipulation which wo elld el:rta.:U a ch,mge of
tonnage detrimentaJ. to the ir interests. Consequently, it
supported the Greek proposal.
Nr. MILEWSKI (Poland) supported the Bulgarian proposal.
Mr. MARINI (Italy) supported the United Kingdom proposal.
Mr. MURPWI (USA) said that he was in favour of a five-year
period as being the most equitable solution in the face of
oonflioting interests. His delegation continued to think that
if the new system of measurement were as close ss possible to
the eXisting one, it should be applied to existing ships within

TM/CONF/C.l/SR.13
a re1.atively shcrt period. Such a provision would also be more
fair fcr port authorities and those responsible for determining
dues,
Mr. DAR-AM (France) withdrew his pr090sal in favour of that
made by the United Kingdom.
Mr HINZ (Federal Republic of Germany) said that in that
case he would support the United Kingdom proposal.
o

The CHAIRJI'lAN .ruled the discussion closed, 'lnd put to the
vote the .Greek proposal that the figure "twenty-five" be .il3serteo.
in square brackets in Article 3, paragraph (2)(d).
The proposal was rejected by 17 votes to 6.

1pe
~eject~a

propesal to insert the figure
by 18 v01es ·~o 10.

Bulga~ian

IIfive"~~~

The United Kingdom pr£J22sal to inse.Lt-tr"e figure "twelve
was approved by 25 votes to none.
A~cle

3 was

app~ed

11

as amended.

Rec9mmendation.on uses of gross andn§t tonnages
The CrUiIR~~N invited the Committee to consider the
recommendation on uses of gross and net tonnages svbmitted by
the Drafting Committee (TM/CONF/C.S/l, Annex, Page 17).
Mr. GERDES (Netherlands) proposed ·Ghe deletion of the
words "relating to the overall Ltonnagv cr LCamlnercial capacity]
of merchant fleets", in the firstsentenc e, as they were
unnecessary.
!"fr. lYI/,RUn (Italy) said he could support the 8luendment;
but t~le title and text would then have to be modified so as
to refer .solely to gross tonnages, otherwise the wording would
be ambiguous,
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Mr. HINZ (Federal Republic of Germany) said that the
Netherlands amendment evaded the issue. The text under
consideration was much less stringent than tne one originalJ-y
discussed, and if retained at all should at least be explicit.
The wording in the second square bracket should be "useful
capacity" so as to conform to that approved for paragraph (5)
in .!\.:r:ticle 2 contain:Lng the def:J..:nitio:rlfJ.
~1r.

PROSSER (UK) said that he cO 'l1d support the Netherlands
amendment or the wording suggested by the Drafting Committee,
except that the word lI use ful" was not very satisfactory. '['he
word "functional" would have been better"

Mr. HINZ (Federal Republic of Germany) and Mr. NICHOLSON
(Australia) agresd that the wo,,:,d "functional" was preferable.
Mr. MURPHY (USA) proposed that the wording should follow
that approved in l~ticle 2, paragraphs (4) and (5). To the
best of his reco:L.lection, the General Committee had agreed on
the term "useful capac i ty" in the 'latter paragraph.
CONTOGEORGIS(Greece) considered that the term
"earning" we;s preferable to "useful;' because there were spa<j)es
in ships other than cargo and passengers spaces which were not
, taken into account foI' purposes of calCUlating net tonhage.
]III'.

'Mr. QUIRTEY (Ghana) said that the word "useful" was
inappropriate in the context and should be replaced by the word
"earning" or "operational".
Mr. GERDES (Netherlands) agreed with the United states
representative.
TheCHAIRJ'flAN put' to the vote' the "United States prbposal
that the same wording be used in the first sentence of the
recommendation'as that used i:'1 Article 2, paragraphs (4) and (5).
The propcsal was aEproved by 29 votes to none.
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The CHAIRM.AN put to the vote the proposal by several
delegations that the decision to insert the word "useful" in
Article 2, paragraph (5) be reconsidered.
The proposal w£§.,rejected, 13 votes being cast in favour
and 13 against.
Nr. KASBEKAR (India) proposed the substitution of the word
"ships" for the word "fleets" 'lt the end of the first sentence
in the recommendation.
Mr. MARI~I (Italy) supported the amemdment.
The
Mr.
that the
title of
They had

~~ndmen~

was

approv~~

MADIGAN (UK), Chairman of the Drafting Committee, said
words "nf shipi3" should be inserted at the end.of.the
the International Convention on Tonnage Measurement.
been omitted by mistake.

TM/CONF/C.3Ll as a whole was apDr~v~d, as amended.
Mr. NADEINSKI (Committee Secretary), referring to the
Technical Committee's paper (TM/CONF/C;2/WP.41), concerning
Regulations 5 and 8, .said that the General Committee might
postpone consid.eration o·f Regulation 8 and refer. the Technical
Committee's suggested text direct to the Drafting Committee.
The text could then be reviewed on 18 June When all the
Regulations were being ex~mined.
It was so decJded.
Danish p;roposal
Mr. BACHE (Denmark) said that his delegation wished to
submit for the Committee's consideration. a proposal similar
to one put forward by the French delegation recommending that
Administrations, when issuing tonnage certificates, should
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indicate what the new tonnage would be when the system became
applicable. In that way, port authorities would obtain
comparable data for judging the practical effects that the new
system would have for different types of ships.
Mr. CONTOGEORGIS (Greece) pointed out that the matter
had been discussed by the Technical Committee at the end
of the rrevious week, and an over#helming majority had
pronounced in favour of one figure only being stated on the
Certificate.
Mr. DARAM (France) supported the Danish proposal: such
a clause WaS necessary for comparative purposes and in order to
establish whether a dual system of port dues would be necessary
for new ships on the one hand and existing ships on the other.
The CHAIRMAN said that the text of the Danish proposal
would be circulated the following day and could be discussed
on 18 Juno.
It was

s2-.decide~.

The

meetin~Lose

at-?45 p.m.
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AGENTIA ;J:TErI 5 - EXJJIfiNATIOl\f OF THE DRAFT TEXT OF THE FINAL
ACT OF THE CONFEP.EnCE (Tfij/CO:NF/C,3/2)
TH/CON]/C, 3/2
Pa1"agraph 1
11r, GEIUDES (Netherlands) thought the expression "maritime
traIJs:,;>ort li somewhat restrictive, The Convention would also
cover ships such as fishing vessels, Would it nat be better to
speak of "shipping industries"? .
Baron de GERMCHE de Gar/liRY (Belgtl1m) i'J1lpported that
proposal.
Itt, PROSSER (UK) said that he did not object to the
amendment suggested by the representative of the Netherlands,
but. felt that the term "maritime transport." was more genera:i
than Ilshipping industries",
llJr. GERDES· (Netherlands) suggested the term Ilmaritime

activities".
Hr. NJillEINSKI (Coromit"te"e Secretary) reminded the Coromittee
that the Final Act was to be prepared in four ,languages, It
would be advisable for the French-speaking, Spanish-speaking and
Russian-speaking representativE)s t.o·reflect on the best way of
translating the expressions propoeed.
j\'[r. BIEULE (Argentina). was iJ:;lfavouJ:' of· the expression
"activadad mariti~a;;.· ..
llJr. DARJU1(Fr ance) remarked that the proposal by the

Netherlands representative would .give rise to 'drafting·
diffi~uli;ies.He further pointed out that·the movements of
fishing ves/sels hardly came within the. definition of
"international vo;ages" given in Artiole 2 of the Convention.
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Mr, HINZ (Federal.Republicof Germany) considered that the
expression lishipping industries" plaoed too muoh s'l;re.ss on
the eoonomio aspeot of the question, and that the word l'aotivity"
was too gelleral. He preferred "maritime transport", an·
expressio~l which rendered the desired meaning fairly well and
',\TaS i:: current Use in DIlCO oonventions,
,

. !

Mr. GLU1(HOV (uSSR) was in favour of retaining the eXisting
text.
Mr. GERDES (Netherlands) , replying to IlL:. Daron, said that

fishing vessels sometimes made voyages whioh oame within the
definition of "international voyages". l'Ioreover, the Convention
was important in relation to pa:rt aotivities which were not
exactly .oovered by the term "mGU'itime transport".
I1r, BARDARSON (Iceland) said he preferred.the original
wording. Even fishing vessels when on. international voyages were
engaged in maritime transport, oarrying fish from one country to
another.
. '.' :.
The amendment propose'" by the Netherlands representative
was rejected by ~ votes to 7.
Paragl"aphs 2"- ·Ii .
Approvel: with no objections;
Pjll'agraph 12
ltr. D~AM (Franoe) thought that paragraph should give the
subjects of the re(;o~endations.
The 0HAIli.IIlAN obse:;;-ved that the oorrespondingparagraphin
the Final Aot of the C0nvention on Load.Lines did not inolude·
any list ofreoommendations.They were, however, listed in
the 1962 Internatio~a1 Convention on the Prevention ofpoi1ution
of the Sea by Oil.
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}re. DARJJ1 (France) pointed out that such a list appeared
also in the Final Act of the 1965 Convention on Facilitation of
International Maritime Traffic.
Mr. BACHE (Denmark) supported the French delegation's
proposal.
}~.

PROSSER (UK) said that, on that point, which he conSidered
of minor importance, he would prefer to adopt the view taken,
doubtless with full knowledge of the facts, by the Drafting
Committee.
The French proposal yas approved by 5 votes to 1.
The C}IAIR}~ thought the Co~ittee might leave it to
}1r. Nadeinski to prepare a text which would meet the wishes of
the French delegation.

Paragraph. IS and the final clauses
'It was so decided.

1:§,ragraph IS and the final clauses were approved without
o.Qj ection.
The draft Final Act, as a whole and as amended, was
approved.
AGE1IDA

ITE~

6 -

Ab~

OTHER }1ATTERS REFERRED TO THE COMMITTE~
(continued):
'
(a) DRAFT RECONMElifDATION ON THE UNIFOm1
nT~ERPRETATION OF DEFnTITI01T OF TEill1S
'(TIVCONF/C.S/S)
,
(b) DRAFT nECOI1NElifDATION OJ,lfADAPTATION OF~HE
CONVENTION (TM/dONF/C.l/WP.J,.6)

TM/CONF/C,S/S
:lfr.NICI-IOLSON (.Australia), supported by rir. KASBEKAR (India)
said he feared that it waz not clear from the text that the
International Convention on Tonnage Measurement was included
Bnongs'G the Conventions referred to in the penultimate line.
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11r, PROSSER (UK)" supported by Hr, 11acGILLIVRAY (Canada)
said t:1at, in his view, the texi; was in no way ambiguous.
The expression "such conventions" covered the Convention
on Tonnage }1easurement just as it did "other conv8ntions".
I1r. NICHOLSON (Australia) said he was satisfied with that

explanation.
~he,draft

recomme11dai;.ion was9.pproved without objection.

TM/COI~/C.1/~~,1~

11r. BACHE (:Denmark), comm"mting on his delegation's,
draft recOlmnendation on the Adaptation of the Convention ,said
that it was intended to facilitate the application of the
Convention by enabling the authorities responsible 'for taxation,
during the transitional period, to gain a bette~ understanding
of the new system and to adjust their charges in accordance with
the information given in tha certificates, which would reveal
the divergencies - at times considerable - between the old and
the new tonnage figu~es.
IIJr •. KASBEYwffi (India) feared that the 8ntry of two different

tonnage values in 'I;he same certificate· night prove to be
somewhat confusing for the port authoritieR and be to the
detriment of owners of eXis'l;ing?hips.
I,lx'. :JAI"wJ,N (France) supported the Danish proposal.

The
entry of two sets of tonnages on the certificate would make.
it possible to adapt. charges duringthetransitional period,
and to avoid penalizing new ships~ It was an equitable measure
whioh would be to the advantage both of port authorities and
of the shipping industry.
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I'fr. PROSSER (UK) was inclined to agree with the
representative· of India•. The effect of the Danish proposal
would, in fact, be to apply to eXisting ships a mea3ure which
the TecD~ical Committee had rejected for new .ships
(Ti'1/COIIT'/Co2/1AlP,4l, paragraph 8) •.. ThatmeasUit'e w.ould be
a soUit'ce of needless confusion. and complications.
I!b.'. CONTOGEORGIS (Greece), rill:'. GLtIKHOV (USSR),
lilT. SUZUKI (Japan), Nr. FILA (Polarjd) and Mr. I!I:ARINI (Italy)

concurred in that view.
I'fr. HINZ (Federal Republic of Germany) said. that he alsd
failed to see the purpose of the Danish proposal, ilnlessit
was to illform pox-t authorities of the resu1tsthatwonld
follow from tbe applicaHon of the new Regulationsj . I f they
wished to obtain such information, those authorities would
do better to enquire of their tonnagemeas11.rement adniinistrative
depa:dnents.

r1l:'. BACrm (Denmark) thought nevertheless that his proposal
would previde a useful instrument of comparison,' The fact
that two sets of toimage measUit'ements were snteredwol1.ld show
everyone 'col1cerned 'that the purPose of' theOonvention was
indeed to introduce'a 'formulagivIng resultse.sclose as
possible to existing values, The confusion to whidh various'
speakers had referred 'ViaS taken care of by the stipulatio:n in thf'l
draft recommendatiOn, that the information on new tonnages shiJuld
be clearly separated frbmthe rest of thscertificate - e.g. in
a separate "pox" with a title warning that the tonnages were
not yet in force.
l1r •. ON.L\P. (United Arab Republic) supported the Danish
proposal, which should lighten the task of port authorities.
I~.

DARAN (France) did not think there was any real
danger of confusion. Furthermore, he would remind the United
Kingdom representative that the decizion of the Technical
Committee did not bind the General OOl~ittee, the latter
being both competent and sovereign.
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I~.

WIE (Norway) said he understood the considerations.
which prompted the representative of Danmark. Nevertheless,
he considered that it was sufficient to enter only one set
of tonnages on the certificate. In that way diffioulties
such as hscbeen encountered in implementing the tonnage mark
system would be obviated.

}rr. KLEINBLOESEM (Netherlands) unreservedly zupported
the Danish proposal. He drew the attention of the
representative of the Federal RepUblic of Germany to the.
fact that every port received ships of all nationalities,
and that it would be pointless for port authorities to
ask their Administrations for information relating to ships
flying the flags of other States. He also reminded the
Oommittee. of the comment made in -t:he.TechnicalOommittee by
the Director of the port of Boro.eaux,to the effect that. the
port authorities would protect their own interests by applying
higher rates if they considered that the particulars supplied
to them were inSUfficient.
~tr.

QUARTEY (Ghana) seid he failed to grasp the purport
of the Danish proposal and did not see why sllipownersshou1d
be compelled to bear the additional costs eniailedbY'a
seco:pd mes,surement.
;rheJ2.ani§]l 'proposal was rejected by 23 votes to 8.
The meeting rose at 11.05

~.m.
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CONTEli!~§.

Agenda item 6 - Any other matters referred to
the Committee (concluded)

3

Agenda item 4 - Examination of the text of
. Regulations as well as
Recommendations and. Resolutions
..prepared by the Technical
Committee (concluded)
.'

4

---I~
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AGEi):DA ITEM 6 - ANY OTHER MATTERS HEFERL'iliD TO THE COJYITlIITTEE
(concluded): RECOMMEN~ATIONON ACCEPTANCE
OF THE CONVENTION (TM/CONF/6)
The CHAIRMAN ,d:t'ew the Committee I s attention to the text
of a Recommendation on the acceptance of the prospective,
Convention (TM/CONF/6, page 129). He said that the text should
qe c:lrrected by the addition of the words "of shiVs" after the
word "measurement",
TV'X. ,de JONG (Netherlands) said that Governments which

became Parties to the prospective Convention could not be,
expected to denounce prior treaties, conventions and arrangements
in respect of existing ships. The Oslo Convention was an example
of an instrument which could not .be denoUllced as long ,as there,
were existing ships.
Mr, OSMAN (United Arab Republic) said that th~ proposed
Recommendation affected a convention e:nd,arrangement-s. concerning
the tonnage of ships passing through the Suez Canal., His country
could not denounce that convention:or ihearrangements.
Mr. MuRPHY (USA) agreed that the part ,of the proposed
,

,

,

Recommendation objected to by t~e vrevious speakers could be a '
source of diffic'i.1.1 ty. He thought the question of prior treaties
was adequately cb-vered ,by Article 14' ofth~ prospeetive C~nve~tion",
His delegation,thereforepr6po~edtha:t'the'Recomm~ndationshould
end at the' word','possible" and . that" the r'emainder of the text
should be deleted.
"

,

Mr. PROSSER (UK) supported the Unjted States proposal.

Mr~BAC}iE'(:behmarlc) said that the provisions of Article 14
would safegU:ardthe statusofex~sting ships.
The CHAIRMAN put the United States proposal to the vote.
The proposal was adopted by 26 votes to none.
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The CHAIRJVIAN said that the fUll text of the Recommendation,
as corrected and amended, read:
"The Conference recommends that Governments should
accept the International Convention on Tonnage Measurement
of Ships, 1969, at as early a date as possible".
The text of the Recommendation, as readout by the Chairman,
wasanprovea..
~:he

CHAIRJVIAN said that the Oommittee should approve ,a title
for the Recommendation. It had'been suggested,that the title
should read: "Acceptanc3 of the International Convention on
Tonnage Measurement of Ships, 1969".

~

i

The title read out by the Chairman was approved.
'AGENDA ITEM 4 - EXAMiNATION OF THE TEXT OF RCGULATIONS AS \vELL
AS RECOMMENDATIONS AND RESOLUTIONS,PREPAHED BY
THE TECHNICAL COl:IMITTEE (TM/CONF/C.3/4;
Tr1jCONF/C,.1/7) ,
, Text of Regulations (TM/COtlF/C.3/4)
The CHAIRMAN invited the Oommlttee to consider the text
approved by the Drafting OoIrimittee. 'He reminded the Committee
thatitsterins of' reference precluded the' discussion of anything
but thelcgal and administrative aspects of the Regulations.
Mr. MADIGAN (UK), Chairman of the Drafting Committee,
enu~erated various editorial changes which he thought should
be made in the text of the Regulations. Firstly, throughout
the Regulations, Arabic numerals should replace Roman numerals
, for the numbering of, the Appendices.
several changes were necessary in RegUlation 2:
in the seventh line of paragroph (4)(b)(i)(1), the words "the
line of the opening of the space" should be added after the
Sec~ndly,

i
"

"'-::../

(I
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word "at" illld in the eighth lin'e the letter "s" should be deleted
from the word iiFigures";" in the fourth line of para·~
graph (4)(b)(i)(2), the word "then" should be deleted; in paragraph (4) (l:i)(ii) ,.the bracket needed to be closed in the la.st line;
in paragrai~(4)(b) (iii), a comma was rGguired after the word
"only" in' the sixth line; and in paragraph, (6) the word
"enclosed" should be inserted before the word "spaces" in the
second line"
Thirdly, in Regulatian 4(1)(iii), the word "Or"
needed to be ir-serted between the opening of the bracket and the
word "as" in the line relating to the caefficient K2 • LastlY,
in Appendix 1, Figure 2 was to be headed '''Reg.2(4) (b) (i) (2)".
The: ch~nges enumerated by
OOllimitteewere approved.

t~

Chairman of the Drafting

The OHAIRMAN invited the Oommittee to consider the modified
text regulation by regulation.'
~lation

1

Approved without comment.
Regulation 2
Paragraphs (1)-(3)
Approved without oomment.
Paragraph (4)
Sub-paragraph (a).
Mr. OVERGAAlJ1i, (Netherlands) proposed that the words '''or by
fixed or portable partitions or bulkheads in the first' sentence
should be placed after the word "cciverings"" instead of at the
end of the sentence.
Ii

. ','

Mr. OONTQGEORGIS (&re'eee) supported the Netherlands

proposal.

.:

.

'.

.
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Mr. L. SP!NELLI (Italy), Chairman of the Technical Committee,
said that the change proposed by the Netherlands dldnot result
in a thoroughly satisfactory text. He proposed that the first
sentence of the sub":paragraph should read:, "Enclosed'spaces are
all those apaces which are bounded by the ship's hull; by fixed
or portable p~rtitions or,bulkheads or by decks or coverings
o-J:;her than permanent or moveable awnings".

Mr. PROHASK.A.(Denmark) pointea. out ,that the wording proposed
by Mr. Spinelli would define enclosed 'spaces in undimensional

C:

i

terms, ,which was an impossibility.
¥~.

OVERGAAUVJ (Netherlands) said that the, objection raised
by the Danish 'representative cO.llld be overcome, by replacing the
third "or" in Mr. Spinelli's wording by a comma. 'I,f that was
done, his delegation 'would withdraw its proposal. He suggested
that rrr. Spinelli's proposal be amended in that way.
It was so decided.
Mr. OVERGAA~N (Netherlands) withdrew his delegation's
proposal.
The CHAIRMAN put Mr. Spinelli's proposal; as amended, to
the vote.
....
'

,

'

The pro'Posal was adoiite_d by 2.9 ,votes to 1Lone.•
Sub-r;aragra'Pfl (a), as amended, was a'p'Proved .• ,
Sub-paragraph (b)
Introductory wording,
Mr. GLUKHOV(USSR) said that in the third line of the
introductory wording, the words "and shall not therefo:ce be
included" had beEn omitted after the worcls "as enclosed". He
thought the omission was due to a typing error and proposed
that the words in question should bE reinstated.

/.~,

1
-'
0
r'.

1
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lVJr. L. SPINELLI (italy), Chairman of the Technical Committee,

supported the Soviet proposal.
The Soviet proposal yas approved.
A dlS0.Ussion took place between r1r. de JONG (Netherlands),
Mr. MURPHY (USA), Mr. HINZ (Federal Republic of Germany),
Mr. ?ROHASKA (Denmark) and Mr. GUPTA (India), in which considerable
doubt was expressed as to whether the wordingbf sub-paragraph (b)
cor~ectly reflgcted the balance which the Technical Committee
had intended to establish between the various conditions
stipulated in the introductory wording.
Mr. ROCQUEMONT (France) said that it had been the Technical
Cowmittee1s intention that the conditions introduced by the
w'ords"unless" and "provic.ed '" should be parallel conditions.
He therefore proposed that the werds "Unless they are" be
replaced by the words "provided that they are not.",

Mr. L. SPINELLI (Italy), Chairman of the Technical Committee,
and Mr. de JONG (Netherlands) supported the French proposaL
The CHAIRl\1AN put the French proposal to the vote.
The proposal was adoJ2ted by 28 votes to none.
Mr. ROCQUEMONT (France) observed that the text approved
by the Committee for the L1troductory wording to (4) (b)., was
still not cOhlpletely in line with the ,,.rording used in the
figures in Ap~endix 1 end in tha draft certificate itself.
His delegation therefore intended to submit a new draft of that
paragraph for consideration by the Confererce.
Sub-subpara~raph

(i)(l)

.Mr •. GLUKHOV (USSR.) proposed that the first reference in
parenthesis to Figure I in Appendix 1, at the end of the first
sentence should be deleted, and the second sentence bepiaced
immediately after the first to form one whole paragraph.

- 8 -
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Mr, MURPHY (USA) supported the proposal,
Sub-subparagraph (i)(l), as

amen~ed,

was

appr~.

Sub-subparagraph (i)(2)
Approved without comment.
Sub-8ubparagraph (i)(3)

Mr. HABACHI (Observer for the Suez Canal Authority) drew
attention to Fj.gure 6 (Appendix 1), to which reference was made
in that paragr'aph. Heferring to the construction indicated in
the middle of the deck, he pointed out that, according to the
Suez Canal regulations, a hatch could not invalidate the open
space unless it was higher than half the height cf the superstructure to the side, wherever it was placed within that space.
Since the normal heip,ht for a hatch was 3 feet 6 inches, he
00nsidered that inclusion of the word 'hatch' in Figure 6 was
mioleading and suggested that the central construction in the
diagram should be labelled "Erection Ii only.

r~

·U

With regard to Annex II (page 15 of TM/CGNF/C.3/4), he
noted that although the Technical Committee had originally
intended that the date of construction cf the ship be recorded
in the draft certificate, that refererice had not finally been
made in the proposed text. Since the data provided, in certain'
cases, the only m'lans of distinguishing between two vessels of
the same name, he sug€ested that it should be t'e-inserted. in
the certificate.

Mr. WILSON (UK), replying to the first point

rai~ed

by
Mr. Habachi, explained that Figure 6 of Appendix 1 was intended to
illustrate the case where a hatch or erection was within a
distance less than half the breadth df any adjacent side-to-side
erection. Such a construction would, he believed, be taken to
'close'the entrance to the superstructure and thus invalidate

I

,"'' ' 'i

'~'
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the open space. His delegation would not object to deletion of .
the words "Hatch or" in Figure 6, provided that the text of
paragraph (4) (6)(i)(3) was amended in' some way to make i t clear
that the hatch could not be in line ~li th the opening, i.n . the
side...,to-siiie erection nor partially within the side-to:-side
erection.
The CHAIRMAN ruled that since there was no formal proposal
on the issue, there cduld be no further discussion.
SUb-subparagraph (i)( 3) was approyed wi thoutchange.
Sub-subparagraph (ii)
Mr. GRUNER (Finland) observed that in the seventh line, ·the
phrase "the open spac.e between the top. of the r1:!.ils" was
geOmetric.allY.~and. proposed that "open space" be changed
to.' IIver'tiica,1 distance".
, Sub-subparagraph (H)

2

thus amended,.was approved.

Sub -pa;:agraphs
(iii)
arid (iv)
,
..

,:

'.

.

:

",' , Approved without comment.
.
,~

I

;;1 '.

_",

. ,",

".:

" Sub,..paragraph (v) "

;

;

.

:-,.

MI-;

de JONG (Netherlands) pointed out,U.at tp,e wording was
ambiguous; ,He understood that tl)e, sub-paragraph ~las intei:ldedto
apply'to corridors, 'but it appeared from"the, text that a l'arge,
opening or recess of any wid,th could invalidate. the space., He'
therefore suggest8d that a limitation of 1.5 metres should .be
fixed for the width of the recess,' and proposed the following
opening to the paragraph "A recess with a width not greater than
1. 5 metres in the, bulkhea¢l of an erection. ••• etc. n.
The matter was
Sub-paragraph

leftf.'or disoussion by ,the Conference.

(v)

was' approved'without change.
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Ap~roved

without comment.

Paragraph (6)
Mro PR'JRASKA (Denme.rk)introduced TM/COUF/C.l/7 and explained
that his delegation had submitted the two definitions of cargo
spaces contained therein to draw attention to the fact that
ambiguities could occur in the interpretation of paragraph (6).
He proposed, firstly, that the last part of_the first sentence,
as modified, after "disch~rged from the ship", should be deleted,
because the reference to "spaces included in the -compu:ta,tion of
gross tonnage" was superfluous.

o

I
'~

i

His delegation nevertheless preferred that the whole of-the
paragraph be redrafted to take account of spaces where-cargo was
not stowed, but was handled or treated in somevay;· such spaces
might be of ·considerable size and importance
in the case
-.
.
. . of such
vessels as refrigerated ships, tankers, fish factory ships and
whalers , cattle ships, car ferrie and bi-e()artie~s. - -

s

of

Mr. L. SPINELLI (Italy), Chairman
the Technical Cammi ttee,
observed that the problem raised by the Danishdelegat;i.onha.:d been
_discussed at length both in the Technical Committe.e _ and its
-Working Group. : The changes proposed undoubt,edly. consti tut'ld a
matterof substance.'" Surely the Danish IiEipJ;'esental;ive', s obj<';)ction
t6 the' Drafting - cemini ttee 's text was exaggerated" since, -as far.
as p'assen€wr ships were concerned, - the' resul t of his ame:(ldm<';)ntwould. be that the first term' in' the net tonnage formula would.
be 0.25 GT.
Speaking on behalf of his delegation, he stated that the.
Drafting Committee 's text should be left unchange~.
Mr. PRivALOV·(USSR) said that ~lthough he understood the
Danish representative's desire to devise a more precise definition
of cargo spaces his suggestion would lead to grave complications.

,---:--:>.,

CJ

I

~.'
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For example, supposing Alternative I were chosen, owners of
refrigerated ships might choose to install cooler-ducts between
decks which would have an adverse effect on construction methods.
Similarly, he feared that practical problems would arise over
the inclusion, of a reference to partit~ons, machinery and
apparatus for the treatm~nt of cargo. Cases when such apparatus
was placed il]. t4e hold would be rare because of the effect that
would have on cargo description.
Again, should Alternative I be approved, problems would
arise in respect of fish factory ships and ore carriers, because
of the difficulty of establishing a satisfactory definition of
factory decks in fish factory ships where fish would be processed
for carriage as cargo, or conveyors in ore carriers. Such
spaces could not be regarded as holds. It was also difficult to
achieve a satisfactory definitioll of machinery and apparatus,
as experience had demonstrated in the applIcation of existing
regulations.
The Conference had rightly aimed at simplicity in the
wording of the Regulations, and the Drafting Committee's text
for paragraph (6) wassati'3frictory for the timebe'ing. ,At a
later ~tage, improvement a or moredetaHed clauses ,could be
considered; 'as had been done' in the case of the Safety Convention
and th~ 1966; Internaticina.l C~nvention on Load Lin3s.",

Th~

Danish suggestions were not (;ompre:hen~iv~enough to '
cover ~11 contingsncies, and if approved would destroy the
agreement already reach~d on some extremely intricate problems.
He had, no objection to the addition at the end of
paragraph (6) of th~ words "by' the 'letters' CS".
Mr. ROCQUEMOlifT (France) ,said that the Danish representative's

paper (TH/CO,,;F/C.l/7) had confirmed his doubts about paragraph (6).
The definition of cargo spaces in the Drafting Committee's text
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was somewhat unsatisfactory, and it was desirable to devise
something more precise. Admittedly, the Drafting Comnlittee had
followed the Technical Committee's instructions, but the text
ought to be expanded by examples that should not be limitative,
so as to illustrate what was meant. The addition of the words
"by the letters CS" at the end of the paragraph was acceptable
provided that the letters chosen were appropriate in both English
and F:..'ench.

Mr. MURPhY (USA) said that tne main problems raised in the
Danish paper had been exhaustively discussed in the Technical
Committee rold its Working Group, and were covered in Regulation 6.
Accordingly, he agreed with the Technical Committee's Chairman
that the suggested changes were of a substantive nature. The
Drafting Committee's text should be approved as it stood.

Mr. OVERGAAUW (Netherlands) supported the Danish
representative's suggestions to amplify paragraph (6), as that
would make for greater clarity and render Regulation 6 easier
to apply.

Mr. WILSON (UK) endorsed the Soviet representative's statement. Acceptance of the Danish suggestions would require reconsideration of'the K2 factor in the net tonnage formula which
had been based on moulded volumes. It was extremely difficult
to arrive 'it a satisfactory definition of cargo spaces, and the
result achieved after long discussion was the ~est in the circumstances. The Danish suggestion would greatly complicate matters.

Mr. RUSSEL (South Africa) said that he was in favour of
greater precision in the text of paragr,ph (6). It gave no
indication as to how bilges, tank tops or open floors should
be treated for purposes of measurement.

()

,

I

~

·'
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Mr. PROHASKA (Denmark) reiterated that unless the words
"prov,ided, that such spaces have been included .in the computation
of gross tonnage" were deleted the Drafting Committee's text
could only create confusion', since enclosed spaces were always
included in computing gross tonnage.
,

'

As fOr the permanent marking, he proposed that the letters
eM be llsed, since they would be appropriate both in English and
in French.
~IT.

FLEISCHER (Norway) agreed with the Technical Committee's
Chairman: the Drafting Committee's text was, satisfactory as it'
stOOd." ,A perv.salof Regul~tiOD. 6 would indicate how the proviso
at the end of paragraph (6) was to be interp~eted, 'i.e. it was
intended to cover containers~

Mr. ERIKSSON (Sweden) sa,i,d th8,t the text of paragraph (6)
and of RegUlation 6 might be clear to members, of the TecDnical
and Drafting Committees, but the me&~ing might not necessarily be
cle8.r to ship surveyors at, some ',future 'date. 'Perhaps a brief
explanatory merribrar;dum might be prepared summarizing theforEigoing
discussion.
r~,

Mr. PROHASKA (Denmark) observed that in any 'event empty
containers could not be regarded as enclo~ed spaces.' HB withdrew
the two alternative texts put forward for ,discussion in his paper
(TM/CONF/C.l/7),for.purposes of achieving a clearer dEifinition.
However, he maintained his proposa.l to delete the proviso at the
end of the first sentence in ,the Drafting Gommitteels'text and to
add the words "by the letters CM" at tbe end of' the second' sentence.

Mr.' NOZIGLIA (Argentina) said that a point should be taken
into account: such cargoes as fodder were consmJled but not
discharged from the ship.,

~;:
/

>

/

t

"
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Mr. ROCQUEMONT (France) emphasized the need to retain the
proviso in the first sentence· of the IJrafti.ng COrilmittee' s text.
It would then be clear that containers on deck had not been
overlooked.
]Vir. PROHASKA (Denmark) said that he fully agreed with what
had teen said by the Argentine representative;·· the words ",,,hich
istobe discharged from the ship" were totally superfluous and
shovld be. dropped.

,

I

~.

The CHAIRMAN pointed out that there seemed to be no support
for the Danish representative 1 s modified amendment. That being so,
he presumed that the General Committee.wished to approve the
Drafting Committee's text unchanged, except for the insertion of
the word "enclosed Ii before. the words. "spaces appropriated" in the
first sentence, which had been omitted from the text in error.
It was so 'decided.
Paragr'aph (6) ,was approved with that amendment.
Par~r,aph

(7t

Mr. QVARTEY(Gharia) questioned whether the word "conditions"
should be used' in the plur<:tl..

.

.

:Mr.

NADEI:NSKI (00mrriittee Secretary) explained that exactly
the same wording had teen used in Regulatiol13,.paragrapn (12)
of the'1966;Lnternational Conventi.~n on Load Lines.
~agraph ·(7) was approved without ohange.

Regulation 2, as a whole and as arhanded"was approved.
Regulation 3
Regulation 3 was approved without

chang~.

The m&eting rose at 12.25 p.m.

o

':·"4
~
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Regulat.ion 5
Paragraphs (1) arid (gl
Approved without comment.,

r---,

(

Mr. GUPTA (India) and Mr. GLUKHOV (USSR) supported that
proposal.
Mr. MADIGAN (UK), r~plying to Mr. ERIKSSON (Sweden) said
,that the proposed amendment would apply only t.o net. tonnage,
A new Cert.ificate would have t.o be issuedlft.he gross t.onnage
was alt.ered.
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ROCQUEMONT (Franc e) enquired what Certific2,te the ship
would carry during the interim peri'od under the United Kingdom
]V"J.r.

proposal "', the old, or the new.
Mr. ~U»IGAN (me) explained that under his delegation's
proposal, the original Certificate would continue in force until

the expiry of the twelve-month period'e,'It was true that during
that period the characteristics sh9wn on page 2 of the
Certificate would not correspond exactly with the net tonnage
indicated on page 1, but the same objection'''c6uldbe, T'aised
in regard to' the intermediate Certificate proposed in the
orig:lllal document'.

c'

'Mr. MUENCH (Israel) suggested that the intention of the
United Kingdom proposal c~uld be made clearer by'modifyillg'the
amendment to read:nA new International Tonnag~ CertificG-te :(1969)
incorporating the net tonnage so determined Elhall not be issU,ed
until tYielve months ••. "'.

':

;.

Mr. ROCQUEMONT (France) agre,~d that: the word,ing proposed by
the representative of Israel made the, proposal'clear,.,

Nevertheless, the French delegation,consiC\ere,dtJ;:iatdiffioulties
might a~ise during t:[:\e inte;imperiod. ' T,o obviate those
(~,
diffioul ti'e8, it,~q~ld, be wiele, to, provide a space on the
J
origir:tal
C~rtifica;j;~.;in
,«hich,
the.Ad~i:nistrat:i.on cOll1(1 indicate
.
'-'."
;,.
.
..
-.
that, the . characteri$tics
modified •
. . . '.
. of
.. the. .sl1iphadpeen
.....
"

'

'

-

" .

Mr. MADIGAliJ, (tr',,r)', pointed', out, that there W2 s alreody a

space for ,remarks, on. page 2 of the draft'Certificate;
Mministrationscol.1.1dusethi:tt space' in the way suggested by'
Mr. Ho cquEimont.
Mr. OHRISTIANSEN (Norway) strongly supported the'

Unitedy,:ingdom pro.posal, as amende(l by t1).erepre8entativ€ of
Israel;
parti~ularlY'in~iew
of,the'provisions of ,Article
12(:3),
.'
.
.
.
.
,
.
which
stated, .thEtt any discrepancy
between
.
.,....
. . . . the Certificate :and'
' . ,

",'"'

'.'

-

-

",

;

I

I
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~
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the actual characteristics of the ship must be reported.

Mr. MJiDIGAN

(~i.)

said he could accept the amendment to
his delegation's proposal suggested by the representative of
Israel.
,The United Kingdom ,proposal, as amended, was adopted.

Mr; ROCQUEMONT (Fr;'nce) suggested that lines 3 to 50f
paragraph (3) were superfluous, in view of the fact thd
draught (d) was already included in the characteristics of the
ship mentioned in line L,'
MURRAY StHTH (~£) said it appeared at first glance that
the French proposcll might permit a passenger ship to Change its
draught frequently without incurring the time penalty. If that
was the case, the United Kingdom delegation would oppose the
suggestion.
}'fr.

Mr. PROHASKA (Denmark) consider,ed that ,the apPJ:'ehensions
expressed by Mr. Murray Smith were unjustified. The Danish
delegation supported the French proposal.

Mr. L., SPINEJ"LI (Italy) ,Chairman, of the Technical Corumi ttee,
said that the Technical Committee h[\dthought i te,dvisable
to underline" the point, concerning a change, of trade in the case
, "()fpa~se:iiger-shipi3:." He' cOll."ldsee rra objection to the
retention of the phrase in question.

Mr. ROCQUEMONT (France) withdrew his proposal.
Paragraph (3), as amended was approved.
Eegulation 5, as a whole and as amended, was approved.

TM/CONF/C.l/SR~16

Regula,tion.6,
Pa,ra,gra,ph (1.)
Mr. PROHASKA (Denmark) said hec6nsiclered i t illogical

tha,t the volume of a, wooden ship should be calculated to the
outer surface ,of, the shell l ,w:hereas ,th~. YQlumecfa, metal ship
was to be calculated to the inner ?ide. of the shell •. He wondered
whether that provision had not ,in fa,ct, been intended to apply
at a time .when displacement, was envisaged as the criterion'
r.~
for net tonnage.

LJ

Mr. L. SPINELLI (Italy), ,Chairman yf the Technical Committee,
suggested that the paragraph should be amended to allow for the
measurement of cargo space to, the i=e,r surface of the' ship in
the case of wooden Ships.
Hr. MURRAY SMITH (UK) agreed with the previous·speaker.
Mr," ERIKSSON (Sweden) said itwD.s' his impression that

the TeChnical Committee :hfld agreed that moulded volume should
be used in the case of,cargospaceas well'as in thecas~ of
total volume.
The CHAIRMAN enquired whethertheComrilittee'wished to'
reconsider the" substanoe of the' paL'agraph; ;
It was 'decideCl,'by
without oho.nge.

0.

large mcij6rity,

Po.ragl"aphs (2) o.nd'O)
Approved wi thoU:t" comment, '" '
Regu12.tioi:t .. ~, was· approved i
Regulation 7
Approved without comment.
Appendix 1
Approved without comment.

t~approve paragro.ph (1)

I

.1

='0'
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Appendix 2
Mr. ROCQUEI10NT (France) pointed ou.t that in the French

version; the
point
. . decimal
.' .
.
.Sh~uldbe'replaced by a comma·th;r:oughout.
'

The CHAIHJlfAN said that

tha~

would be done.

Appendix 2 was approved, as modified in the French version.
Annex II (Draft Tonnage Certificate)'

.--,

Mr. MiiD I GAN (UK) , Ch~irman of the Drafting Committee, drew
attention to the note on pag'e 2 of TM/CONF/C.3/4. He explained that
the Drafting Committee had been unable to find any cogent reason
for requiring the insertion of the date on which the keel had
been laid o:r on which alte'rations had been carried out.
Mr. L. SPINELLI (Italy), Chairman of the Technical Committee,
said that a majority of the members of the working group which had
prepared the draft Certificate had been in favour of including
a space for the insertion of that date.
Mr. ROCQUEMONT (France) consideJ~ed that the Drafting

,/

COrrrnlittee was not empowered to make a s1:.bstantive change of that
nature., ,.
.' TheCB:AIRlfAN said he personally .,:,:greed with the previous'
speaker,
Mr. '. r1ADIGAN (UK), Chairinan of the Drafting Committee; said

that, as it appeared to be the view of the General Committee
that a matter of :substancewas involv.ed, he would p:r~pose the
restoration of the date "box".
It waS so decided.

Mr. BACHE (Denmark) proposed that some means should be
found of indicating,that page 2 also formed· part of the document.
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Mr. GUPTA (India), supporting the proposal,sugg8$ted: tha,t a
nbte in brackets' should be inserted on'page 1, after, the headings
"GROSS TONNAGE" and "NET TOI'"NAGE'i, tc' the effect that dei;ails would
be, fcund on the following page" ,. '
Mr,6MAR (United Ar~b Republic) pointed out th,at page 2 did
not contai~ th~ full information required for' calculating, gross
and net tonnage:, the Teclu1:l.cal' Committee' had decided that, t;he
'locatib~, but, not the volume, , of the spacesshbuldbe indic~t~d,

0

I
'-.;:;;.:-/

i

Mr,NICHOLSON (Australia) said that he wouici prefer the form
to be ieftas 'it was. Austr~lia, for insta~~e; might' want to
print the . whcilecertificate ono.n()side'~f the page.
;,

'MlLEWSK:I (poland) ?:gree~with ,the Australian'
, repr,,!sentative.:

Mr.

During a dlScu~~ion 'in which, a ,number of, suggestions were
made, Mr. DARAM (France): said -that areferen~e to '~age 2 was,
Meded on page 1 because signature of the ceriificatein-itblved
responSibi'Utyfo:ri the information ~oritairiedin the oertificate.

Mr. CHRISTIANSEN (Norway) said that the certificate was
me~ely'aiilbdel; its presentation was a matter for the countries
using it.

,./'"

)
~

(

'~

The CHAIRMAN :put to the vote the pr()posal to in'sert on page 1
a reference to page 2 •
The propcsal was rejected by 15 votes to 8.

Mr. HINZ (Federal Republic of Germany) questioned the need
for two signatures on the certific2,te, The second signature
seemed meaningless"
The CHAIRMAN explained that th() certificate had been
prepared on the model of the International Load Lin~ Certificate
(page 128 of the 1966 Load Line Convention).

i
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Mr. DARAM

.(F:r:~1J:lCe)

agreeo.with the .represGntative .of the
Federal Republic of. GermEmy, . and p:roposedthe deletion of the
last three lines. on page L

Mr.

WIE (Nbrway) pointed out that there would not
necessarily be'two signatures, in view of the words: "and/or
(seal of issuing authority)" under the space for the first·
signature •
.

~

(

Mr. OVERG1J.1J.UW·(Netherlands) and Mr. DARAM (France) concurred.

Mr. GUPTA (India) suggested that the second signature should
be retained, with a suitable. note to provide for the case of
signature by an official of a government other than the one
named.

Mr. NICHOLSON (Ausi;ralia) thought that that might give
rise to legal problems at a later stage.
The CHAIm~AN asked whether, in view of the Comment by the
Nor<,tegian representative, the Committee accepted Annex 11., with
theamEmdments. agre'ed upon earlier.
It was so de aided.

(
("'.

Annex II was approved as amended.
Regulation. 4 .

Mr. PROHASKA (Denmark) proposed the following amendments
to paragraph (1): the semioolonat the end: of the first sentence
should. be replaced by a cOlillla; the next phrm,e should be amended
to read: "in which formula"; and the first word on page 9 should
be replaced by the words: "and in which",

Mr. L. SPINELLI (Italy), ChEi,irman of the Technical Committee,
and Mr. MUENCH (Israel) supported the amendments,
Regulation 4, thus amended, was approved.
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Regulation 8:

p'enaltie~-i£a5e~2 of TM/CON?!C.3(4)

The CH1l.Illi1AN invited the Chairman of the Drafting Committee
to state the position taken up by t11o-t Committee with regard to
Regulation 8, concerning :the penalties· that might possibly be
provided for in th?event of. cargoes being discovered in non-open
spaces.'

Mr. GLUKHOV (USSR), speaking in his capacity as Vice-Chairman
of the DrGfting Committee, s('tid that, ,in view of the
Ii
Technical Committee's feeling that a provision on the lines of
Regulatiori 8 ~houid belncluded i:d the Artible; rather than in
the Regulations, -thebrCli'tlngc'onLinitteehad not;;'ished to prejudge
the decision of the General Comlnittee. The Drafting Committee's
own view was that no such clause should be included either in the
Regulations or in ,the Ji.rtic10s, on 'the ground that it might give
rise to practical diff:i:cult'ies at the diploniCltic leveL How€ver,
it was
not for
the .Dl'af:ting
.Connni ttee to take, a ,de.cisionon
that
.
,....
...
.
point..
It, was
for. the
General
Committee.
,to '
s tate, . whether
it- wished
'
.'
r
'
.
•
'
a draft recommendation to be,drawn up Qnd, if .so,wh"ther it .wished
to instruct the Drafting Committee to prepare one.
,~.

-.

'.

'.

.

" ' . . '

Mr. MURPHY (USA) re~alled his delegition's' Poiiti~n; which
was that it considered tlidt the word:Lngof:Article l ' sufficed to
give Governments the necessary weapons, and that it was.-not
desirable .to inchlde a claus.e relating to penalties e.i ther in
the ;Regulations or in the, Artioles. '

Mr. HINZ (Federat Republic of Germany) shared the view expressed
by Mr. Murphy.
The CHAIRMAN took nOte of -the fact that there appeared to be
general agreement ,in that senAe.
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Regulation 5 (Change of nettonn2:ge)

(resu~)

Mr. ROCQuEJl1ONT (France) reminded the Conlrilittee that it had

previously held in abeyrolce the question of the manner in ~hich
a change of net tonnage' should be showri on the Tonnage"Certificate.
The CHAIRMAN suggested that it might be enough if the space
left blank on the tonnage certific~te were used to enter the
necessary particulars during the transitional period •
.r-..

i

Mr.

ROCQUEMONT(France) urged that the problem ' should be
explicitly solved iri one way or another, either by means of a
footnote to page 1 of the Tonnage Certificate or preferably by
the inclusion of a suitable provision in the Regulations.
Mr. L. SPINELLI (Italy), Chairman of the Technical Comm~ttee,
saw no point in mentioning a reduction in net tonnage. A shipowner
who ~as, unable to use certain spaces for a,given period after
the tonnage certifioate had been chicnged, was in the same situation
as if he were not using his ship to its load line. In that event,
there was no need for an intervention by the authorities.
Mr. ROCQUEMONT (France) thought, on the ccntrary, that any

lack of clarity should be avoided in the case'of inspection.
In the absence of any mention, the condition of the ship did not
correspond to the ent;desmarle on t:p.f,l, Tonnage., Certificate and
that was regrettable.
Mr. L. S:pINELL+ ,(Italy), Chairman. of the trechnical'Committee,

still t l1 0ught that, although it was natural toindica'te a
modification which entailed an increase in net 't6r.tnage, ' there 'was
no need t,o mention one "rhich entailed arBduction.'
... .:"
Mr. J?ROHASKJ; (Denmark) observed that some modifications
might have, the effect of increasing gross tonnage and decreasing
net tonnage. In such Cases the issue of a provision~l ce~tificate
was essential.

-- l~ -.
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Mr. MURPHY (USA) recognized that such C2ses might arise,
but they would be very rare. He supportecl Mr. Spinelli·' s views,
and thought that no mention was required.
The CHAIRMAN noted that there was no support for the French
proposal and that consequently there was no need to continue
the discussion.

Mr. BACHE (Denmark) was anxious to know, before the Committee
rose, whether a standing committee would be made responsible, if~
not for interpreting the Regulations of the Convention in cours~~i
of preparation, at least for rpcording such difficulties of
implementation as might emerge in pr2ctice and for taking action
thereon. That had been done in the case of the Oslo Convention,
(vide the Netherlands' comments in TM/CONF/3, page 34), and it
would be useful to envisage similar provisions within the framework
of IMCO, When delegations returned home and had to diKest what
the Committee had voted upon, many loose ends would doubtless
be found which it would be natural to submit to such an
international body. Mr. Bache also recalled, in that connexion,
the Swedish representative's comments, during the Committee's
fifteenth meeting, on a possible explanatory memorandum for
the guidance of ship surveyors.
Mr; NJillEINSKI (Committee Secretary) stated that, since
nothing to that effect had been included either in the. Articles
. of the Convention or in the Recommendations, no. such arrfmgement
had been made •. ' The S0me question had arisen after the Signature
of the Load Lines Convention, and IMCO had.instructed the
Maritime Safety Cor~~ittee to deal withanyp~oblems that might
result from the implementation of that Convention, If the
Convention on Tonnage Measurement so required, similar action
might be taken.
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The CHilIRMJ~ announced that the General Committee had
completed its work in the time allotted to it. He wished to
express his thanks to the members of the General Committee and to
IMCO.

Mr. KASBEKAR (India) expressed gratification at the
efficient way in which the work had been conducted, thanks to the
spirit of understanding shown by the great historic sea-going
nations. He thanked the Chairman and the members of the
General Committee, as well as all the delegations and IMCO, whose
efficiency had been remarkable.

Mr. DUBCHAK (USSR) associated his delegation with the thanks
addressed to the Chairman and to the Secretary-General of IMCO.

Mr. MURPHY (USA) added his thanks to those which had just
been expressed.
The meeting rose at 5.25 p.m.

